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PREFACE.

npHE existence and the importance of the present work hate

long been known to all familiar with the worka of Appayya

Dlkiita. While the present editor was making a study of it in

connection with the philosophy of drlka^fha, its publication was

suggested to him by Vedanta Viforada S. K. PadmanSbha ffcstrin

of Mylapore, who willingly contributed m a very able measure

the patience and scholarship required for the preparation of a

critical edition. The University of Madras, who generously

undertook to publish the work, required a translation to be pro-

vided. In this part of the task, the editor has had invaluable help

from the University Depaitment of Samskrt, particularly from

the University Professor, Dr. C Kunhan Raja. The two Fellows

in Samskrt, Mlmamsakacarya S. K. Bamanltha Gastrin and

Mahopadhylya Pandit V. VenketrSma Sharma, have rendered

considerable assistance in going through various Manuscripts and

the press copy, in correcting proofs, and in various other ways.

The authorities who obliged with the loan of Manuscripts are

mentioned elsewhere. Among friends who by offering suggestions

and in other ways gave considerable encouragement to the

editor, special mention must be made of Mr. T. G. Arlvamuthan,

Advocate, Kilpauk, and Prof. P.P. S. S&strl, Presidency College,

Madras.

The paragraphicg of the Samskrt text has been made to

approximate to that of the translation, with the reBult that the

former looks artificial in some cases. It was the editor's hope to

make the presentation of the argument look clearer by such an

arrangement. He will feel happy if that hope has not proved

altogether illusory.





ABBREVIATIONS.

A. dikhi. ... Atharva-AikhS.

A. fJiraai. .. AtharvaAiraei.

Ka|ha. ... Kafhopanifad.

Kauf, or Kaufltaki. ... Kaufltaki Upanifad.

Ch. ... Ghandogya Upanifad.

Taitt. . . „ Taittirly©panifad.

T. S. ... Taittirlya SanihHI.

Dh. 8. ... Dharsna Sutras.

N. 8. ... Nyaya Sutras.

Praftna. . . . Praduopanifad -

Brh. . . . Brhadara^yakopaniaad.

B. M. . . Brahma Mlmaipsa.

Br. V. ... Brahma Vidyabharanam.

M. N. ... Makanlraya^opanifad.

Mu. . . . Mnn^akopaniaad.

S. . . . damkara.

3. Bh., M. Ed. ... tfuinkara Bhlfya, Memorial

Edition.

&nfci. ... dSnti Parva, Mahibhirala.

3vet. ... &refca6vatara Upanifad.

SchomeruB ... Der (;ana Siddhinta,

Schomerus.

if. • •• mr-4Nii4ii'.

m. *n. ... w^-$fi^-**i*s*^.

«r. ^. * • . WWa'^-Jw-^JPI.





INTRODUCTION,

l

LIFE OF APPAYYA d!K|ITA

Time and again in the history of a country, there rise up

figures of considerable interest and importance in respect of moral

sincerity or religions zeal or political sagacity or scholarly erudi.

tion. These are almost gigantic in their proportions, and are

not infrequently acclaimed as incarnations of an element of god-

head. Appayya Dlksita was such an outstanding figure in the

history of South Indian scholarship. He was a marvel of learor

ing, in width as well as depth, with remarkable powers of clear

thought and forcible expression, and an indefatigable worker in

the cause of truth.

Appayya's place of birth is known to be Adayapalatn, a Tillage

new Conjeevararn. His works inform us that be enjoyed fch#

patronage of three royal masters—Cinna Bomma, Cinna Timma

and Venkatap&ti. 1 His descendants are still found flourishing in

various stations of life, in most of the Southern districts of the

Presidency. The period of his life and work is known to be th*

13th, Century A. JX It was also generally thought on the strength

of a horoscope, that he was born in 1552—1558 A D. and that he

died in 1$24. But the ravages of rt search have not spared us this

certainty. The horoscope given to the world by flivinauda Yogin

1. See the introductory verses to * &vjLrkamanidlpika' and

the 'Commentary on Yfcdavabhyudaya/ and the concluding verses

of 'Kuvalayinanda.'



(a 19th Century descendant and biographer of Appayya) has been

disputed by a 20th Century descendant of Appayya's1 who calls

in epigraphical aid from his ancestor's native village of A4aya-

palam to support the suggestion that Appayya must have been

born some 30 years earlier, about 1520. For the view so pro-

pounded, corroboration is sought m the tag of a verse said to be

quoted by MahSmahopadhySya RSju ^Sstriar of Mannirgudi,

purporting to be from an ancient and lost biography of Appayya

Dlkfita. The arguments require to be elaborated and examined

much more fully than they have been, before being accepted or

rejected. That being no part of the present task, we shall pass on,

contenting ourselves with the knowledge that the latter half of

the 16th century seems undoubtedly to have been the period of

Appa^ya's literary activity.

Appayya's father and grand-father were eminent teachers of

Advaita. The grand-lather was known as Acarya Dlksifca or

more familiarly as AcSn Di^ita. He married twice, and the

second wife was Totrambi, a Vai$aava lady, daughter of Banga

Raja, a Vaifnavite. The son of this union was also called Ranga
Raja, afcer the maternal grand-father. This Ranga Rlja, the

Advaita Aclrya, reputed as a performer of the Vi&vajit sacrifice,

became the lather and the spiritual preceptor of the renowned

Appayya. Appayya remains the most illustrious member of that

family; to this day. Next to him, but next only to him comes the

famous Nllakantha, poet and prime minister, who flourished at

Madura, during the days of Tiruraala NSyak. Nflakanflja was

1. See 'The Bate of Appayya Dlkflta* by Y, M~ahl7i%*
Sastrl {The Hindu, 20-6—28) and two articles on 'Appayya
Dlkfita's Age' by the same author in the Journal of Oriental
Besearch, II, 225. and IU, 140.



the grandson of Appayya's brother, Acan Dlkaita.

It ia said that Appayya married one Sumangaja or Mangaja-

niyabi, the daughter of Ratnakheta Dlkfita who, having rashly

undertaken to make Appayya prostrate before him, found no other

means of doing so, except by becoming his father-in-law*1 There

seems to be also a bare tradition that the lady was of Vaiagava

birth. 'Che dispute with Ratnakheta and its sequel find men-

tion in the * Acan«Dlk$itendra-Vam4avali,' a poetical genealogy

composed by VlrarSghava Kavi, a descendant of Acan Dlkfita.

Appayya is reputed to be the author of i04 works. Many of

these are lost, not even the names being known. Of those said

to be his, the authorship, ascribed often by vague tradition, is,

in many cases, doubtful. The confusion is increased sby the fact

that some of his descendants—the father of Raja ffcstriSr of

Mannirgudi, and an anubhava—advaitm of recent days who died

in the early years of the present century—bore the same name

and were also write: s, more or less prolific. Among the 104, we

have to include commanfcanes written by Appayya on works

composed m verse by himself. Thus, the (Ananda Lahari* and

the *S.nanda Le.batl OandnkS,' count as two works, though they

may be looked upon as constituting the verse and prose parts

of one work.

The greatest number of these works relate to fiaiva religion

or Advaita philosophy. Our author, however, was a redoubtable

authority on other subjects, such as rhetoric and poetics, while

his knowledge of Mlmamsa was unrivalled, as shown in his hand-

ling even of other subjects. The full extent of his grasp of

Mimimsa Sistra ' lay be gauged by his discussion of some knotty

1. See 'Appayya DEkaita's Age,* Journal of Oriental Re-

search, II, 236,
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topic* in the 'PScfOtUi-a-MimiinsS-Vida-Mftkiatra^Mili.' His

'KuvalaySnanda' and 'Citra-MImamas' evince his knowledge of

poetics and rhetoric. His appreciation of literature as Mich is

shown by his ' Commentary on Yadavabhyudaya*. True, many

of these books were written to order, having been commissioned

by different royal patrons, but they ate none the less thorough

and masterly, for that.

Appayya combined in himself the clear-sightedness of the

philosopher witb the zeal of the devotee. This accounts at once

-for his thoroughness and hi3 Catholicism He cottld sympathise

With all shades of thought and behef, since to him was vouchsafed

*he vision of their harmofitoas blending in the one Resplendent

Oolouriess Whole, He would yield to none in his passionate

devotion to Siva ; but he would not. like sectarian devotees pull

down Visnii to the level of a finite self (see commentary on verse

36 of the ' Ananda Dabari ') As an advaitin, he held that

Brahman was Nirguna ; but he also held that for * facility of

human comprehension, He appears "as if possesmg gunas, taking

on the form of the blue-throated, three-eyed Being^ccouopanied by

Amb» " ('diva taUvalviveka', Verse Id). Though the bed-rock of

all the Vedas, Ag&mas and so on is but Advaita, ts the fragrance of

Advaita breaths in man only by the Grace of Him whose crest

t

jawei is the tender digit of the Moon M
(' &\5rkamanid*pikl, ' in-

troductory verse 7 ; translation by Dr. V. V. iiamana gastrin).

As an advaitin, release meant for him realisation of identity with
Brahman ; but this is not to be, 30 long as fcinere continues m Iks

world even a single unredeemed soul. Till the final release t>f all,

H^vidafci release \b but the attainment of the being of lavata,

^e thus find throughout a spirit "of sympathetic understanding

and reconciliation, very far removed from dogmatic sectarians.



And yet our author could wield his dialeotioal weapons force-

fully, sometimes pitilessly. The extended hand o! reconciliation

not infrequently became the mailed fist* Ha does not hold, lor

instance) with the exaggerated claims of Madhvacifya to divinity,

and inveighs against him furiously in a notable passage in the

commentary on verse 81 of the •Jiiva^tattva-viveka.* Though, as

rioted before, he had a profound regard for Visnu, holding that

"only by reaching Him can that place be attained, which belongs

to the Immortal, primaeval blissful Being, who is Light, etc.*'

CBabQa-traya-parlkfS,' verse 5), yet he could not brook those self-

styled Vaianavas who reviled diva or contemplated treason against

His supremacy.1 Against these he directs his righteous indigna-

tion, quoting passages condemnatory of them, from the 'Bhigavata,'

and commenting on them with great gusto (explaining "dur-

bhagili " of the original as " samklrna kfetra jitah "). For error

as ignorance, he seems to have had comprehension and sympathy,

but none for error masquerading as the whole truth.

One of Appayya's pupils was Bhattoji Dlksita, famous as the

author of the ' Siddhlnta Kautnudl.* Bhattoji was from Upper

India, where, among other things, he earned the opposition and

ill-will of Pan4itari]a Jagannatha, a favourite of the Emperor,

Shah Jehan. Bha$t3]i's preceptor, Appayya* also came in for a

share of Jaganaatha's enmity, the pupil's evil ways being set

down/ to the master's evil influence. This Jagannatha wrote a

critique of Appayya's 'Citra-MlmaqMa/ called ' Citra-Mlmlmsi-

X. Jt must be noted that for Appayya, rtiva is above and

beyond the three mttrtis,—Brahma, Vifs>u and Budxa. He it not

to he identified with Hudra, who is the embodiment of Tamas,

and the Juoxd of Destruction, as the other two axe Lords of Oea*

tion and Bustantationt



Khan^ana'. It is thought that, about the period of this contro-

versy .between Bhatooji and Jagannatha, Appayya himself was at

Benares. However that may be, he spent his last days in the

South, and died at Cidambaram. In his last moments, he is said

to have composed a verse and a half in praise of Cidambaram and

the Dancer in the Golden Hall. "This city of Chidambaram is

well-known for it3 sacredness. Splendidly modest sons (have

bsen born to me). Sodae good works have also been written.

My years are more than seventy. Longing for pleasure I have

none. I want nothing. Only I am anxious to see my Liord*s

place. There flashes in my heart the rising Sun of ihe light of

the Lotus-feet ot the Dancer of the Golden Hall " (translation by

A. V. Gopalachariar, 'Yadavabhyudaya,* II. xvii). He expired in

the middle of the second verse. One could wish for no more fit-

ting finale to such a great life.

[For further information, see 'Appayya-Dlkfitendr*-

Vijaya' by &vananda Yogin, 'Life of $ri Appayya Dlksita*

by A. V. Gopalachariar, in Vol. II of 'Yadavibhyudaya*

(S. V, V. Press), « Appayya Dlktrta ' in the Siddhinta

DlpikS, IV, 261, and two articles on 'Appayya Dlksita's

Age' by Y, Mahalinga Ssstrl, Journal of Oriental

Beseareh, If, 226, and III, 140.]

The present work of Appayya's—known as the *&vadvaita

Nirnaya* or the 'SivSdvaita Vimr^aya,' sometimes as the 6 Advaita

Nirflaya,' has its merits and defects, from the viewpoint of the

average reader. It has the merit of being entirely in jproge, and

directed to one central idea. It has the further merit of expound-

ing Appayya's conception not merely of Sivadvaita, but also of

duddhadvaita, some of his distinctive conceptions in regard to the

latter, such as that about celease finding expression here. But, in



spite of fairly extensive quotations from the bh5*ya of ^rlkantha,

it is not possible to appreciate the latter or assess it at its true

worth, except in conjunction with an independent study of the

bhSfya. A study of the 'Nirflaya' by itself would be like reading

up the criticism of a literary work, in the absence of direct ac-

quaintance with that work. The difficulty is increased by the

fact that certain doctrines of the bha«yakara—such as the atomi-

city of the self are not mentioned or discussed by Appayya. But

the ' Niruaya' deserves to be studied, if for nothing else, at least

as a remarkable example of our author's dialectical skill and

clearness of thought. One other reason why the work is valuable

to the students of $rlkantha is the reference to Sudar&anacarya

otherwise known as Haradatta. With reference to a verse quoted

by the dialectical opponent from this author's ' ^ruti-Sukti-Malft,

'

it is said that Scikantha came after Haradatta This, combined with

very definite suggestions m the ' Ananda Liahari' to the effect that

BSmanuja followed in the foot-steps of drikaQtha, seems to be of

great help m fixing the period of ^rikantha. If the date _b still

uncertain, it is because Haradatta's period is not known ; for, the

obituary verse, whereon reliance used to be placed as gmug the

date of his death, proves to contain conflicting astronomical

details and is inaccurate or spurious.1

Appayya tries to be as clear in his exposition, as m his

thought. His attempts, however, are not always successful. He

frequently labours his points to the extent of being tiresome.

And, often enough, he leads us into a labyrinth of words from

which he escapes, leading us to find oui way out, as best as we

can. A single sentence may contain half-a dozen distinct points

i. See further an article on ' Divine Ommpotenoev by the

present writer, m the 'Triveni ' for March 1928.
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and mnmMly to a whole page. The tank of the tranciator,

who ha* to steer eUsar of the gcylla of umntelligibla literaiism ana
th^Charybiis of free paraphrase is not unviable.
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THE WORKS OF APPAYYA DfKsITA.

The following list is based primarily on aa article on Appayya

XMkfita in the Siddhanta DIpika (Vol. IV). The writer of that

article would seem to have drawn principally from Aufrecht's

Catalogue Catatagorum and BhattaSri Balasaraswati Pandit NtrS-

yana 3udariana's introduction to the Advaita-mafijarl edition of

the *' Siddh5nta-le8a*satigraha*\ These sources have also been

consulted in the preparation of the present list. Prof. P. P. S.

distrf of the Presidency College, Madras, has prepared a list

mainly based on the manuscripts mentioned in the Descriptive

and Triennial Catalogues of the Government Oriental Manuscripts

Library, Madras ; he has also made use of the information avai-

lable from the Tanjore Palace Library. Mr, Y, Mahilmga distrl,

Advocate, Mylapore, a lineal descendant of Appayya Dlkfita has

made out a list from material that was in the possession of his

great-grand-father, Brahmain Eaju Gastrin. These two lists have

also been availed of. Many of the works here enumerated find

mention in all the lists, while some are mentioned in only one

or other of the lists. The initials given after the name of each

work indicate briefly the authorities relied on io each case. Thus,

A is Aufreoht, M is MahSiinga $IstrI, H is Narayana Sudariana,

8 is P
;
P.^S. rkstrl, and SD is the Siddhanta DlpikS. Works

wrongly listed by some of these are also mentioned, together with

a note indicating the error actual or probable. It is hoped that

the list here made out will provide a useful basis for further

research.



I*

1. Adhikaraija-malS (SD ; possibly identical with the

MfmlqisSviaaya-sasgraha-dlpika" listed by S),

2. Adhikara^a-slravah (M).

3. Adhikaraga-kaucika (S; M). This is probably the same

work as No. 2. Dr. Bamaija Sfstrin mentions an

Adhikarana-kancuka, which purports to be a com-

mentary on the adhikarana ilokas of the Dakfi^l-

mrtirti brahma-sutravrtti. A Paper Ms. of this work

in DevanSgarl characters is to bft found m the Adyar

Eiibrary. It is so different; in style and doctrine

from the general trend of Appayya's works that its

attribution to him is strongly open to Suspicion.

It is not known whether this is the same as the

Adhikarana-kuficikS listed by B and M,

4. Apltakuclmha-stava fS. V. Vj

5. AmarakoAa-vyakhya (A; followed by SD. I^his IB pm-

sibly identical with $§abda-ptaki£am listed bf S

and M).

6. At?ttnlcale^ara-sfctiiii (SB ; M).

7. AtmSfpana-stnti (or f&vapafica&khS) [B. V; 8. V. V.]

8. Adttya-stava-ratnaf (or Dvada$8ditya-stava) fB. V.]

9. A commentary on the above (B. V.]

10. Upakramta-parakrama (A; M; N; S; SD).

Ll. Rirvalayananda [Nirijayasagar],

Bafikaraftjani, a commentary on the rtavalayirfanda is

Wrongly listed by Anfracht, as thatf work, appears te

have been by one Gangadha^a Adhvarin.

13, Kr|ns»dhySna-paddhatt <M; N; SD).

fc3. A commentary on the above (N; SD).

U. Gangadhara-asfcakam (M; S).



15. Durglcandrakala-stati [S V. V.].

16. A commentary on the above (M ; N; SD).

17. Citra-pu*a (M ; N ; 8 ; SD).

18. Citra-mlmEnisa [Nirnaysigar].

19. JayoilSsamdhi (A ; SD)*

20. Tattva-rnuktavaU (A ; SD).

21. Taptamndra-khandaaa (or-vidrava9am) (A; M; S; 3D).

Taptamudrankana,-kha94*aa (A ; probably identical

with No. 21).

22. Tia-anta«6e»a-gangraha (A; SD)

28. DaAakumara-oanfcra-sangraha (or satjikfepafc) (A; M; S;

SD).

24, Dharma tnlmarmi-paTibhSf* (SD ; possibly the same aft

Tantrika-mlmatps* listed by M alone).

25. Nayamanjarl (M; SD).

2d, NayamanimalS [NirnayasSgar]

.

27. A commentary on the above (M; Sl».

28. Nayamayukha-mahka (A.; M; N; SD).

29. A commentary on the above (SD>.

80. Nima*sangraha*mSl5 (Aj N; SD).

81. A commentary on the above (A; N; SD).

82. Nigrahlffeakam [By Sivananda Yogm £t Benares].

88. Ny&ya-muktSvah (M; N; SD).

84. A commentary on the above (N; SD),

85. .Nyayaraktima^i [S. V. V]

m. Nyaya-ratna-inlli (M; SB).

37. A commentary on the above (M ; SD).

Nylya-sangraha-mUa and a commentary thereon listed by

IMf alone are possibly identical with No*. 86 and 37.
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S3, Paftca-ra-tna-sfcava (or—stuti) [8. V. V.].

89. A commentary on the above [S. V. V.].

40. Panca»svar&«vWyti (SD).

41. Paci'tiali [Niraayasagar].

Paficagranthl a Vedanta work, listed by A and 3D, is

probably the same as No. 41, that being the filth of

the five Advaita works—The Brahma Sutras, S$am-

kara's Bhaiya, The BhSrnatI, the Kalpataru, and

the Parimalg—which belong to one line of Adraita

tradition.

42. P5dukS-sahasra-t)k5 (A; M; SD).

48. Pa^inlya-nakfatra'mila [or PSnim-tantra-vida-nakfatra-

mila published by K V, Krt?amac»ri, Kuoiba-

konam],

44. Pflrvottara-mlmarpBft-vada'naklatra-milft [S. V. V.]

45. Prabodha-candrodaya-tika (A; SD),

46. Pr&krta-candrikS (N; SD; probably the same as Prakrta*

maqu-dlpa listed by S).

47. Brahma-tarka-stava [S. V. V]

48. A commentary on the above [S. V. v.j.

49. Bhakti-sataka (A; M; SD).

50. Bharata-slra-sangraha [8. V. 'V.]

51. Bh3r&ta*tStparya*sangraha [S. V- V.; a commentary on

No. 501

52. ManhrtalikS (N ; SD doubts if it is different from

No. 26).

53. Mata-sarSrtba-saagraha (N ; SD ; N says it is a work of

seventy verses ; it should then be different from the

Oatur-mata-sara-sangraha, which comprises the

$*y5ya«muktfcvali ; the |Jayamay«ikha-m«iki, the
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Naya-ma^i-mSia and the Nayamafcjarl ; this work

is posBibly the same as Smrti-mata-sira listed by M
alone).

54. Madhva-tantra-raiikha-niardana. [B.V.]

55. Madhva-mata-vidhvanisana [B. V.; a commentary on

No. 64],

Madhva-mata-kha94ana is listed by A and SD; this

is probably the same as Nos. 54 and 55.

56. MayakhSvali(S).

57. MSnasoilisa [8. V. V.].

58. Margasahaya*stotram (S).

59. Yidavabhyudaya-tlkS [S. V. V]*

60. Batna-traya-parlkfS [B. Vj.

61. A commentary on the above [B. V.]

62. Bamanuja-mata-kha*4ana (or Blmanuja-sTAga-bhftaga)

(8 ; M ; SD).

68. BSmaya^a-sSra-saiigraha [S. V. V.]

64. Bimaya^a-tltparya-sangraha [%. V. V.; a commentary

on No. 68],

B£miya*a«t5tparya-ni«&aya (SD).

RIm5.yana-bh5rata-B5ra-s&ngr&ha (A ; 8D).

Bimaya^a-sSr* (A ; SD).

B5m5yava-B5ra-stava (A ; SD) ; these four would seem to

be but repetitions of the titles of 59, 51. 63, and 64.

It is not likely that as many as eight books were

written on the interpretation of the BSmSyaf* and

the Mahibhir&ta.

65. Laghu-YWara*a [B. V.]

66. V*rad*r*j*-6t*Ta [8. V. V.].

67. A commentary on |he above [8. V. V.].
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68. Va»titn«**l-©itmsen5-i41asa-ni|ftka (A ; 8DV

69. Vidhincaslyana (A ; M ; N ; 8 s SD).

70. Vidhi-ras5ya«a--snkhopajIvinI (or—sukhopayoianl ; A;

M;tf; S;SD).

71. VifBa.tattva-rahasya (A; SD).

72. Vtra-*ar?am (A; M; SD).

73. Wtto-virtikam (A; M; N; S; SD).

Vairagya-Sataka is erroneously listed by A and SD rely-

iag on the authorship ascribed in KiryaniSlI I, 91.

The work printed these tnrns out to be Nllakasfha

Dlktita's. See the Matter's Minor Poems? published

by S, V. V.

74. Slnti-aiava (A; SD).

75. liiikharini-mala [Advaita-mafijarl].

76. $$va-tattva-viveka [Advaita-maftjarl ; a commentary on

No. 75].

77. Siva-karnSm?fcam [S. V. V.]

A cotnsnentary on the above is Hated by SD. This is

improbable, as the original itself is a short prose-

work, hardly needing any commentary.

78. Siva-^iy5r|ar.paddhati [B. V.]

79. A commentary on the aboY^XN; SD),

80. ^i^a-purana-tanotasatva^khan^ana (A; SD).

811. *Ta-puj5^idhi (S; M; SD).

82. &Ya~mahima-kalikS-Btuti [B. V.]

&$. A eammenifcftry on the a^oye, jknown as the Mlnalrnsi-

nySya-parimalollasa [B. 3frJ

84. dwadvaita-nirnaya [Madras XJp^v^r.^ity].

85. Sivinanda-laharS (or/Ar^nda-|a*^) r[g. V. Y.]

86. &vanaifda~lafca*I1<wdriJ*& [S. V. V,; a commentary on
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No; ml
87. divarka-ma#i«dtpikS (or f$ivaditya-ma|tt-dlpika) [Nir^a-

jatigar].

88. &vareana-oandriki [Devako(
tah].

89. BEla-candrika> a commentary on No. 88 (N; SD).

90. tfivotkarfa-marijari (A; 3D; it is doubtful if this is not

identical with Nllakantha Dlkfita's work of the

same name).

91. Saiva-kalpadruma (A).

92. Siddhanta-ratnakara (A ; SB).

93. Siddhlnta-le6a-sangraha [Advaita-mafijarl].

94. Stotra-ratnakara (M),

95. Hamsa-sandesVfclka (A; SD).

96. Hari-hara-stuti (S; M).

97. Harivam£a-sara-caritra-vy&khya (A ; S ; SD ; the Mi. is

in the Tanjore Palace Library ; see Descriptive

Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts, Vol. VI. A

and SD wrongly assign the original work itself to

Appayya ; that work was composed by one Govmda-

mantrin, a minister of the Kon4avIdu chieftains).

Narayaga Sudar&raa quotes several verses which enumerate

many of the above works and mention in addition the Abhidha-

lakfaQi-vffctij treating of the same topic as Vrtti-v&rtikam. The

verses, he says, are of Appayya's own composition, but we are not

informed of the authority for the statement or of the source of

the verses. If we count the Mimaqasl-vilaya-sangraha-dlpiki,

the dabda-praka&a, the Taatnka-aumlmsS, the Nyaya-sangraha-

mili audits commentary) the Smpti-mata-sSra and the Abhidhi-

Iakaa*4~vrtti as independent works, we shall hove a hundred and

foir on the whole. Information is now to hand from IJanjore of an
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alamJkara work in Ms. called the Lakf^gta-ratnSvlI-vylkhyi.

2?*te: The initials in the square braekets refer to the name

of the publisher or the secies, where the work has been published:

8. V, V. is the &I Vi*I Vilis Press, Srirangam ;

B. V. is the Brahma Vidya Press, Chidambaram ;

Nir^ayasSgar is the press of that name in Bombay ;

Advaita-masjari is the series of that name published at

Kumbakonam

;

Devakotab refera to the daivigama-p&ripIlana-Sangam,

Devakotab.

It would appear from the British Museum Catalogue that

the text of the ' cJiyidtaita Nirnaya ' was published at Benares in

1905 by one tfrl Kantka FrasSda Nir»ya*» Simha.1 It did not

form part of any known series and copies seem to be very dim*

cult to obtain.

1. This information was not available to the present editor

earlier than Januarv ima
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THE SYSTEM OF SrIKANTHA.

$rlkai$ha,hke the &5wa Siddhantin, believes in three prin-

ciples—Pati (the Lord), PaSu (the bound soul), and Pa6a (the

bonds) The impurity of the bound soul is beginningiess, like

the presence of verdigris in copper. The impurity can be got

rid of only by getting the souls to engage in action and enjoy the

fruit. The creation of the world is for this purpose. The Lord

has no object of His own to gain by creating the world ; He
does it » however, in the interest of the bound souls, in order to

purify and to redeem them.

The Lord is both the material and the efficient cause of the

world. The world is, thus, the result of a transformation of

Brahman, But tracsformation would imply change, that is,

defect, m Brahman. Hence, Brahman's parmSma (transforma-

tion) has to be understood as holding only of His Cit-Sakti (Intel-

bgence- Energy). rihis Cit-$akti is the material cause, which

takes on the form of the worlds, Intelligent and Non-intelligent1
.

Brahman Himself (when &*ii*antha identifies with Siva-) is the

efficient cause. But these are distinguishable aspects of Brah-

man, not different entities ; for, between Energy and the posses-

sor thereof, there is non-ditference. Because of the relationship

to the Lord, through Cit-^akti, the world paTtakes of the Exis-

tence, Intelligence and Bliss of the Lord. The existence of

particular things la a fraction of the existence of Brahman; in-

1. The first manifestation of Cit-Sakti js ISfSrayana, who is

thus the material cause of the woild. He is of the form of the

universe (Vi&vakara).
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dividual knowledge and bliss are fragments of the Knowledge and

Bliss of &Ya. All this is taught by the Vedanta.

The Vedanta also appears to teach identity of Brahman and

the finite self. This, however, is not to be taken literally. The

identity is only of the kind that subsists between the body and the

embodied, the pervader and what is pervaded. When the faggot

is pervaded by fire, we speak of it as itseli fire.

Release comes through meditation on the Lord, after the

acquisition of the necessary preliminaries of tranquility, faith,

non-attachment to fruit whether in this world or the next, and so

on. The meditation should take on any one of the lorms prescribed

by Upanifadic seers. The Lord may for instance, be contem-

plated as the small 5ka4a within the heart or as the One Existence

that evolved into all this, In all cases, the distinctive qualities of

$iva will have to be understood, such as bhssfulness, freedom

from sin etc., and blue*throatedness, companionship of Umi and

so on ; for, the Lord is the abode of all auspicious qualities, and

the texts, which make Him out to be attnbuteless, intend to deny

only objectionable qualities,

In meditation, the Lord is to be thought of as the Self, for,

so have contemplated sages of yore, saying, " I am, verily, Thou,

Lord, Divinity, Thou, verily, art I". Belease is the aban-

donment of the condition of bondage (Pa&itva) and the attain-

ment of the state of bliss ($watva). This cannot come about

until the bonds are destroyed in the torrent of continuous medi-

tation of identity with the Supreme. It is this identity that

ancient seers have taught their disciples through texts like " That
Thou art".

As the fruit of meditation, properly performed, one goes op to

Brahman, after death, along tne path of the gods. For those, who



go alpng this path, there is no retrain. Some say, however, that

there is no need for all to travel along this path, since for the

devotees of the Non related (presumably what the pure-non-dua-

list calls Nirgu^a Brahman), there is attainment of release even

here, i.e., with release from the physical body,1 This exception

in favour of the devotees of the Non-related (mranvaya-upisakas)

is made by {Jdkautha, as often as there is occasion to talk of the

path of the gods, for the others. Such statements naturally give

rise to speculations as to whether Srlkantha's system is really

qualified-non-duahsm (Vi&stadvaita), though he chooses to call

it so. And once the question is raised, ther6 appear to be a

number of indications which all tend to point to pure-non-dualism

(Jfcddhadvaita) as his ultimate doctrine. All these indications

have been examined and exploited fully by Appayya Dlkiita in his

' Ananda Laharl,* as also in the present work. Though the

* iSivadvaita Nirnaya* contains no explicit reference to the other

work, yet there seems to be no doubt that it is the later of the

two. While a number of passages—such as the discussion of

Apasiamba's exaltation of the house-holder's state, fiamkara's

conception of release as the attainment of the nature of I&vara,

and so on are common to both works (m words, as well as in

thought), there are certain elaborations of the argument, in the

'Ninjaya,' which would definitely make it out to be later.1 Further,

1. Or, possibly, " even while in this life". SSrlka^tha does

recognise, in a half-hearted way, the possibility of jlvanmukti,

release while still in the world ; this recognition constitutes one

more breach between his system and qualified-non-dualism. See

B. M. Ill, 4,50

2. One or two of these may be noted hero : (a) in the dis-

cussion of the view that the identity of the jlva and Brahman is



referring to an argument about Sk%6d, in the sense of Cit-Sakti,

being identical with Brahman, in his ' Ratna-traya-parlkfa, * Ap-

payya makes mention of the * &varkamaflidfpika ' and the *AvI-

nanda Laharl* (what we know as the 'Auanda Liaharl') but not to

' &vadvaita Nirnaya,* though the argument is common to this

work also, which, thus, seems to be later even than the ' Ratna-

trfcya-parlkii? We shall next proceed to study Appayya's argu-

ments in brief, for, a detailed consideration will easily become

longer than the book itself.

but imagined, the ' Nirnaya ' sets out both the view and the criti-

cism in greater detail than the 'Iiiharl \ (b) Saguna Brahman is

shown m the 'Nunaya ' to bo not merely the avantara tatparya

of Vedanta texts, but the indispensable pre-supposition of the

synthesis of such texts a? relate to Nnguna Brahman ; (c) the

consideration of Apasta,mba*s criticism of Samnyasa is fuller,

further reasons being given for treating this as but arthavada

;

there is also a reference to similar condemnation by Kffflja and

some ancient sages ; {$) there is an attempt to show, with refe-

rence to the Suvarcala-^vetaketu discourse in the Mahabharata,

that vivartavada ie acceptable to BadarSyana ; (e) the arguments

in support of the final position of the • Lab art' figure here also,

but certain objections theret. are stated and met.



IV.

APPAYYA'S ARGUMENTS.

The starting point of the discussion, as we have already noted,

is the statement about mranvayopasakas, a statement which is

made not in one place but in three—III, 3, 32 ; IV, 2, 13 ; IV,

8, 1 The expression " niranvaya " is far from clear ; it means

"non-related**, presumably non related to the universe, what

Appayya Diksita understands bv the repeated use of the word

" nis-prapauca '* It seems to refer to Nirguna Brahman, as

conceived bv the advaitin, it being well-known that he postulates

the attainment of release even in this life, and certamlv at death,

without travelling along any path or tarrying anywhere. £rl-

kantha, m such statements, apparently recognises the existence and

validity of the concept of Nirguna Brahman. The reason for his

referring to it only casually is not that he attaches no value to it,

but that his purpose for the moment is the creation of faith in

and devotion to Sagm&a Brahman , for, such devotion is a neces-

sary propaedeutic to tha attainment of the mental steadiness and

concentration needed for the uninterrupted contemplation of Nir"

gu^a Brahman. The object he has primarily in view can be

secured best by emphasising the Saguna aspect and concealing

(nay, even condemning) the Nirguija aspect, though the latter

be known to be the final truth, The procedure is paralleled by

the condemnation of Satpnyasa by the very sages who recognise

it as an emlted order of life and extol it elsewhere. These are

not moved by ignorance or error, but by the desire to save those of

dull-wit who may "take to the higher path of renunciation, having

heard of the glories thereof, without having first acquired the re-

quisite degree of firmness. &rlka9$ha's procedure in suppressing and



condemning the Nirguna significance is similarly motived. 1 But

since the truth may not be wholiv concealed, it is partially indicat-

ed in these statements of $rfkantha, which occur wherever there

is occasion to ment'on departure along the path of the gods.

1. It will be seen that Appiyya's interpretation is conceived

in the dominant spirit of Hindu philosophy and founded on the

notion of adhikara bheda (differences of competency). For any

such notion, error is a degree of truth. The difficulty of such a

theory, (as realised by Bradley and others of his mode of thought)

lies in the element of positive opposition to truth. Error claims

to be the whole truth, not merely a degree of it, and opposes the

recognition of the higher truth. The partiality of the part is

intelligible ; but its opposition to completion and its claim to be

complete, these seem hard to reconcile with the coherence-notion

of truth and with absolutist metaphysics. The analogy of Apas-

•tamba's condemnation of Samnyasa applies just to this positive

aspect of error ; the sage is not merely praising the house-holder's

state of life, (winch is a partial good), but is setting it up as the

only good order, even running counter to drufci. This, says

Appayya, is for the -purpose of securing undisturbed concentration

on the grade of truth for which the subject is fit. When perfec-

tion m that stage is attained, the higher truth will dawn of itself.

On such a hypothesis, one is led to speculate on the influence of

the horrors of the Inquisition in the development of the Coper-

niean theory. The cases would, of course* not be parallel, since

the Inquisitors, to the best of our knowledge, were ignqrant of the

higher truth, and in this respect were unlike Apastamba or possi-

bly 3rika?tha . There would thus seem to be a difference bet-

ween the opposition set up by the lower grade of truth, and the

opposition set up for it by those -cognisant of the higher truth.
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Nor may it be thought that the words " some say ", with

which the remark about mranvayoplsakas is introduced in every

case, clearly shows that opmion not to be Srlka^tha's own ; for,

elsewhere, fJrlka^tha introduces an opinion acceptable to himself,

with the words " some say ". This is in connection with the

view that the Self of Bliss of the Taitfeirlyopanisad is Cit-$akti,

and Brahman there spoken of as the tail, the support, is the

Supreme Brahman ; though mentioned as a secondary view, this

is really what is acceptable to him, as seen from bis commentary

on Sutra J, 1, 2, The statement about non-departure for

mranvayopasakas should therefore be taken to be orlkantha's

own opinion ; this view *s further re-inforced by hia apparently

supporting that position in his own person, in the commentary on

III, 8, 32, where he says that therein is no inconsistency.1

The latter is defensible, not the former This is probably the

reason why Appayya himselt loses temper with the self-styled

Vaifnavas, though he considers Vianu to be an element of god-

head, one of the three gems, the worship of whom leadB to that

shining glory, which is the abode of the Immortal.

1. A modern translator of 5SrIkaJQL|ha*s Bhafya into Tamil

doubts the genuineness of these passages and therefore jettisoni

them wholesale. The wisdom of the procedure is, however,

doubtful ; for, difficulties of reconciliation can at best lead to

suspicion of their genuineness, not to proof of forgery. It is worth

nothing that besides the Manuscripts and traditions of Appayya's

time, about ten Manuscripts from different parts of India have

been consulted m bringing out two of the printed editions of

^rlka^fha'a Bhl#ya— that of the Pandit (1872), and that of the

Government of Mysore. It is difficult to discard as spurious

statements which evidently have such strong support. See,
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The next point of considerable importance is the mode of

meditation prescribed by Srlkantha. The Lord is to be meditated

on as identical with the self, not as standing thereto m the rela-

tion of the embodied to the body. The latter relationship

expresses the Vi&sfcadvaitin's manner of understanding Scriptural

declarations of non-difterence ; and at one stage of his exposition

Srlkantha too leans to the same view. But this relationship is

intended to appeal only to those who betake themselves to the

path of service (dfiea marga), look upon the Lord as a Master in

relation to servants, and can rise to no higher conception. For

these, release comes about only very much later, after they have

passed through the stage of servitude to Siva. Tnose who desire

release itself and are fit to seek it at least through Saguna medi-

tation, as on the SkSsa within the heart and so on, should

contemplate Siva as identical with themselves

The very text of the Jabalas quoted by Srtkaniha supports

this view ; for, it asserts identity both ways: *

' I am Thou, and

Thou art I ". The Vi&stidvaitm too quotes this t9xt, but

without realising its implications. If, as he says, the finite self is

an attribute of the .Lord, the Lord may be said to be the finite

self, not wee versa ; for, the substantive may be identical wi-th the

adjective, but not the adjective with the substantive. The latter

is more than any one attribute or aggregate of attributes The

Sruti declaration " I am Thou" becomes, m this case, meaningless.

The text,
k< That Thou art ", also teaches real identity, for, we

are told that sages realise Siva to be identical with their own Self

and pass on this realisation to their pupils through
r
texts like

" That Thou art '\ This latter interpretation must be taken to

further, the relevant portions of Sentinathier, fc Brahma Sutra

SiySttuvita Saivapa4»y&na.'



negative the earlier interpretation even of " Tat tvaua asi " in II,

8, 42, e£ .$*<?.; for, the two are contradictory and contradictories

cannot both be accepted, as $ilkant'ia saj s in his commentary on

II, 1, 22. Even the Saguna upasaka has thus to contemplate the

Lord as identical with himself ; hence SJrikantha's doctrine of non-

difference is more akin to Suddhadvaita than to Vi&afcidvaita.

The non*di£fecence so indicated is confirmed on an exami-

nation of the relation-ship between Brahman and the iimverse.

Oit-^akti is of the form of the umveuse and Brahman is of the

form of Cit-^akti ; hence, the universe is non-different from

Brahman. But the advaitia maintains the Non-intelligent

universe to be an illusory manifestation. True, says Appayya,

and orlkanfcha is bouad to entertain th \ same view ; for9 how oan

Cit-$akti which is Intelligence evolve into what is Non-intelligent?

Evolution must be understood literally in the case of the Intelli-

gent universe, and figuratively in the case of the Ncn -intelligent.

The latter being thus fictitious, there is no difficulty in compre-

hending the perfect identity between Brahman and the jlva which

has thus been rid of its limiting conditions Nor can ifc be said

that the Intelligent world may be similarly fictitious, that too

being an evolute of Cit-$akti, as in that case, there will be none

to experience release. Farther, there h no need to declare it

fictitious, for it is not subject to modifications like the material

world. In the latter case, real identity has to be denied, as

otherwise Brahman would be subject to change ; but in the former

case, the jlva is eternal and from Us identity with Brahman, no

evil consequence may be fore-seen.

This argument which establishes the non-ditference of Brah-

man and the universe, thuongh Git-$akti, is liable to attack at two

points. Non-difference may be denied as between Brahman and

4



Cit-rfakti oc as between Git-$akti and the universe. The latter

cannot be attempted, for the existence of exiatents like pot* cloth,

etc., is said to be part of a larger, non-variable Existence, while

individual bliss is a fragment of a larger Bliss This more uni-

versal Existence and Bliss, it it is not Brahman, is at least Oit-

Siakti, Bat for participation in some such universal Bliss, the

gradations of Bliss mentioned in the Ananda Valii would be un-

intelligible , for, each grade would be, otherwise, distinct from the

-rest, and there would be no senae m saying that the sage *' untor-

mented by desires " partakes oieach giade. Nor could Cit«$akfci,

which is the Bliss of Brahman, make others happy, if it were

different from them, for one man's bliss cannot as t>ach cause the

-happiness of another

Nor is the attempt to make out Brahman to be different from

Cit-#akti any more successful. Their non-difference is repeatedly

declared in fokantha's commentary, as when he says that the
Supreme aklsa (not the elemental ether) is the cause of the world,

because it is non* different from Brahman or that both Brahman
and His Git-gakti are to bs meditated on in the Dahara Vidya.

That Srikantha looks upon Brahman as in Himself unchang-
ing is evident from his novel doctrine of transformation (apQrva

pannama), a transformation through - Cit-Sakti, which leaves

Brahman unaffected. It is also seen from his making out that

Brahman in so far as He is distinguished from Cit-Sakti is only
the operative cause.

Nor have we to depend only on our inference for the view
that for Srlkaotba the Non-intelligent world is illusory. The
difference between that and the Intelligent world is stressed by
himself in his commentary oa II, 1, 2a, wh«re he shows that
while even the Intelligent world is designated as other than



Brahman, the Non-intelligent world, which has no kinthip with

Brahman, cannot claim to be non-different from Brahman.

It will aiso be noticed that the sutras whicb seem to establish

difference between Brahman and the finite self, (such as that

about deep sleep and departure—I, & 43) seek to prove only that

Brahman in his omniscience is superior to the finite self, as audi,

m his httle-knowingneas, No doctrine of utter difference is

propounded here.

The advaitm, for his part, does not insist solely on the

iilusomness of the umvetse To a certain stage and for certain

purposes* he is prepared to admit that the universe evolves from

Brahman. This doctrine of evolution (pari^ama vada) is, indeed,

helpful to him m establishing his illusion-doctrine , the former is

the first step on which one rises to the latter, as- the second. &rl-

ka^fha's advocacy of parmatna vada is not, therelore* in-

consistent with his holding to vivarta vada, as the final truth.

Further, Samkara himself has shown that the Veda nta Sutras

are capable of being interpreted as referring to Saguija Brahman.

Very few of the siitras, as a matter of fact, teach the Nirgufla

doctrine. Even in establishing this, $amkara has to make use of

Brahman's attributes, that being the only way to show that the

Vedinta texts do not refer to the Non-intelligent pradhana or to

the finite self. He has also given an indication, in his commen-

tary on I, 1, 8, that the siitras in their entirety may be made to

bear a Saguaa significance.

There is also another reason why &amkara has to make use

of the concept of I3vara, Until the final redemption of all,

release can take the form only of the attainment of the nature of

Iivara, not of merger in Brahman. That this is tJanikara's

conception of release is evident from numerous passages m his
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commentary. Thus, while Srlka^fha's notion of creation as

parinima is not opposed to #atnkara's vivarta vlda, there is some

identity in respect of their notions of release.

It is also evident from numerous indications that, for $am-

kara, Sagufla Brahman is i&va, a Being other than ViMjrci or

Samhara Budra, the lord of destraction. One such indication is

the frequent use of the term Paramesvara which generally denotes

Siva ; another is the comparison of Brahman's presence in the

body to Hari's presence in the salagrama stone. The subject and

object of a comparison cannot be identical ; hence, Saguna Brah-

man (who is spoken of there) must be other than Hari. But

such indications are extremely subtle and cannot appeal to the

hearts or heads of devotees. Hence it is that what has been con-

cisely indicated and provided for by £amkara is elaborated by

SrlkaAtha fiivacarya in his Sivadvaita.
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EXAMINATION OF APPAYYA'S ARGUMENTS.

The thesis set forth above la exceedingly attractive to any

one who is not a confirmed Vi&stidvaitm, and is almost convin-

cing. Perhaps, the strongest of the points is that about the

identity of the universe with Brahman, through Cit-3akti. The

philosophical problem of the One and the many, the permanent

and the changing is sought to be solved by the introduction of a

third factor, which is one-and-many, permanent-yet-changing,

viz,, Git-Sakti. If this is not a mere name, we are entitled to

examine the concept closely to discover how, if at all, it can be

intelligible. The only possibility of taking it as intelligible lies,

aceording to Appayya, in treating the Non-intelligent world as an

illusory manifestation, not as an evolute of the same grade of

reality as the alleged cause. If this central position is once con-

ceded, the rest of Appaj»ya*8 argument and his conclusion may

well be admitted.

Now, what the inherent logic of an argument demands is

not always realised by those who urge the argument, ^rika^tha's

position may logically culminate in vivarta vada ; but this of

itself is no proof of his awareness or acceptance of the culmina-

tion. Appayya seeks to build on a statement in the commentary

on II, 1, 23 (the a£m&drvacca autra). The statement in question,

runs thus :
" thus, even of the Intelligent, there is non-appropri-

ateness of the being of l£vara, because of their difference in

respect of excess of attributes ; what then of the Non-intelligent,

which is essentially of a different character ? This is the sense.**

Now it is not Appavya'a case that stones etc., are different from
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Brahman in the same way in which Intelligent beings are Nor

would he admit that the difference between the two is one of

degree. And yet m the absence of community of nature, to some

extent, the comparison of the two is unintelligible. On the

hypothesis that both are of the form of Git $akti (which is non-

different from Brahman), this difficulty does not arise, but the

original difficulty continues. Further, there is no point in the

comparison at all, except on the basis of the difference of the

finite self from Brahman. Comparison with the finite self is

resorted to, as if the finite self were an intermediate link between

the Non-intelhgent world and Brahman. If that link proves to

be rtofc other than Brahman, it can be no link at all and the object

of the comparison is frustrated. There is no such difficulty in

taking the suttas, as they stand, The jlva, they seem to say, is

different fsom Brahman, and the material world is still more

different. The former conclusion is based on the latter, which

requires no proof beyond the bare statement What drtkanfha is

driving at in his commentary is the view that the Supreme Being

is other and higher than the world of both Intelligent and Non-

intelligent bemgs. It cannot, therefore, be said on the strength

of the commentary on II, 1, 23-, that ^rlkantha is prepared to

view the Non-inteHigenfc world as vivarfca.

The explanation of the sutras which teaeh difference between

the finite self and Brahman is also very thin. It is said that

I, 3, 43, teaches not absolute difference between the two,

but a difference of degree in respect of theif knowledge, Brah-

man being omniscient and the ]Iva little-knowing. But then

the Vi&ifla&VMtra does not maintain absolute difference between

the two. He supports identity of a- sort, as between body and

the embodied, pervader aad what m pervaded. He fcoa speiks of



the expansion and contraction of ih<a intellect of the finite self,

implying the difference in knowledge to be a difference of degree.

It may well be that, in the kst resort, suoh conceptions are un-

intelligible, except as synthestsed in a theory of pure*non-dualism.

To say, this, however, is not to admit that Srlkaopfcha recognised

the need for or the possibility of such a synthesis.

It would, indeed, appear from his treatment of the finite self

as atomic that he waa far from conceiving of a synthesis of the

kind. He maintains the doctrine of anut#a (atomicity) of the jlva,

(B. M. II, 3, 20-26), adopting in this the same view as the Yaiffl&ava

Vi&ftadvaita, and departing strangely enough from the conclu-

sions of the $aiva SiddhSnta. 1 And it is still more strange that in

Appayya's extensive analysis of #rlkantha's BhiBja, this doctrine

alone has come in for neither mention nor comment. It may be

that the dasa marga requires the text " That Thou art " to be

interpreted on the basis of master and servant. Does it also

require that the servant should be considered atomic 9 If so, the

point is at least worth the trouble of statement and support. And

one is all the more surprised at seeing no support for the atomic

view from Agamas like the Karruka which recognise the disa

mlrga (as evidenced by Appayya's own quotation therefrom m the

present work). This much at least seems -certain that there is a

very real difference in Sfrlkantha's system between Brahman and

the ]Iva. The ditUrence is as great as that between the anu and

1. For the Siddhantin*s criticism of the doctrine of atomi-

city of the finite self, see ' ^ivajfiana SidrihiSr,' IV, 2, and Umi-

psitfs 'Paufkara Bhafya* pp. 274, 275. The latter says that the

texts about departure etc., (whereon the view of atomicity is

based) refer to the puryaftaka,—the subtle body composed of the

internal organs and the subtle elements

,
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the vibhu. To say that it is a difference of degree cannot serve

to explain it away. And the difficulty is all the more significant,

if we remember that the Vi&ftadvaitin is always prepared to admit

some community of nature of between the two.

It is said that chough the text "That Thou art" is mentioned

in introducing the sQtra I, 8, 48 (about deep sleep and departure),

no duahstic interpretation is offered of it in the commentary on

that sutra. But no duahstic interpretation is necessary for the

purpose of that sQtra A doubt is created by such texts as
%t That

Thou art *' as to the identity of Brahman and the jlva. That

doubt is set at rest by appeal to other texts which make clear the

difference between this self and another Self which mounts it,

embraces it and so on, The difference between the two selves

being thus established) a dualistic interpretation of the other text

does not become necessary, though it may not he inappropriate.

The need, such as it is, is certainly met later by the interpretation

given in the am6a section (II, 8, 42, et seq).

If now, we turn to tfnlkanfha's conception of release, we do

not find Appayya's case any stronger. We may, for our purpose,

admit that the passages about mranvaya-uplaakas are genuine ;

even then, they would seem to admit of being interpreted other-

wise than as referring to knowers of Nirguga Brahman. Before

considering this aspect of the question, however, it will be inte-

resting to examine Appayya's exposition of the similarity between

^anikara and Srlkantha as to the concept of release and the kind

of meditation necessary therefor. It is contended that for Sam-
kara too, release is but the attainment of the nature of &vara,

until final release comes about for all, This argument is deve-

loped with some elaboration and with reference to various state-

ments made by Samkara throughout; his Bhafya. Admitting the
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conclusion to be correct, one has still to remember that his con-

ception is not identical with that of J&Ikanfcha; for, as Appayya

himself points out in his ' Slddhanta-le&a-Bamg^aha ,

(pp. 450-451),

iSvaratva attained by meditation on Sagupa Brahman is not the

same as IsVaratfa attained through knowledge of Nirguna Brah-

man, as preliminary to the final release of all. In the latter case,

there is intuition of the One, Impartible Being that is Brahman, not

in the former Saguna Vidya (in the sense of meditation) does not

bring about the final destruction of ignorance or egoity ; and as is

but natural in the circumstances, equality with the Lord extends

not to all aspects. In respect of creatorahip etc. } of the worlds,

the souls released by Saguna Vidyi are not equal to the Lord.

No such limitations are known to release through Nirguna Yidya.

It is not evident from any indication given by &Ika!?tha that he

contemplated release in this sense, involving absolute equality

with tfte Liord, without any reservations His released souls can

create not worlds, but only such objects as they desire for their

enjoyment and bliss. It is evident, then, that there is a diiference

of considerable significance between the Jiivadvaitin's conception

of release and that of the advaitm. Nor is the difference one

merely of degree; the difference of degree is so great that it in-

volves a difference of kind, the difference between the wisdom ot

the fully released soul and the ignorance of the partially released

soul.

In elaborating the advaitm's conception of release, however,

Appayya seeks primarily to show not the identity of that concept

with that wmch is the goal if Sagufla VidyS, but the necessity for

the advaitm to entertain and expound a concept of the Saguna

Brahman. Our author cannot* therefore, be suspected of sup-

pressing the truth or basing an argument on an insufficient

ft
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analogy. But it most be said that if he had developed the

contrast between the Sagttna and Nirguna conceptions of release,

in the present work, as in the 'Siddhanta-le&a-samgraha/ his other

arguments in favour oi his general position about Sjrlka^tha would

have lost some part of their weight.

As for the mode of meditation, there can be no doubt that

$rIka'nthaVwords are clear and emphatic on the need for contem-

plating the liord as identical with the self. Appayya's interpreta-

tion is eminently sound, while his refutation of the Baminujlyas,

whoseek to bolster up their '&arSra4a.rlri-bhava with the JSblla

-text,* is brilliant. < The dual statement with the change in the

fortns'of the subject and the corresponding predicate (I am Thou,

Thot art I) is unintelligible, except on* the basis of full identity.

'But it amy stiU*he contended that the identity between Brahman

f *jwd thepjfva is only imagined for the purpose of contemplation.

*»And lt'is in mefebing-this suggestion that Appayya's case appears

^comparatively* weak. He points out truly enough that the con-

• •sciousnesa of identity—what Srlkantha calls " perfeet*self-con~

iisctousness "-^peiBists in release, even when the soul goes about

' singing as he pleases,
k<

I am the food, X arm the food, I am
fcha food, I am the eater of the food, etc." The world, it is said, is

• realised'as of one texture with Brahman, not as the body of Brah-

afan. Such arguments, it must be confessed, are very interesting

and all but conclusive. The difficulty, such as it is, is due to the

fact that even an imagined identity is iruitful of certain results,

<imd there seems to'be no means of asserting that the very .results

contemplated may not follow therefrom.

The example usnall} given -of imagined identity is th* <3-aru4a

tbhavftnS, wherein the magician by contemplation of Gh**u4a,

^twre&the distinctive property of Garutfa, 01*.
f nullifying the
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elfact of snake-poison. In so far as there is this practical success,

the identification, though imagined, must betaken to have been

complete. May not the imagined identity of the jlva and Brah-

man have similar practical results ? It seems mere dogmatism to

deny the possibility of any practical results or of such results-, as

the perception of the world as of one texture with Brahman ; for,

he,who makes the assertion about such matters must claim some-

thing of omniscience. But it may ba contended that the magician

never becomes Garu^a, the object of his contemplation, while

in contemplation of Brahman, the object is to become Brahman.

Such a contention would ba irrelevant ; for, the Sagu$a-Brahma-

vadin looks forward to the attainment of llvaratva, not to becom-

ing ISvara ; and the magician certainly attains G-aiuflatva. It

is true he does not become the bird Garu^a, but the bird is not

what he contemplates He medidates on the presiding deity of

the bird, and in so far as he succeeds in nullifying the effect of

snake-poison, there is no reason to Buppose that he does not

become the deity. 1 The jlva may be only a part (am4a), may be

external to the Liord, as it were, and yet through contemplation

of imagined identity may acquire release, and the powers of the

Liord in respect of wisdom and enjoyment. The identity is but

partial, but that may well serve for the perfection aimed at, which

is also partial.

In saying all this, one need not hold the notion of imagined

identity to be intelligible in itself. One may indeed go further

and say that identity is capable of being imagined in parfc only

because ofthe perfect identity of the self with all that is, i.e.

with Brahman. To say that the identity contemplated is not

between the magician and a bird, but between him and a deity is

1. See further 4Dravi4a Vlapa^iyam,' p 315



not to solve the problem, but to make it more mysterious. We

do know he does not become the bird, but we do not know and

cannot say whether he has or has not become the deity, for, we

know little of the deity. There is also the difficulty that while

the tSaiva SiddhSnta notion of the self will permit of such imagi-

nary identification, Srlkafltha's conception offers many difficulties.

According to the foimer, the soul in itself is pervasive, not atomic.

It is also sat-asat capable of identifying itself either with the

Lord who is sat or with the material universe which is asat,

according as one or the other is contemplated. For Srlkantha the

soul is atomic ; and so far as we know, any such notion as sat-

asat would have been scouted by him as self-contradictory and

unintelligible. That he took those attributes to be contradictory

is evident from what he says in the commentary on II, 2, 31 (m

discussing Jainiem).

It must, however, be confessed that while all this reasoning

and much more may have been self-evident to Appayya, there is

not sufficient indication to impute the same knowledge to ffrl-

katttha. Except as culminating in pure-non-dualism, divadvaita

may be riddled with inconsistencies, but this of itself is no proof

that &Ika$tha was either aware of or desired that culmination.

Again, though by released souls, the world is perceived as on*

with Brahman, not as the body of Brahman, it must be remembered

that the very same passage (from the commentary on the vikirS-

varti sufcra) goes on to speak of Brahman as the harmony of fliva

and Slakti ; and as Sakti is spoken of as the seat of &iva, the body

of ftva and so on, all reference to the notion of a body cannot be

taken to have been excluded. Further, the intelligence of Brah-

man and the released souls is said to be such as perceives diversity

in the universe. In commenting on the Taittirlya text (II, 1)



" He enjoys all desires along with Brahman, the vipaicit ", Srl-

kafltha explains " vipalcit " to mean " he, whole intelligence

perceives diverse kinds of things " (Commentary oa III, % 16).

The commentator thus seems to postulate a richness and a diver-

sity in the intelligence of Brahman and the released souls, a

diversity alien to the contemplation or the realisation of him who

knows Nirguna Brahman.

As for the statements about nirjinvaya-uplsakas, the very

word "upSsaka" would seem to be a stumbling-block to Appayya's

interpretation. The word vidya signifies either knowledge or

meditation, according to the context. No such variable meaning

seems to attach to upasanS. The Non-related (niranvaya) too

would seem to be an object of meditation, Hence, one would be

justified m seeking to understand that term in some sense other

than Nirguna Brahman, And such a reference seems not im-

possible to trace, especially, if we turn to the Agamaa for

guidance.

The Sarva-jiiSnottara Agama, ib, as its name implies, the

culmination of all wisdom. The doctrine expounded herein is

taught by &va not to other sages, as in the rest of the Agamas,

but to his own son, Sabrahmanya ; this is taken to be a mark of

the higher grade of the wisdom inculcated. Unlike the main

body of datva doctrine, it distinguishes four principles instead of

three, Siva the fourth being other than Pati (the Lord), Pa&i (the

bound soul) and P56a (the bonds). Pati is the Lord who engages

in the five-fold activity of creation, sustentation, destruction, con*

cealment and the bestowal of grace, in relation to the world,

diva is unconnected with the world. In the language of advaita,

Pati is Sagu*a Brahman or livaia, while Siva is nifprap&nca

Brahman. The description of diva approximates to that of



Nkguoit Brahman, for, He is said to be stainless, (niranjaflfth,

niraxnayafa), free from colour (class 9) and form (varj&a rfipa

vivarjitah) and so on. Bat He is not to be identified with

Nirgutta Brahman, for, there is some positive characterisation too-

of &va, as omniscient (sarfajfiik), omnipresent (sarvaga^), peace-

ful (Uintah), the Self of all (sarvUmi) and so on, Thas, though

He is higher than Pati, who is tke Being that brings about crea-

tion -and destruction (sprti-samhara-karakaiO and is otherwise

kn^wn as SLdl4iva, H«* is, nob identical wvth the characterless

Brahman -of th8 advaitiQ, Aqd fch^ doctrine propounded oannot

be; identified with para advanta either, for, so far as ons can judge,

khm sejeioa& to be specifically mentioned, and pDudemued, H Som e,

wi|h confused minds" it is said, " declare the doctrine of mere

non-difference.
*n

The meditation prescribed in this Agama is that of non-diffe-

rence (advaiAa bhavana). uHe who .thinks * I am the self ; 6iva» the

Supreme Self is, verily, difterent ' or he who, because of delusion ,

meditates taps does not attain &vatva.< Abandon the thought of

dijfferejnce,
{ Siva 4s other than myself '; contemplate (them) always

a^ not two, (but) in the form s
I alone am that which, is &va'".

We ha,ve not, in this paiticular verse, a dual statement, as in the

1. See vetse 24 of the TL-ipadurtha, patala ; and on the whole

of this topic, see pp, 8 and 4 of Muthiah Piilai's edition- of this

Aga;m$H Some of the negative characterisations are striking in

tlieijweiiembjauce to the advaitiu's conception of Nirguija Buah-

man. Si^a..isthns said, to be above speech, thought and name

(vMtmano nfipa var^Uah) the knowledge, that is devoid ol charac-

terise marks (ajjngam), imperishable, (akfarani), above sense*

0b$g8if^vi#fcF^Ita^mn^^ indubitable (a,sam?

de%yfi»ft and s<*oa. S&ei4

'&v5aa^yag3k*a*kifa pjk|a4»\



Jitwtfa'iiruti; but what* is hero said is identical with that part of

the Jibalarstatement—the part, " I am, verily, Thou "—which is

significant for tpure-non daahsm.1 Neither the Agamic not the

Vedanta statement is reconcilable with the conception of the finite

and the Supreme Self being related as the body and the embodied.

The conception of &va who is unrelated to the creation etc.,

of the world (srtlisamhara-varjitah), who is to be attained by medi-

tation of perfect identity, would thas seem to have been enter-

tained by a non-advaitic system such as that propounded by the

Sarva-jnimottara. It may be that the claims of logical consistency

or metaphysical intelligibility do not allow one to rest for long in

this half-way house, but force one on inevitably to pure-non-dua-

ham. But the(traveller may be too tired to go on or may not

even realise that his resting place is only a half-way house. In

such a case, it is highly speculative to impute either a knowledge

or the attainment of a higher goal. If &clkantaa is really res-

ponsible for the passages about mranvaya-upSsakas, he need not

•hav© meant a reference to any others except the devotees of $iva,

* as distinguished from Pati or Sada&iva. The devotees of the latter

* attain release -through the path of the gods ; the devotees J
of &va,

who is higher than Pati, must necessarily have some distinct fruit;

since the attainment of release is oommon to both classes of

devotees, the distinction can be only in respect of the path.

Those who contemplate identity with Siva have no need to g«

•along the path of the gods. &or does it require mush thought to

1. Verses 12 and 13 of the £$iv3nanya-s5k#«tfe5ra pataU.

The Tamil translation published by Mr, P. Muthiah Piilai declares

-the Hon-ditference from- the aspects of both * Siva and the self :

«&mQm w*irm*Q*m Bmar, #iva alone is myself, I alone am&va";

see p. 48 of his edition.
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realise that &Ikaniha—the pupil of Svetacirya who taught the

harmonious sense of the various Agamas (nanagama vidhayin),

—

must have been familiar with an Agama of such importance as the

SarvajfiSnottara.

Bui the suggestion has to face at least one difficulty with

indifferent success. For him who knows Nirgurja Brahman, it

may be shown by the sheer weight of logic that departure is

neither possible nor necessary ; whereas, m the case of the

devotee of Siva* recourse has to be had to conjectural arguments.1

We thus seem to be reduced to the necessity of choosing between

two possibilities, neither of which has clear advantages over the

other, in respect of consistency with the position expounded by

3rlkai)4ha, while one of them, however, has the merit of being in

itself more consistent logically. And Appayya has laboured, not

without success, to show that this logical self-consistency does

not demand failure to harmonise with positions like ^rlkaniha's

apparent Vidistadvaita, that the latter is, indeed, the first step on

which one rises to the former, as the second step. But when all

this is admitted, one has yet to beware of confounding logical

with actual perfection. The vision of the critic may be fuller and

more perfect than that of the philosopher who propou aded the

1. The Agamas do distinguish between release immediately

on the dissolution of the physical body, and release which comes

only at the close of all the enjoyment that has been earned. The

former is the privilege of preceptors (Scaryas), and those purified

by the ceremony of dlkfi (di&fitas). See particularly ' Moksa

KSrihi/ v. 117. It would thus appear that even on an Agamic

basis, and without any thought of Nfrguna Brahman, one may

speak of a mode of release, which does not involve departure on

the path of the gods.
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system ; and the fact that the latter lias here and there made

statement thart may possibly bear a deeper significance is nofc

adequate proof of that significance having been intended. Though,

as Apfittyya shows, our author has introduced, at least in one place,

a view acceptable to himself, with the words ** Some say ", it does

not follow that in every case, the view so introduced is really

ifelka^fha-'s own. And though Appayya does not demand the

latter of us, his arguments demand very little less. For, between

the paaesge about the Self of Bliss being understood as Cit-3akti,

audi the passages- about ' nir&nvaya-upasakas ' there is this sigm-

cant difference : while the identification of Git«&kkti and the

Snandamaya self is explicitly affirmed in the commentary on I, 1,

2* there is no such affirmation in the present case. We have

indications scattered throughout the exposition without a doubt,

hut scattered in such a fashion that one realises their significance

only when they are strung together, as they are by Appayya.

When, added to this, there is the explicit condemnation of

Advaita along with BhedSbheda vada in the section II, 3, 42 et i>eq,

it seenxs exceedingly improbable that drlkanfha intended pure-

noa-duahsm as the culmination of his system. But it is aJso

eiftdeat that such a culmination may be worked up to with the

materials derived almost entirely from ^rlkan|ha*s exposition.

To have exhibited this successfully is the great merit of Appayya's

work,

A brief mention has to be made of a school of thought which

attempts- to reverse the relation of Saguna and Nirguna, Vidyas,

as understood by Appayya. Devotion to Sagnna Brahman, it is

ordinarily thought, brings about mental purity, firmness, and the

capacity to concentrate on Nirguna Brahman Saguna VidyS is

the preparation for Nicgana Vidya. According to the Saiva
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Siddhiata, however, Nirgu^a Vidya is a preparation for Sagu*a

"Vidyl. The outlook of the average man is materialistic. He

identifies himself with the presentations and experiences of the

external world; he wrongly imagines himself as enjoying and

sorrowing. His knowledge at this stage is called paia-jaana.

When this stage is passed, and the Self is realised as free from

these extraneous qualities, as ditterent from Matter to which alone

both enjoyment and suffering belong, we have the Nirguna Vidya*

the Knowledge that the Self is above and other than what has the

gu^as (i.e., Matter). With this, however, we have but pa6u-j$lna,

which is not the goat of knowledge. Purusa (Spirit) is above and

other than the twenty-four principles of Matter (Prakrti fcattva and

subordinate tattvas). But above the Puruaa there are other catego-

ries, and above them all, there is &va. The advaitm does not recog-

nise these categories nor the Supreme Being who is above them.

If the materialist erroneously identifies Spirit with Matter, the

advaitin no less erroneously identifies it with himself, forgetting

the possibility of higher truths and reaches of experience. Both

views are partial, though the advaitin's view marks a distinct

advance in the progress to truth. The materialist identifies Reality

with what is seen, the advaitin identifies it with the seer, but

above both and including both these is the revealer, but for whom
neither would be, He who is neither subject nor object, but in

whom subject and object live and move and have their being.

This is &va, the Supreme Being, the Resplendent Abode of all

auspicious qualities, the ever-gracious, ever-merciful Lord, who
engages in creation as a sport so that souls may be rid of their

begmmngless taint of impurity, through the accumulation of merit

and demerit and the enjoyment thereof. This knowledge is the

Sagu^a Vidya of the Siddhanta and the Agaoianta, a knowledge
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which is not opposed to, but is rather the fulfilment of the Vedanta.

The view thus pressented is based on the triple distinction of

the revealer, the seer, and what is seen (darSayita, drk and

drsya), a distinction at least as old as the Siva-jnlna-bodha (See

sQtra XI). It obtains further support from the distinction between

Vedas and Agamas, (as general and special doctrine), a distinction

known at least to Tirumftlar. if not to earlier writers. This dis-

tinction of doctrine is analogous in some ways to that between

the Old and the New Testament (as pointed out by Dr. V.

V. Ramana Gastrin). UoaSpati, writing in the beginning of the

14th century, says that the Agamas are for perfected souls, the

Vedas for the rest ; ths distinction is thus allied to that between

'pakva* and 'apakva adhikara.* These suggestions which exhibit

the Siddhanta as a fulfilment ot the Advaita Vedanta, have been

specially stressed by some present-day writers.1

Attractive as such a hypothesis is, to the theist, it has to face

insuperable difficulties. For one thing, the Nirguna Brahma-

Vadm declares the world to be illusory. In passing beyond that

1, See, in particular, Sentinathier, ' Maha Ugra Vlrabhadrl-

stram,* and Ambalava Navala ParaAakti, Introduction to his

edition of Umapati's 'Pauskara Bhasya;* also Schomerus, pp.

322-825, 332, 887. The first of these errs egregiously m*claiming

Appayya as an adherent of this school of thought, in the face of

the plain drift of the Ananda Iiaharl, the ftvadvaita Ninaaya and

repeated statements in the lliva-tattvaviveka, the»$ivarkama9i-

dlpika and so on, to the effect that reality ultimately is Nirguna.

Sentinathier makes short work of all such passages, declaring them

to be interpolations, one and all ; this method of escape, however,

haffdly commends itself to tne conscientious student of any

system,
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stage of knowledge, it is not conceivable that we shall arrive fit a

atage of knowledge, where the world ceases to be illusory. The

perceiving ieif may possibly be declared to be also illusory from

a higher point of view, but from no higher point of view can #ie

•partial or defective ceass to be as such partial or defective- If the

Biddhaota is a fulfilment of the Advaita Vedanta, we may expect

•to find in the former the doctrine of theiilusorinesa of the world;

but we do not find any such doctrine. The world 5 it is true, is

said to be an evolate not of Cife-Slakti, but of lnaya-sakt*, but

may* do^s not mean illusion for the eiddhlntm, as it does far the

advaitin ; and though, in release, the world as such counts for -not-

hing, it can hardly be said to &* nothing.

Further, the advaitin maintains that .in his concept of

Nirguna. Brahman, all distinctions are transcended. It is superior

to the differences ot the seer and the seen; it is itself seer and seen

as also what reveals. It is, therefore, unjustifiable in the first place

to identify that Brahman with the seer, the bare subject, and there-

upon, iu the second place, to seek to reintroduce distinctions

already transcended. The attempt is due to a failure to compre-

hend the Iffwgqtya Vidya. j§ugamauta, thus presented, would seem

to fall short of the Advaita Vedanta, which appears to have *

legitimate claka to be the fulfilment of jthe former.
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sions and the relevant passages from the Mahabharata are repeat*

ed in almost the same words in 'Brahmavidyabhara^arn,' pp. 108-

109. This proved invaluable m making out a clear and correct

text.





ANALYTICAL TABLE OF CONTENTS.

Paragraph Topic.

Number,

1 Brief statement of the subject of the inquiry.

2 The prima facie view.

2'1 Support for the above from II, 1, 14 and 15,

2*21 I, 1, 5 refutes pure non-dualism; and

2*22 establishes qualified-non-dualism.

2*221 In I, 3, 8 and 9 all the worlds are shown to enter

into Brahman, the variegated universe as perceived

by released ones, becoming Brahman himself.

2*222 Elaboration of the above doctrine in IV, 4, 14.

2*223 The entire world Cit and Acit is said to be a trans-

formation of £akti.

2'3 HI, 2, 11 et seq and the next section teach that

Brahman is related to the world and endowed

with auspicious qualities.

2*81 Prima faeieiview that Brahman does not reside in

the earth and so on, because of consequent

defects.

2*811 Analogy of King not being subject! to his own orders

does not apply.

2*$12 Freedom from karma cannot avail to ward off

defects, once embodiment is admitted.

2*813 Embodiment involves subjection to injunctions and

prohibitions and taint by evils consequent on

their disregard.
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2*814 Conformity with ofehec texts requires fcha antarySmi

brabaaa^* to be interpreted as arthavada.

'2*3*2 Refutation of above view . Sruti endows Brahman

both with absence of flaws and presence of aus-

picious qualities.

$•521 Connection with bodies does not involve defect, as

in the case of the jlva, the distinction being made

cjear by texts from- tfce aatarylmi brShma^a, the

Atharva&frasi and* the &vet§£vatara»

2*32i Gonfarmity with other texts may not be purchased

by sacrificing the truth? of any. Texts about the

formlessness of Brahman should be understood as

comparing Htm to what is formless, i.e., akS&a.

2*323 The analogy of the governor of a prison does not

hold since suffering is due to control by karma,

and not to the intrinsic nature of things.

2* 324 The subjects of injunctions a-ad prohibitions are the

varidus' individuals* oortoecfeed with their respective

bo'diefr; the denotative function of terms like

BrShmin etc., being thus fulfilled, they have no

further reference to IsVara whose immanence is

known only from &ruti.

2*325 The text 'Saiyam Jaanam* etc., does not delimit

the concept of Brahman to pure intelligence, any

more than the words "golden crown" rule out

the possibility of its being set with stones. Texts

which declare omniscience, omnipotence, etc.,

have al#o to be respected as authoritative. These

texts are abundant and are further supported by

Up&brShma&as,
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2' BAG The noa-altachment of defects to Brahman, though

immanent in the universe, is shown by Sfruti

through two illustrations.

2*38 III, 2, 21 et seq establishes Brahman's possession of

the two-fald characteristics, with special reference

to the Bphadarauyaka text, "net?, nett".

2' 381 Prima facie view that the negation relates to both

the sensible and super-sensible worlds, previously

declared to be modes of Brahman.

2 332 Refutation of the above: These modes, being known

only from &uti, their declaration would be pur-

portless, if the negation be taken to apply to them

in entirety. Hence, the negation is only of the

declared this-muchness.

2*333 Gonclusion supported by consideration of the suc-

ceeding passages of the &ruti concerned.

2*3331 Attempt to harmonise the residual sentences with

the negation of both the modes,

2*3332 Refutation of the above. Brahman is not an object

of perception like the thisness of the rope, where-

on snake, garland etc., are super-imposed.

2*3833 Devout meditation on Brahman which is said to

confer equality with Brahman brings about not

only knowledge of Him, but also distinctive lordly

powers, as in the case of Krj-joa, Agastya, Visva-

mitra, etc. Hence, in view of the text about

equality, Brahman's lordship of the world must

also be admitted.

2*884 The world may be understood to be of the form of

Brahman in other ways than "adhyasa'.
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2*8841 Relation of a substance etc, to its states.

2*3342 Or of a genus to its species.

2*3843 Or of substance to attribute, the soul to the body.

2*34 The texts which deny defects consequent on em-

bodiment would be purportless, if Brahman were

not embodied.

2 "4 III, 3, 89 shows that the physical attributes of

Siva, the Supreme Brahman, are true and eternal,

not fictitious and impermanent.

2'41 Prima facie view that the only form of Siva is that

of Bliss.

2*42 The siddhanta that the physical form and other

attributes are true because of purportful repetition

by tiruti.

2*421 Objection*, repetition in different 6akhas cannot serve

as a mark of significance.

2*422 Reply: since 'gunopasamhara' secures contemplation

of all qualities wherever mentioned, their repeti-

tion even in different &&khas cannot but be

purportful.

2*48 Texts declaring absence of qualities indicate absence

only of undesirable qualities.

2*5 III, 8, 40 shows that Brahman is Saguna, Sapra-

pailca, etc, and that there is no higher Nirguga

Brahman.

2*51 Prima Jack view based on texts like "Bmhmaiid

JBrahnaiva bhavuti

2*52 Refutation of the above, qualities are declared of

the faultless one who attains equality with

Brahman • hence, negation can apply only to
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objectionable qualities. And evtr m Brahmmva

bhavati must be taken to mean «?<7,

2*6 The view that departure on the arcirldimlrga is

unnecessary for niranvayopSsakas, being intro-

duced by the words " Some say "
s does not re-

present fSrlkantha's own final position.

2*7 The identity with the Supreme indicated in the

f&stradrsfci stitra (II, 1, 31) is but imagined, as

that between Garu^a and him who incants the

Garu^a spell.

2*81 Difficulties due to statements in I, 1, 2 and II, 1, 15

about Brahman being the objeci; of perception in

'san ghatah* etc. The relationship implied can

only be super-imposition.

2*811 Support for the above view from the interpretation

of the Yada tama hymn in I, 2, 9 et seq^

2*812 Further support for that view in declarations as to

finite intelligence and happiness being fragments

of Brahman's Intelligence and Bliss.

2*82 Refutation of the above view : Brahman is not the

object of perception—III, 2, 22. The statements

in I, 1, 2 and II, 1, 15, relate to the attributive

aspect of Brahman, i e , Cit-Sakti.

2*821 Objection : IV, 4, 10 et seq declares the bliss of the

liberated one to be the unlimited Bliss of Brah-

man, not a mere fragment thereof* This is not

consistent with difference between Brahman and

the jlva.

2*822 Beply . There is no inconsistency since Cit-^akti

which is the Supreme Energy and Transcendent
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Bliss of Siva is of the form of the entire world,

intelligent and non-intelligent, and is non- different

therefrom.

2*823 The view of idenfcifev between Brahman and the jlva

has been explicitly refuted in II, 3, 42 ei *eq*

3*1 Statement of the Siddhanta : Pare N on-dualism is

S$rfkapha's final view.

3*11 Support for the above from the amyama section

(III, 8, 32).

3*12 Further support from IV, % 8 et seq.

3*121 Preliminary view in that section—that for the

enlightened one there is no departure Texts

about departure &c, relate to those knowers of

Brahman, who seek liberation by degrees.

3122 Refutation of that view : the attainment even of the

eter-present Brahman can come about only by

stages ; nor is there any difficulty in respect of

this going, since a subtle body continues to

exist. The text s na tasya prSna utkramanti'

really means 'na tasmSV etc.

3*1221 Objection; the ground of departure is the body 3 not

the finite self, as implied in c na tasmat* etc.

8*1222 The finite self, not the body, is mentioned as related

to pra^a; if a ground of departure has to be under-

stood, the former is preferable. The interpreta-

tion is supported by the MSdhyandina reading.

3 123 But rising and departure do not apply to iThose who
know Brahman without attributes.

3*124 The text 'na tasya prana' etc., is intended to state

some special feature of the enlightened soul and
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is hence inconsistent with rising and departure

from the body, which hold of the unenlightened.

Nor do principles of interpretation demand a

different sense, the sense being determined by the

npakrama, as m the story of Pra]5pati*s gift of

horses.

8*125 The Brhadaraiiyaka text IV, 4, 6, also supports this

view Attainment (apyeti) does not necessarily

imply distinction, since it means identification

like the word 'gamaya* in 'Taraaso ma ]yotir

gamaya* etc,

8*126 The Brhadara»yaka text IV, 4, 7 also supports this

view.

8 V2H The Madhyandraa text should be interpreted in the

light of the Kanva, not viee versa ; for, non-depar-

ture of the vital airs is made clear by the words
k
* they remain even here ", uttered in reply to

Artabhlga's question.

8*1271 Objection: Artabhaga's third question relates to

the unenlightened one, as seen from his fourth

and fifth questions.

8*1272 Reply: Mere proximity of questions relating to

the avidvfcn cannot counter-act the clear indica-

tion of characteristic marks pertaining to the

vidvSn. Nor is there unity of context, as seen

from the diversity and indirectness of the ques-

tions, which were designed to perplex and humble

Yajfiavalkya.

B'lB Support for the view of Pure Hon-dualism from

IV, 3, 1.
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3*131 The prima facie view of that section set out.

3*182 The conclusion of that section : the path of light

etc., applies to all modes of meditation..

3*133 The paths described in the various vidyas are

identical.

3*134 The Satnan verses lead up to Brahman, as acces-

sories to meditation, not as constituting a path.

3185 The text "by the ?ery same rays he goes up

(Oh , VIII, 6, 5)" does not exclude other stages of

the path.

3*136 Nor does the tvara vacana (Oh., VIII, 6, 5) exclude

earlier stages on the path.

3*187 But the path of light is not for c niranvayopSsakas*.

3'138 Even views acceptable to the bhafyakara are intro-

duced with the words " Some say " as in I, 1

13 et seq.

814 I, 1, 29 et seq accepts non-difference in meditation,

between Brahman and the jlva.

3*15 IV, 1, 3 also establishes that non -difference.

8*151 Prima facie view in the above section.

3*152 Final view.

8*358 The two-fold statement of the JSbala Aruti that is

cited here 'Tvam va ahamasmi, aham vai tvamasi'

cannot be justified except on the basis of identity.

So also of the Aitareya text Yosau so'ham etc.

8*154 Interpretation of Tat tvam asi compatible only with

identity, not the 'sarlra-sarlo-bhava.

3*155 Nor is the non-difference barely imagined as seen

from I, 1, 81; IV, 1» 3; and IV, 4, 19. The con-

sciousness of identity persists even when the soul
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in release sings as he pleases aJiamannmn, aha-

mannam etc.

3*16 The commentary on I, 4, 6 shows indirectly that

non-difference is acceptable to the bhiayakara.

The SSrjikhya cannot claim that Katha> III, 15

declares of the unevolved that it is to be known,

since that verse relates to Prajiia as seen from

Kafha, III, IS. Bat Prajfia in Katha, III, 13

refers to the jlva ; and its citation would be in-

appropriate except on the basis of identity of the

]Iva and Parameivara.

3*161 Objection : even on the hypothesis of identity there

is a recognition of distinction of topics as relating

to the finite or the Absolute. Hence, the refe-

rence to the ]Iva, in any case, is inappropriate.

8 162 Reply : SJruti has examples of a reply being given

about Brahman, when the question is about the

jlva, e.g., lama s answer to the third question of

Naciketas, which certainly relates to the departed

jlva. It is equally certain that the reply relates

to Brahman. There would be lack of congruity

between question and answer, but for the non-

difference of Brahman and the jlva,

3*1621 Objection : the question does not relate to the unite

self, since Naciketas has already faith in its exis-

tence. Even on the basis of non-difference, the

reply should not go beyond th© terms of the ques-

tion, In truth, the question relates to the released

souls, that being the sense of preta.

3*162*2 The difficulty about a question being barred by prior
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knowledge applies even to the released souls, of

whose existence and nature N&ciketas has know-

ledge? as seen from his question about the fires.

If paitial knowledge alone be admitted, that may

hold in the ease of the mrfca jlva too. The reply

goes beyond the question on either interpretation

of preta*

317 The commentary on I, 1, 1 rests on non-difference,

it being said that in view of the many apparent

differences between the two, their identity is a

matter for legitimate mquir> , but not to be dis-

credited.

8'18 The jlva is admitted to be non-different from Cit-

fSakti and Cit-^akti to be non-different from

Brahman.

S',181 Objection: Git-^akti is aon-different even from the

inert world, but Brahman is not non- different

from the latter. Hence, non-difference from Cit-

£akti can establish not pure, but only qualified-

non-dualism. Further, Brahman's non-difference

from Oit-Sakti is only figurativej the two being

really different, as support and what is supported,

abode and what abides, etc*

3'182 Reply; Ihe doctrine of attributeless Brahman is

not opposed to the doctrine of transformation.

The latter is helpful to the doctrine of illusion, as

is seen from the Sarakara Bhasya and also the

Samkfepa Sforlrak^. SrXkantha too makes judg-

ments like * san ghataht * rest on the reality not of

the world? but of Brahman.



8*188 further, the non-difference of Cit-Sakti from Brah-

man is declared in many places, e.g., I, 1, 28; I,

3, 16j I, 2, 1; III, 3, 11—14.

3' 1831 Prima facte view in III, 3, 14, that the sheaths of

anna, prana etc., should m all cases be contem-

plated.

3*1832 Refutation: their contemplation serves no purpose ;

they are mentioned only to indicate Brahman's

superiority to all else.

3'1838 The sheaths of food etc , are net to the thought of

as the cave wherein Brahman is present, because

each of them is spoken of as a self , and no other

self but Siva is to be contemplated for release.

3*18331 Objection, the exclusion enjoined in "abandon-

ing all else " applies to Uma also, the expression

" self " in the " Sell of Bliss ** being common to

the selves of food etc., as well.

3*1833*2 Reply; the Self of Bliss is the Supreme Self, the

expression being used in that sense elsewhere even

m the Ananda VallX, in the statement 4C From the

Self, ether originates."

3*18333 Further Objection : Cit-^aKti being identical with

the entire world

—

cetana and acetana—, the other

intelligent beings, like Brahma etc.. are also non-

different from Brahman, and should be so

contemplated*

8*18834 Reply : not so, since then the exclusion enjoined by

druti would have no application at all, its logical

reference being to such intelligent beings as are

mentioned in the context, vi*., Brahma, Vi*au,
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Rudra and Indra.

3*18385 Objection: the Self of Bliss is diva, according to

drlkanfcha, not Git-dakti. Reply: that Self is Gife-

dakti, according to the second of the interpreta-

tions given ; and that this is the one acceptable to

him appears from I, 1, % Further, the former

identity being evident from the first chapter, there

is no need to reiterate it in Chapter III.

3*1834 Non-difference of Git-dakti and Siva is established

in I, 3, 12. Prima facie view than the world led

up to by the Saman verses is Visnu -loka, and that

the person seen is VifQu,

3'1835 Refutation of the prima fair* view between Vitgu

and diva, there is a difference not of substance,

but of state.

3*18351 Objection: the refutation goes beyond the doubt

which is about the worlds of Vif^u and diva.

Further, Visnu is directly identical not with diva

but with Cit*dakti, being a mode thereof.

3*18352 Re-mterpretation of the commentary : the "supre-

me abode of Visnu" is diva-Cit-dakti, and it is

the identity of this with diva that is asserted.

3*18863 Another interpretation : expressions like *• the

supreme abode of Viauu etc.,'* refer to diva, pro-

ceeding on the basis of non-difference between

Viffru and diva. Even thus, non-difference of

Git-dakti from diva is secured.

3*184 Oit«dakti as non-different from Brahman recognised

by the Samkaepa dSrlraka and the Pancapadika.

3*186 Justification of the treatment of them as different
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in the dahara vidya, GSrgi Brahmaipa etc., also of

the statement in I, 1, 2 as to the Self of Bliss

being figuratively spoken of as Brahman.

3*19 The above arguments indicate the conclusion that

for Srlkanfha, Brahman is nirgui^am, nlrupam,

niBprapancam etc.

3*191 There is not in $rlka$tha's system anything analo-

gous to the Vi£eaa of the Madhvas ; nor would

such a principle help, for, if it did the work of

Difference, it would be Difference itself, and

Difference is unacceptable to flrlkantha.

3*192 From non-difference follows the illusory nature of

the non-intelligent world,

3*1921 Nor is empirical difference irreconcilable with this

doctrine of illusory manifestation.

3*1922. Nor does it follow that the cetana-prapanca is

also vivarta, as, then, there would be no experi-

ence of release.

3*1928 The statement in section I, 4, 23 et seg that Cit-Sakti

transforms itself into beings intelligent and non-

intelligent signifies not that intelligent beings are

not eternal, but that there is transformation for

them in the way of contraction and expansion of

knowledge and happiness.

3.2 Reason for a fresh commentary though subscribing

to pure non-duahsm: intuition of the non-specific

Brahman can be gained only through concen-

trated meditation ; and concentration is gained

by the Grace of God, through worship.

3*21 Objection: inculcation of devotion and worship does
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not justify condemnation of the Supreme truth.

Reply: such condemnation is justifiable as seen

from the procedure of sages like Apastamba.

8'211 Apastamha's condemnation of Satpnyasa in the

Kalpa Sutras.

3*212 UntenabiUty of ApaBtamba's condemnation in the

light of his own statements. Object of that con-

demnation is to secure dull-witted people in the

practice of house-hold virtues, so that they may

thereby acquire the strength of mind necessary

for renunciation.

8'213 Similar condemnation inspired by a like purpose in

Chapter XVIII of the &anti Parva.

3*214 Condemnation of early renunciation in the Manu

Smrti should be similary explained.

3*215 ffrikasfha's SaguSa interpretation of Vedanta texts

and the concealment of their Nirguna bearing are

conceived in the like spirit. His interpretation

has the merit of not going against the truth, but

expounding "an intermediate aspect of the final

truth.

3*22 Objection: if Srlka?fha acknowledged Nirguna

Brahman, he should have recognised that alone

to be the purport of the Sutras, as shown by

Samkara. Reply: Samkara himself has shown the

existence of a reference in the SQtras #to Sagu^a

Brahman, e.g., m sutras 1, 2, 3, 4, 10 and 11 of

Chapter I, pada 1, and also in the introduction to

to I, 1, 12: & So also in the rest of the Sliltras,

synthesis is exhibited of some with Nirguna and
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some others with Saguna Brahman*

3*28 Objection: if Samkara too has exhibited the

Saguna bearing of the SStras, where was the

necessity for Srlka^tha's commentary ? Beply:

the fresh commentary goes further than Sam-

kara's m determining the form and nature of

Saguna Brahman.

3*231 flamkara himself gives clear indications of his own

view that Saguna Brahman is Siva, a being other

than Vi«9u d. $* *4: &)'>

3*232 Or SamhSra Kudta (III, 3, 32: g).

3*233 Vacaspati Mi&ta who knew what the BhagavatpSda

had at heart, identified Saguna Brahman with

Siva, in his preliminary invocation.

3*234 AH such indications are far too subtle for the average

devotee. The specific nature of Sagmja Brahman

should be determined by examining and dis-

counting references to deities other than diva; this

is what iSrlkanfha does.

3"235 Objection: the need for a fresh commentary shows

Samkara's discussion of the Saguna interpretation

to have been in vain. Reply: not so, for these

implications had necessarily to be recognised in

demonstrating that $ruti references were to

Brahman, not to the finite self or pradhana, and

in exhibiting the nature of the fruit of Brahma-

knowledge. This fruit is fche attainment of the

nature of l&vara i.e., Saguna Brahman.

3*2351 That datrikara holds release to be of the above

nature, until the final liberation of all, is seers.



from I, 8, 19: S;

3*2352 I, 4, 16;

3*2353 II, 3, 43, et seq: g;

3*2354 III, 2, 3: g;

8*2355 IV, 4, 7: &
3'2856 Objection: if the enquiry into Saguna implications

is necessarily involved in the other inquiry, why

promise it, as it were, by framing the definition

of Brahman in I, 1, 2: &, so as to apply to both

forms? "Reply: the object of the promissory state-

ment is to show that there is a Saguna interpre-

tation for the dutras, in their entirety* This is

indicated clearly in I» 1* 3: Si alone, on the SthE-

Ifpulaka ny*ya, a principle followed by the author

of the Kalpataru m commenting on IV, 1, 16: &
8*241 Objection: $rlka9$ha for his Saguna interpretation

relies not only on the Saguna contexts, but draws

on Nirguna contexts also, making it appear that

the Nirguaa doctrine has. no basis at all. Hence,

his commentary is opposed to fche doctrine of

^irguija Brahman.

3*2.42 Reply : even $amkara has to speak of Brahman's

characteristic marks in establishing his doctrine

of the characterless Brahman. The texts about

the latter have an intermediate reference to the

former.

3*2421 Objection: but SJrlka^tha twists even Nirguaa

texts with much effort, to suit his doctrines.

3*24211 Interpretations of the Vac5ra,mbha?a Jjputi—first

interpretation.
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324212

8*24218

324214

324221

3-24222

3<242221

3242222

8-242223

3-242224

The same—second interpretation.

Doctrine of difference expounded in III, 2, 11 et seq,

and also in I, 3, 44; II, 1, 22; and III, 4, 8.

Declarations of non-difference are explained as

referring to non-otherness, as between the per-

vader and the pervaded.

Explanation of the above as not inconsistent with

pure non-dualism. II, 1, 22 implies that the bonds

of agency etc., are illusory. II, 1, 23 only remo-

ves the erroneous notion engendered by II, 1, 15

that even the inert world is non-different from

Brahman. 1, 3, 43 and 44 rafer to the superiori-

ty of Brahman, not to His difference from the

finite self.

The interpretation set out in II, 3, 42 et seq favou-

ring difference is negatived by the interpretation

favouring non-difference in IV, 1, 3.

Objection : such negation, being self-contradictory,

is inconceivable. Non-difference must be only

imagined for purposes of meditation.

Beply ; the interpretation offered in II, 8, 42, et seq

is opposed to the Jabala &ruti cited in IV, 1, 3, to

the drift of the commentary on IV, 1, 8, and to

the commentary on III, 3, 14. Nor ^can both

interpretations be accepted, they being con-

tradictory.

Non-difference is not merely imagined; the exeperi-

ence thereof persists even in release, as shown by

the commentary on IV, 4, 19.

Objection . the notion of the relationship of body
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and the embodied is of no value either in the

knowledge of Nirguiia Brahman or in meditation

on Sagu^a Brahman. Why then should it have

been propounded ?

3*242225 Reply : that notion is for those of leaBt capacity

who are qualified only for the dasa marga.

3*24223 The interpretation of the V5clrat|lbha9fc &ruti ser-

ves only to strengthen faith in Sagujpa Brah-

man. Further, the aSmadi sutra (II, 1, 28) makes

it clear that in the view of the commentator, the

inert world is not non-different from Brahman,

and that, consequently, it is to be understood as

fictitiously imposed on Brahman.

4. Vivarta vida is the view of the Sutraklra too, as

seen from Suvarcala—Svetaketu Upakhyina in

the Moksa Dharma Parva of the Mahibhirata.

4*1 Support for the above view from another context

in the Moksa Dharma and the Visnu Parana.

5 The qualified"non-dualism of others is not susceptible

of being interpreted as favourable to pure non-

dualism. &Ika*tha alone has provided a commen-

tary suitable to all three grades of capacity*
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fari j K^ #%gjifcr ^ q$% srftqrsFFFT ^: tow* S^isFrtV-

1 ^j%r: CF ; My) -2 #P*nR* (T ; My) 3 iftorT-

*prf*r CO 4 ^'n^r ft \ MyJ



*f$re: i ^ tot <iiffcf*^r wr: tkM^wihn swAoi

TOt, "^mrer ^$ft " (w. ^, *. <\) #" # ^rrwwif

fftj (Mfftfow aai^m^T arf^ramr: «$<ift*HUt« i

* <*r *rarw ftr*& snsm <mwj g^i'J^Ti^^^lfir 2-311

WHtiR^HfajtfM .
1 Krsnr ^ * t^rwrftrwr: \ «fthr jrt *r*r:

1 3q*tWft|iff«r ffl&IMy) 2 ^rWWI*W^rft^lWRI ?&*}:



^ftwMoi^T^RTf^rt safari 3#raft^r smsfofN^ 1 03 ^

snr fiFBH ;
" tot itr^" jfir gSfiM 'w^ilMi^M^faft i

x q%^^f^^*?wiTO (t> 2 «#ft*R[ CO



** 4 . f%n t,k

sn^rcror ftrsr^r f«n?gj fk$r£t ftf^^wt f^farrcr* srswr:

fT^H^i**^

<ranrfa 4I*m< ^<Jii>M^muiHi%Tt>^ift mm ^fk- 2321

% 1?: sr whk ^ stut *n& % 5wt 5w: " srsr f^g: sp&r

^^5 ^<fllfta S^W?** ^^<?<^'^:Mi{^Tb^K^KJ^«4 dfc



firths' aft^rflt to* ^^^fKr«R^^HftiMMH i <t j
" ^msat

^pq^T^TRWy sw%TOj£flwr arreari cTJ3jc«f ^rfer fl^g srffa-

2-323 ^ ^ *mpi$?ftk^w«t&g?yqggreto' ^iwr ^f^^prrPr

SPrcrcrtfeif 5ft^rr#Tf ^ ~wi^r ^Rraq^r^Nf ^nft^r -^

" <% rfNr«r ^rr 3*f*;ot *mk 1



*nwf air— #r f^, ^r^ fircfai mr% 1 ^r^rm: ; f%*g

SiiM^M Mw^Rrr^pin^wri: 1 era ^h^ihA^^t^m ^t fw^Rf

;

?r ft ^<rbre fe<idi%^r ^r^jw w^i jr^ra^TK^iH^NK srcg-

<!%<si<W ft^lMc|Tli s^FT^T , ?r ft cfT^^T: 3>f^ ^ms ^n%



t«

asas ^

ft*ra* ^r g$t fern ^«r
1^A i ?r«rr totrsrt srep

1

: ^^ktsr-

tow?*, whji*^ j sjjWfs?Ff mm

i^"**3rrc<r" *?nftfa: ^n%: #t snsr srft&t ft-

i wl (My) 2 qtarfaqrat *«ro (By)



£&*: # arefiif^iTO; i sfaa*?: m^k^nI <#*f*fw tos-

-y 1 * ^c\
,

\ , £>! >_ <? f\ V

1 ^pT^^l^rw (My)



w ftwitaffaifo:

2333 ^r; cf^^w, "^Arorrftfr *3i^TOrfe» w

$*) ^ftr wiwr^r ^r *ptmt arefiRr 1 sre swpfraT^r ffir $fe %%~

f^jjui ^=5^ j

c
f stst ^nrWi;" f^rft^pfa ^w 4<&siRRsft

^rftfRr Eiffel PKi'Frrf' ^naror: "srersr 5EreFT
v

" ffir ^nrf^WH?*'

srnt; i 5mulcts hst hit sftw*. ^r^^^ti^ni sr<g-

5ttPt «ii«hi^ui wKil^ita £t*fo ; «rft+<i^ 5 %ift*i^n^r

ftrwift 1 ^ftfRC v$ wmmw$r4 ^^r— #r ^fk faWHwr-

ws &m«ii&cftg 5fTT^fr% 1 ^t§t ^Rf ^r g»d^TuPftqrch<i<i

vuhi^ ^oti-s^ Tt f^-<i^d xjTOnj^ro Hl*flft' zfcam 1

«-333i jfw ^i^^im: s^^qgsf^srwsfa ^^-^d i w[ ?

fft ^ffcT ftfadkWTr^ M.dWd^ s^irofrS^RT 3rw|d<HJ Mld+U*WN



s*mwk4Ii o^h^h-h^tt:, aw 3 ^^rarj sm§% srf^r r^ft-

QcrPrftg^^T Ht>^^t:2T^ro^iTM^!<^i^Kui crr^^- 2 3332

wr«it m&i ^rsRRT #r ?rp^^r^R g*$ftftr %^, *mVi*t ,

qn?^ 1
" ?r *F^5t firtfir ^qwr^f ?r ^g^r <mi% ^snta^" ^srr-

snifir » ate**—

*

^w «¥Tort %g^H^ h"

" ^rt 3 q^rr st^ot ws^ stfw s>f%^ 1

1 5T3N? (M>) 2 TO (My)



tt* %^$<fa:

2»333 m& § w^fRrf^ ^r^fei^&M^ I mr

^srrfr ^HT^TWRirpR^^rrftt g%^2
1 m% «*ww*fl' ^Eftro to-

st^, ^wfenft: ^rSftfir fe& " ^r ^: " ^u?<jm^% ^^r-

2-334 ^ " 4 3w srirfr ^ " ^gufcfrjj; mm* vmmzi

1 *w (My) 2 3^^ (Mj)



srsrsrr w4m4*Ml5s ^smg, ssrrfa " ain^ ^ " # 2-3343

smr *rr ?$& ws^, 3n^pr%ft: %mt v$w\f*m 2S3*S

^Ef^^gft^f^r *?^ 1 aw* ^^rnrr^qT?^^ 1 ijjhr ft;

^jsr^^ftRTfql-q^r^^^^rr f^%s^t$?^R wwcsqp* %^r^-

^q-^r * SF^r fW ^rer srer *?<*; u
"



24

2*i

242

5=^ iw^i^skot: m<^^5S ^T^rF^c ^nreftfcr •

' q^r^r^^n^r-

t^:, snrfcc srrc; w:, «nwf ^ttot, sir 3^ srftr^r" ^rare

mm^ k ^" 0*. 3. 3. n) # ans.sftef fw^r t sot

fer^TRr^ ^few: cr^r^iAif^i|u<§firftncrwiw j*juHiuiauf4 ^f^r

sftr 1



#P^IWPN "TOT fiftiMWU^I %^PT«3lk ft^wi'^MW

csf^r ^r^mwrr^: ; ?i#pi %^TFTFraK

—

fer^Fr *fk<H<j<i ststfcw \

"

^ ^rr^rr^T jjTOsrnt *pw*3rrerj ? ssrraT^^; ft $.4*4

"tfFFTOT: wnrer" (*. ?. ^. U) isrfawr 2.422

wrcWb rem: 1 ^WRFF^r^r 3<*rr:, Hfe*u^wi^N*?r-

1 *^^l (T).



%sfa ^rf§ q-<i%qTg wrr*R wi%% ^^m%^rf^r^

iftr ftnsfar* i
^rwnr^rsrrPr 3^<^*r f%?rn^sft" *mk%jk *£«*-

^t *tr %fir i sr^r ^r^r sriri^W sror^rf ^3Ri%^^Jr-

^TRTTm^:, ^rsrr^ot ^gra^r ^jfTfccrr'Ti%^r^T^wr: ^#-

qra^M^N ?Tc5rr^ ^rR^Tr^PTRTtivk& °nm ftw<r i ^«i4^wht-

dftwmnfaft , q^f^rli^F^FT «<%§^5TRF?r^r*rFr ftwaq.

<r§^} ftf%* Stot^ ^tr^t ftakr% " ^feras^^r^.

<rsf 1?: w:— *fatf faPRtf ^ Tt sriifir <TC:3RIT:
851



ftrsr*cRg

—

tosts ftrar w ^ w ; cwwtvirnftfid 2-52

1 3Ro$fW*fs?% (0) 2 q^f^f j^r: (My) 3 vrapid-

*ftwr (0) * g^i (0) 5 ^ n gs,|# (T)



^m**ik ^^n^r^^i^qncPrRr to to to^t i

f^fqTH^^r f^rm^rrw^T ift^rtfrr srfitgrwn, ^Rlrf^n"-

"fts*? ^rft' ?r ^t t^ *r sftniter^ i" (*r. *ft. u. <0

^3Rft5 ^wrr#if ^^^«to?rt ctI^jw^w %$m \ «ir-

qfrru

—

281 ^5 *ri% ^wrt f^rgrljr ?rfe: *fHrsifr*i% ^^ g^r

1 sffarsii^ ^ |feft?% q^ar ^f (Mj)



u
*3% to, ^ i&t " f% «^gp^^prr sr?w ww. wft-

^«mrftRpiA, " to* ^ ^m tot *pirftr§£ w&, <r*rr *w£

% " ot: to » i^rrf^rar^r ^wrt%wctf =q^p <r*r tot \%$

5HW: ^i^if^^Hft«fF3MHH^^f^Wcf ^^ <r3^r^r«b£

—

«f^i^t ^RTOaRWl 1 *R$t ^—art ?rl:, f^ 3J^tlT—

gr5£rr#r^r "w ^rt " ^^rf^rr^rRr^^ " ^f ftsr- as*

t

1 ^fVPI9^mi <^rika?|ha Bhatya)

2 ftwinsir (Do)



** f^fctf^nw

srfe, ^d%—- ^ftr ^ £^r? st^N 1 *i^" f%— q^ ?pr

% sr:, ^ Irani* ^s*«rR^ *rsrf%' ifir H3%*Hp^<awm

**&
i ^rr ^ * ^ ^t «ng* enFF?: ' ^m"«T ' *r ^ sot

stt^*. '
i[ftr

:

qrrf¥^rar

HHiqfai *m^\ "saw arr^t ?rfir 3*ftr
w ^ ^smwro-

1 Hoff^BTSfffrr (T ; A)

^ *$W^4r (&r!kai?tha Bha^ya, Mysore edition).

3 S*OT%. (Do>



^fir Sfcftfc srftfcrftrgfto" ^^rr^rTT^^r "^sw^rr^ ft"

o^r^raf, ' i? *r?£% f^gftr ^srer ^t ^r^r T^ftr *p^*r*£
?
%?oi-

ftHgtfcfit srrsaw
» w 5ri% srRFTOftsror are* ot*?Pt mc^rr-

s^mft , sreres^OTforor tost: ftawr ^r 3T ^rwD^i^r-

3*P^H4fr^<$4 Ti^fer scuffs ^ng^^TO5wlp$-

1 faraifatf (My)



^liic^wlfr TO^ft^r swwn^r 5frw?( *rr*rer ifir ?ra^r:-.

i g^ *s (My
5 0.) 2 to ^f (My

;
O), 3 *rt**| (0)



zmfim: ^^ HTagronft^ , w ft;
" srtrsr sr^P7rft- 2 623

^f^fs^crrT^RTcf ^5Rgg3t %%^ | ?R*?R ^{VMM^I^KSlftj-

nritri a&ftr fw%Eii?r^r o^r srreRFrf m<**i%&m:, ^r § r^t

WBHRRTi 5*T%3RSpT QJFTTOWT *n*^H!M<w3F i^T- 3 1

icf^r iter qr3#r^prr: 1

5T5TT ft— " ^R^SH^"RI%d'<?: ^I^NI*^" 311

"%fa?if:— stPt**:, qifarg^rereRTH ft\i&

i

#>• £ritp*r:,

srfiwrRr, OTrfa ar?R?crcq;
u
^rrft * <?r:, R^Rwra^Rf <r^-

1 s^ 3fi?r^ toi%;si^ ffs m^si \ <s (O)



3«i2 gr«rr " ^rft^J " (*r. *. R £) s^rf^^iR^R^F^-

mn^ ?&fo #^r srftr, 4imm^
3

ft^R^* $&&h " wrwrarar^ itsww $m>m ^rtoih srrg-

wit ir tot sirorr s^mfcr «d^ *n* ^w^i% " sftr f^r

5T^t JTT^srf^ fen ^<S3rf t^T^r^'' \\k gli* f%^?(^H^*f3f

^sr ^^^isnroj^Fnwr t^t ^rarref towti% ^R^r^ir

^ ^5frw(0>



®fe& TOSTft^respf fcrsifa^g^a srw^r^rr ^•pfw ^1^*1-

*% ^H¥i " l^nft^Slr «TRTrfN TO^rf ^frfPTt #r^T f^Rft^V *

fkrn^ crftw% toj sfir sts^ft tf%^rr4c^r «R*r 5^^N<ii^

Nr^fTR^r fm^nf^sfV a OTiN*pr s^J^r^
,,

(*r. ^. 3. #)

^fir »jyb w: 1

Rmi«tr§— *HN *hkot: sr^rsfa tsn^W^rcsr 3122

|fc^<OTraf?;n3*sft (My)



tp% ctp^t %l| ^th3 93?Fsrpm W3>*r ^^rrm wm T^Rr

s-1221 ^3 ^& tfff*Tr srmrcr sf#sr^t sfi^r faffe:, *r

3 1222 fNRrer $srar ^fa§rwr?R^rf<r qra^rra. stttrt ^Nraf^P^r-

3cW#<r" tftrftiW to: i ^ ^mwmfiftvirst "smarir

3 q^F 3T 'S the leading adopted by Max Muller* and Dr,

S. K. Belvalkar. Both these translate it as terpent,

tnough neither seems suie of it. The Advar Ms. of the

present woik adopts the same reading.



tor: "
ffir srftsftw qftrorar, " ^f^reroTO " #r ftrs-

(0 « vft to* nft* (My)



^s*TC§- m<W. RcffaWR %H il^fT eRT Sr^S^ ? ?T rTR^

*W^ Rl M ftWTFTOTMT3M F<il<^T 3^?^ 5f grP^—. ^fcT -<4|«<i;^~

3125 ^ R^+iq|^4 <TT^ f^n%^5TfnTT^Tf^F^f% ft^ft



fir
; <mt "®m w(* %$&mK m§ #r gR^H mm?m

dKi^j(^ft£U g^b ^^breifir i i^rc*^ tier " s*w *rc^

w^&r \<WMm<i*\\?m* &Q^fiRHvw&1ft ^^RHfcnreg

iPr Pi^m ajxiw srfKsr ^^t^ri^^ta ^^ ^mf^f&®[4

^rm^K'iuP* ui^ JTfOTr seewfar " %&*& ^HFcr%^pferFfr

*3 wr^(hHki\mMT^ ^fePr^R^R " * swsrraTr 3127



^ <k^<*i
« tsrlcr H=nw*p% "

sftr jtt^rt^ " sr^r snsr sr*r~

srrrjrsr " ^r^rr^ g^rlr fm% s^wrermr? wwOT^^sfa" sm,

*f?$ ft; "mm s^i^r %«wft «iHi$ft srref srmsr^crf^

jt^sf^ ftsr: rfr# sr%fif srttorrercnTOT srfawb sJiwfa *rvt-

#* %*rr srg ^ft^ ^ %m £r#£t, «fi ^r 3^ ^# " ^$r

wr ^ mrngt ^ %f ^ sj^rj:, g^rrl-go^r wrr *rafir

1 cttc$to (0) % *ra*9)«?% (0

)



w&ft 5rnr: i frffcrl^ " w*? 3^) ftR^r '' ^ftr tjjbrm^ g^r-

^?r swJr #* isr " ^WRsrroTT. wmfa !
' %&% mmn to-

*TS§#*:
I * ^ cT5T gjTORFPT SErCN7T<c4 5Tf#*FR:, " ^^mr^

-

*wrfa i«rf <tf&r # *tf>^, wrcJRpappr " ^ff? w "

tffat, "srerpf ^?rra*3rar a^ncsrRr: ^w^rr^r * " #r <£#?:,

" *rwrc 55^ ftwct, f%^r^t ?j si^rfir " %rt =srg*b , " ^srw gw^T



8 13

st^tt: ^t: i tot en&uft&r ar^nx. "^fir w. «wifiw*i:"

fai**t*r ^w*«4^«ilTi<gfcn i pit *\mi "^l^i ^jwsfw

tuftwwk ^^wiWRSg ^rnrwwififcr ^i^^fanrftr'RRr $ftr

i <rcsrftw?i<*nft§ (My); *trw (O)



<$: <w* ; wiNwfa siwrRrtf^ i * m u^ht <rr#, 8131

i ^ ^r^r ^ra*5Rr, ^^tft:, ^rcft %srF3t fkm& }

fo* inv9)«bMJ^ «rr^csr m$ i ^cftrarnrr " ^d<ww-

ftr^pcng—sTR^wM^^'ft-wIt Hlfl^rwmR^r #r i
3152

5*3 115 ftrarri h ^ft^ft sift: sr&, grfl^r^n— a 133

w4)m4I^t ?p*r^; srepref f| ^nrr^rgq; 1 wife— uii&Rl-

1 mkm (T; My) 2 g<^$*T#$ (0)



11%?^:-^ ^^gftr^w shot ff s^rofoi^Hiuiw*^-

*Tftrc#& ptit^N^
15 m® "** gffftg- toi^Trf^ra^f^r

3135 *j#? fawm*&?m ^ir^r^^^Tf^lgrR, ^ 3 ^im^j 1
"sr%-

3i36 ****<«* 1 TOi^wni 1 www ftw*i^™*i, *

a-137 i|wTf5 ,

<iPt^ict: ^^^^irf^^r^rwn^o^s^Ttf^^ foftph

fcfr*" *ftr
I

<rfprc;w "srf^crfair <rerf^t" (*. *. 3. *)



sw^rt, " oraro^TOBtt sartor" ^rri% ^P»ngRiBw«4H t



sis iw ftipiftiimwwRRreMr ^amflqu f srr *

^rsri%; ^r^pT^r to^w? *farer ^r <h^j^Pf RtsT<*aM i tef%-

sh^t g^srpsRT *&#fir tRnrf^ "stt^tw <^h^P<t m^-

ii5i *rN ^r" (sr. tf. R. \) %®fksmw srarfi^ i cr%*ni;

—

152 s^nSm^sr ~m^m— ^fir i i%^:Rr^|— *rerftr sffarr^raJft*

•153 ^TRfi%" f^rr^r^RT^T^P^r 1 ^ ^ <re *ki <ai «Gk*mPh**«r

1 »*i|ft<(»



£a^s3terou'ta<r i s# " g^s5 *fts«?r, *ih*tr nrs^" ?fir ^far-



*i6

**?; "ap^ft% %* srriT ft soffit" (* R. *. ^) issrr-



^ ht^-# *raptfcr sri^ ; ?r ft; 'FJjafor ^F^r^r <rsr <r^rar-



gw*r <rt ftjfe^rr tot w to ifirt 11

"

Whwi'<^K*reir i^wf * wj;, ^r m<wmm>i ta^f s^-

fty^l frfrffr Wl^ui 51^ ^r^TOW*T^T *to. i

a let ^ysNqrfa *pt ire*^^
?

sfj3W*ic^^lwrfr^PFjf-

*T*#rtPr o^i^^ft%or <*^rfWfa ^rr=%fM #*9^otf*n? <rc-

"m ^frti sn?rrs ^jfr ^ Cr^^rr swrfarr sg«3h i



*wx ^r tr^t stf** ^r?Tr ^i# *Tfcrci ti

l% mm^^wm^f^^^^m » ott * i*«taiii«c

M<^i <r-HRiN^r%gTpr §££**. i srerr^re: %^^ft—

"^cwrfa PiRafted fes # ^ ^r *ro §f^Rn^c i



5^^r f^r«Rrew^^T *r gw^rhptf^ toot ^jh^imi'^t

M^wiftifafirf^s^ ^^^r^%^T5nR§ ^ffrwf^Tr^^TrRT-

31TT^ftfeftRl §W ^P?T SHRtSST ^Th^H^iHHlRd^jftN^r



sr^er: jroiftRftaf *# srrs *fir Sto^* 5% s^n^w i

q-ur^ "^tswr: qrr^rr^rfcr <rfs^r: tot tsi" ^frs#mOT?-

mfftftwr rr^Ti^Pr^Tot ^rfir *rt suffer 5fir ^
Ir^n, srtR^i gxf.f^F^f^Tc^^sfir ^^T^RrfoBr- 31022

qr%^rq^rr^ 1 <ra ft snha^TWcrfaii^ ^^^3^-

fa*NM«u*Mw ^ <u%mw*r mvm ffir sro«^r, c&flu ^rfk-

3^ 1 fctftaft f^!^^n%w^r m^P*wfi «pMftgr ^r

—

s^r i ^^^i*^ %ft^^ftg8H^;t Tft^rg stm^ ^j-



"3?^; ^^5^ ^i^r t^f^rf i

Ufamrf^wiw^'^t^" *rh ^Kwztw ^ w^ fkfa^i® ^fir, wt*i-

<sr 4i*imftft ^^i^r ^wnwq^ox ^^ sf^k^wlt-
oft^rsPr, ^fon^i 5r^cft uftftMHftfar: *re^r s^r wsifr-



?%errl^r^: i ##

<tct 5ProftRR?rsRr " * ar^riwr m ' fft gift* 317

*Wftui Sffterf£N% ; era" R^r H%! ; f^TO^N&^^fpR-

SAT: i ^ft %ar^«f^ l%se^^f^^r%<R3Rfor ^fe^ri^R w



T^rirw^?r, *r od* 'aTR^itarir' *fir*3?39Tq. ^^Rpre^i"

gtsr^

—

u ^<n<i^#*j" (sr. $. 3- <Q ifir

" ^ftR^ ^r^r^c TrrM srFsrer sftcrsr iffasr " fftr

wnwtft" rt%tt^t <TOT%^*r 5r$>i%c^ ^mfrw^ef 3^5^, fa^fa-



<rents srrf^r; 1 wfi%^ ^ f^^^#t^ filter

sot ^n^cf snftfir tot f^f^ft^ftr^r^f%^rs'Tfti:r#: 1

to&— q-ftarif^crrft^q-q-wPpwrr^^rftRRM^ Pif$- 3 182

sr^r sr ^oft^r wi; 1 *r 3 tot ire ftncrwfsfer 1 <wrft[

—

cspt^^t iTO^r asiftft$ ft; tot ^rf^rfer ftr^^r 1 «rt w
" g%pr wg&x sren&i

w
^fir gsfc m$ wwa mfa m^irft-

?yMuuf^cb<gi (sot. *rr. ^. $. **) <^t%^ ^^



<*r%rni a^^^r^Sr (srr.*TT. r. *. \x) ^mmmf^^

«nw ^fa^w<iftw<if£rcr<g

1 '^Pllfl (Ananda^tama edn )

2 'qppift (AnaadSfoama edn )



^m«& tRuinhk* i

* * *

?v /n ^ r\

^5 fW^ t *t«nfiw«l ^Nsftcj^ aqfowi, 355 ^5 3 isa

X. mW%* (My)



$&t mm*, srsfesr sHhrfiR* ^^rcro* Hsrf^r^sr snifcrer^r-

*ft
s*rt§w*5it SBn^ ^ * $wri§ " ^fir f%-

tot srr«qHrf%wr5fir (sr. 3. 3. ^») f^r^fe: grcrw?mfii»M '



;i mr ft— "stffwt: srwra^" mf^^t (*r. 3.

'^r%iaTf¥ii:f%^r3irR^r%rr— fftr sraifiran i <F^RR3C"f*r-

^rf%r^c5ri^rrfa^^^RTr^^h" ft **V' ^f^dr (sr. 3, 3. ^)

?%s^?: anwR^wt i ?m Pr^* f^rc: " ^rrftgftr5ri%§^n^ft-

wiw <tt*rj %o*njfoFr& ft s#reE*JM wf%^ *mfo-

^MM^f^NT ^R^rf^Fr sciR&swr: 1

srirsrr^R^Rr 3^-

srr^iw^n^ item sriig ftqi^ra^r * f^ftrc^r#TR;

—

g^Rr^ "srr^TRm toHrrtoi" ^rft^Sr (sr. ^, 3 ibsi

^. \v) <wwH-<mM\^±M nm§& foforerc^ *r*§

1. sHRfaff; <A>-



*R*w«wP|fa ^w5?t^t fti$rfarar*t i

318S2 sremwrf^t f^rrg ^rr3H?>^, iWhnwratflL i * iffc:

3 1833 ^surerf^ ^ %sr$g<%Wtafo^r^Tg^r^ , ftsg »iir-

1%*rf:, ^ sfsrcj^ "
%fa %*r-

3*0 s^r^Rnr^" fftr %sn«TR fa^re "ftrar ^ s^r* ftp*.

*nwi w 8* wfa "^^f^r^^n^'' fftn

l
- WWW (0)



ft*M*ww«i*i*fi%<eiwr «wftu*ft£r*i *!taw<«i« ^ $rr*t-

wSr q*^^ri# ^ sr#* *TRR?*r wi<*Jl<H*Rf feft^famfrtrcr-



M f^t^JW I

s»srf^Vr sssR^^Rfrsfa sfrMlPidifeft ^

—

31S332 ^rq[; ^rt str?^ str^to^ q^Mft^^ ^ ^smrft-

srs^r afNfaq'w faro sgftfr srrwsi *ifO^> " s?tc*r

wrr^r%*R^*rR^q-^wrr <^5H*s*Rsfa <r««r wrR*ri%*R-

ftwitfMwt ^ng^sTRST^ rr^^'^R ^ Pr^% i

3 18333 ^f^tjtr-^^^^-q>j ^rr* hto-^«rr%<R5prar*i <<^^najr-

mmt 31%: ftrwiSft as&wrRt smprPr ^rr! ftr^r^^nf^-

tcrt ^fcR*^%3T*rer?fa %^r^5Rftif: itaRvgtfw^r %*r-

«ih+ i^sgH^R^r^R^fofcr ^

—

s-18334 *> "ftw ^r^feRf*: srfe^rerfew ''
fftr ftR^r

5TT5T: s^rs^rffe^wrs^nt i ^r ^Rf^lirf^rfrf^ f%*m ?r^-

<M<4HM& " ^T^RTC^^T " $fir Wr*& gd&d<*r*fgT srfir-

%%^I ^fawjT*rnP&r t^ftwfqr^^ srfir^r^jrrSNRr-



* fkm: ; f%% few *n?*r snfFWM^ i vox qw gaftung

^f^ " a^ts^^c 3TR*rr ' #r ^^re*w#tf few. qrcwsiw

^^i^r^r^ntf qrrcsrfT: i ^FTftg ^srft" "m$t m6$m% ** ffir

3|^et ^f3Pr^cferi%Rr %*t^^ +i^wTNrw. 1 cr^RT^rrTr %$ fer^"-

3. Stf-Su) sniffer^ 1

awn^wwr ft^ftss Twr^rr fe*r <*sr, ^ w^r f*i?^r ^-3.13335

*rrc*rr few ^fir 3rR5=s*reifa*&wr^^ q^iw-

8



^ (sr. ^ 3. u-^) ^n^wt:: 5&: r%*rr^?: surfer ^r-

sft tot: rcrsrrw #r<r: i ?m ft "Rat *raro*r «rt ^m ^

" gfesoft; tw t^ ^r T^jfcr gjs j
" ^fir *fwot f^g^T% srfcr-

a leas g^<2^£ sfwst ?£<# 3>cr;— " v%m srftwft: wf q^prfir ^r

3-18351 are flR5t% sfeoftftfir ^^J^fkwTOf^pf wr *r^-



" nirs^^rj qR*fnIlfa ^rfi^orV: tot <?f*i; " ffk ^s^N^r^r %^r-

JtofimH^ "vp? nrqfagr i*j«ro%:" ssrf^w (?r. «. ^. 5)

(^. S. *. ^) ^r^Trfti jrftqTft^rn 1

TOrfesm^ *rpsrcrraff ^rof^fN":— " JT'mr^R^Fcf^r ^rfSr-3 18352

stJcrsRsrr^rwft^fr f¥^ftH^<t 1 ir^r TO#«i<^<bwf¥ ^r ^ftr

^4 <rt *nir " ffir tot: ^TO^^a^s^ 1 ^ s^tPhtrt

fSrcrTOf^i# 5rfk«xhftfir *f^ RM§r%i^TOTTOfa^faft<w -

^rti^ 3^^ , f¥s^%: %^wft^*r^ ^r -Jlmj^

—

^rrft cn^r^ 1 ^rsr sr^rf%wr%— f^frs tot ^ f^^i%fe*r-

ftft I
fnrrc TTOKr^r^ m^* ^rtj— *raT fWr* %3mj:

«m"^rftnrriWf«T «rt m" # *rr*w*TOmft-3i8353

1. JtaRrar tarf* ifir *Eto (My ? o).



scir f^fo ^q-ftrRr ftWr: tot q^r%% Awhw to? <*#rfir

"^TPr^r^, % gw; w^r Mu }
crsres T%^r ^iRR^^^q-r: %<?r-

% m q^q-fo srrt sr^ s^ ^fai^ftr8
u"

swti'rosifMM ^r^ i q# " %otT: to 1 <t^» iftr, " Pr-

erenal tot q^" ^ft- ^ ^tk^ih^ to sri^K^WR f%snp%^Jr-

1. ^B CD 2. !%F%WrWT^ (My ; 0)

s. *ft taf^r (My, T) r^fft *5g:fsr <o).



^w^cfe

—

sr^rc^ srer to ^rt^r: snf^i'fip^*^ I

i

1 %«! <R (T)
'2 *fft'HI?«U'HF (AnandaSrama)

3 Saixiksepa feflraka, Oh ITI, v. 228, 229.

4 Paficapadika, p. 4. (Vizianagaram Samskrit Secies)



3191

ffif # (w. ^. 3. H^) ^H^H**MRr ^"^ift^-

"Spftrsnir *#tw " sftr, *r§ g-fgj ftsr^rai wr#rt gF^^r

1 ^ (T, My, and 0)

2 Anuvyakhya, II, "\ p. 25 (SarvaiaSia edn

)



*rcr^ " ifir qwrrMhP'?^ lOT^m ^n*. g^w 1

mi ^r^mssiwrw f%^t>: wrJftrsgpR^ firwfe- 3 taa

*T3 ^uft'ss^^i": ^rfr^n^sft ^rf^rr§rui4*i<NSTR*f- 3 1921

drtefa' ^fer«JN^rrR ^Tr^wraftfa % ,mm toh%-

^rg^sft ^raRsns?^q ftr^^rf^^Trfs^fef * r%^Rr , tot



srfir *m gfWHifatrm gnj^HT^m^wrs: , feror tot

I^qf^^or i ^^RTi^f^f faw*4 sffarfSm gsrisr^f srirft* srr^r-

" f^CT35r^rr s*u4Wirercr I

rra7=^3T wiFlR SKflqfa q^j ||»

2 Kha94ana khaiKja-khadya, para 163, v. 25*



?<to?t ^jmrftrfir k^sm 1 $<TRft ^#3rn%#^ ssr
; ^ 1^

R^r ^rf^^r s^cf^^FR^ 1

^SRftRra^wf^r ^f w$\ ?rf^; 35*r: 1

TOTorrlFor: t^r ^ s?^r?# ft: ^^ 11

<m*m firftrgRr«wi^rr^% g5^ 1 %fasnsRT 5 3sr: jroroftftr

$m \ era ^rft sra^ ^%^^r^^:w?^^r^^^T'3Mf%:

1 RWJ (A, Mai.)



<r§ gr *iatefofir i 3T«rrPr ^ *mm f^; ot^ s^^q^m^i i

1 srrw^srcrcs^Ji
, ij, o, 23, 24.

3 3j4t*c: ^f«i (0)



$% fftr,' ®m ^mw* *nj$ \ m tor#rf f^r% prrfc-

^Ij £M><hPt: qrol% WBiNr SF^r *trefterab I

srar %f%s srr^Kt' ^5PR"Rmftr ^rr^r^w^ 5j^5r*rraKr- 3 212

nr^F^r^t "^rcr srrsnrr: «Trtw srrer^Fi *tH gRsr-

1 few swrof^m** (T)



\6 fsraflEtfa^i I

ft^j, ^^jRT^wnnTOH'igr *T*?rj crj^rssti^Twn^sfir sen*.

h % ^ts^r^j "2
spnfegfl^tefif Efr ^5?q^R i?^ i

3 213 grarr Tr^rr^OT ^rfc^Hfa tfsiratsrepq;

,

to; ^# 5I%|^j ajqfwr ^<^ n
"

$ftr sNronpf 5rmwR ffefet srftr ?frw^r sfcrrcn*? w^tst*

^siimw^i ^h^wsi^&hs*** erfr^rW^^t^^^r <f wftrg

"tpsrH it^r f|?srr ;5R^r ^fe^nro^ i

<r <&$ ffcrr ^trtT ^ir%^i%%R^ 11"

2 Aitareya Brahmana, II, pp. 836, 837 (AnandS6rama

edn.)



fag ^T^rHt ^r n^cf^': 5r^f?r: i ^ ^ <^ CTFtnrc^&tq;

,

shrrPt " qgr^ram srsrrsnr^ qjN^raV f*n# fir-

wt", "*r3m ^ft sri^rrc. ^rrf^rfirj" ^r%r*RRT f%
0THftMT^Mi?TcRr srfir?r?Ri^ Hs^srRraT^^rr^ i "mi

^1 ^rf^rftor: srfir torrix ^It^^ ssr^srifcr ^|. 3-22

1 ftnft^i (My)



^ i si^i^^r ft: sgOTWRST

sggqf^H^KH m Rwi4m<w srirsrs^ <rpRrrc# *ffw£ i *r

sew srr^^rj i ^gf^cnrr ^^rr%# (sir, *r. *. 3- R) 5r*F?fr-

(sgr. *rr- *. 3. a) <j##r% ^irf&r stow gPTTpqgw'Kfta «Nr-

g- ^

—

<«H*MMRflr ihWMf ^^hh M^flffftiftft^mft/$ih w$t



*KVM«Kdr smrf^rr i «^r ^ <r=r ^r^^HM1

(m. *rr. \ .

$• \* ^)j "*j?w ^5Rtr?R«gp^r«i:" far. *rr, * 3* <:),

sprrV. " (sir. *rr. $. r. **), "ststi^t 5r(%ar: " far. «?• ?-

3- **)» "If^p^r^w^f' far. *rr. ^ *• *^), fsnf^#;

StaMMi sr**?^: sr^fe, t^ " ^^r^r^rNwr^ " far. *rr.



swftwt" far. *r. S. 3. *s) i^^w^fiiw8? fo*raiF-

3^w i<^w«qrffo3ft " (sot. *rr. ^> *. U) i^fe#f$-

"5? sr^T^^Rfrrt' (srr *tt. \. %< \\.), "%*wftt^ * m^m-

w*rarrfl[ ^kfir " Oot «rr. *. *. ^) ^tf^^i&MT^H-

«ft: jrenror" (sot. *n\ 3* 3» U), "^*r%rr t^^rcfa: mm-

f^^m^m^^^^K ,}

(sot. ^ 3* ? 33) *ftr Pif^OT

^rsfa ^itPt ^r^^^^rf^^Rr^^fcRr **fofcr: t starrer " grn-

ftnsRE5*Wsi" (*rr. *rr. * $,
f

<), "3rR*rf§r qyi^fNr srr^-

gfcr *r" (sot. *rr. * . l> %), " sTrdfrj swim" (sot. *r. v.

^. »), "qSi+wdr TOrftiwni" (srr. *?r. *. $. u), "<r*cr%-

^ srnk srr^r srgof ^-^wqf ffr^Rr* i ^g^ trr^; " ewrfc-



Wfo: ^r srs^" (srr. *t. v. a. 3) CTWfrftrf^»<flfc

&uw^fa<:MM%?H^M4< " sriFrm 5 *regh "
(sir. *rr. * . * . <:)

sn^rer^cr *wumft m «^»w^iuwr«R^s firoftsf %^ fori

srsifa— ^crft^Jt (sjrr w. \. \. W) "t^^^tt^t 3-231

ffir" sft «srfprf^F?ran^r, "srw stag* m=uR*h ^r^r ^aftr-

^r«rr ^*#^rc:ri%w*r (srr. *rr. |. ^. H)*rn^r, "«nr- 3232



f^r^rrfo W**&1 1 «*;<** <w ft:

—

^ stpprfr ar^rriT sift ?RS5RP3R5P^r ai3%r. ¥**rc-

3833 **4 n<:H
'
i<¥g<i<rftfir<N 1"^«riwfafaSkfa ^r^PT^r—

•

STPsrarc wm$ *tm ^ tort * 11

"

3234 ^fa ^^ra^fwr^r^Rf l^^r^cR^r^^FKr^T ^m



ftwrtcrfatihr: i *<\

^kx i ^i jofr *r%r^— jrfirf^se^^ffer ^f^^i^r^TFn; £fls-

pfrt ^fir i tor 'Tftfrcr ^r^rj— ^reg^i 0pw$3*rrPr s^tot:

^ ^ ^ sqr#F% d^iRi4mi|ft<i€: ?%*rer #r «£M<mFPw^i-

w ^t^j^ i

^^Rm-rM^rft sfir^iw wft{ I ^cr^rr f|—sp?rf*r d^ew 3 .235i

1 ^w?rfsra»*<T*^ (My)

2 %^w|ftf (My).



<i^iftwr^^M^" (gr. m. *. 3- U) sft gjrer, 5^r stow

sNJtm, gfl^^f ^fs^'torT^^Tr^^rr^^ <jn$wc 5* fawn

32352 sr^Rp^rpi w irTOf^frf^Asft" ($rr. *rr- ^ tf. \%)

^*wfcs?T^T ^rf^rt ^«r WKi^wfarcrer cRf% 1 *r *?4^ '

"

32353 ' <r«rr fefkr^Rsfir sSwfew^ (gr. *rr. ^. 3. #3)



*rrsr s^: i *r =? ^sns^rbr set ^% » *r*rr *jrrftnpr3i": i ^rr

(w. w. 3. ^ ^) # s^ts* ^<^4Whi«^ "#wc4fc



^n^Rwrt " (s?rr. w, * *. *0 sfir g^r vr^mm *m+*m^i^-

enq^CTrorr " ^g^rste " *r sw <r^fit wsp; ^N^ win*

5T^R^5rrf^%^r5 " (srr. *rr. *. *. 5) gc^wffo "m

wwMRfifer- ^r%^pr?r ffti suet ^ ?3*?rf^nr; «i^g«rr • ^ps^r

f^ffmcs^r vvm^^ w<fa*M*hr# m^rc^R srf&g: sF*rer

*mv% m*$m %%$% i >mf ^g^fk ^5 •q4Mi^^3ffi '*«*+*Hi-



orrf^rftr w^s^i^rr^R ^r%#R3*r«r *rrer%fa$
l

Oar.

it. *. t. ^) *r<fe* w^\ wraw&ft *?t*to#* srw-

*sR?f 5rfrrr%fe
3

sr^frfti^r ^rofa " srf^rt^ift 3 ^»Rf*Nf

^im^pT^^^ ^r^rflf, "Prftft^ *r§R" ssnft??

fiRRhn I
^^rerrfffW^R^T ^n%i%ftMr$ft tot $rw

1. 4^i<nn (0) a. *ftwr (O)

3. srirr ?? s wnaftsfofir (0)

4. I: ^5fftp^rift^ efcc. (0)



#rr w^R^nr, f^fNTEss^r «jj«hwiw*w lakr-

^gqf%^t ^Rr^Jr^fe^ i ^f^rmrt^r (srr. *tt- ^. 3. S)

^t ^ff^rwif^ <kw«i4^iPi ^WfoKuig ^c^N^re*

*l<ftft—^ *re;—f^nftsRW 5ircraif«m<4fi»—^fir *&t—

i fa<qu»4*i^M (A) ; ftareareferfar (0)

2 vWW (0) 3 omits STjpr—H^R:.

4 s3*WR<rc (0) 5 *fifonft (0)

6 o o»iti ««A i ««ffg« fane CO)



sTftf^rr^rsr: \ mi ft;
—

* w^fa^ (?rr. *rr. $. R. ^) siF«r-

^srrft^f^i "^tirwwrs^"^P*^ (m.vu %* r. si

<?N\<iywq; " *m m ** *& *Wt ^^r srt?Rj " ^r ftTO^rr-

rar^^R-ftr" wrftwN* ^r^rf^nf^fer*^ j
" ore*

i *ftj&wrr? <o>

2 ^ $i%s*|T feWi. 1 • S*M* &o (0)



«w4-i *Wl*<m " 3^ *^ ^?^ ft^ftRT^T^W **#**:

"

3-2421 *3 ft§^ ot»rtw*s*6<^ *«w^ft^:^i ftjj|uw4»wi.

mm wfm**tFi\ si^wnROTr qomzftn ft^wUwifW sw-

iftr ?mw,w *rr qprProft (* \. \. u, <^) "*m *r«*«



Pwit* ^fir i
?fo^^ warmw, ^rf^rrT^f ^Pwifiwi^

%?^r *rwr sr^ i w?* ^ffriw f^hr w% sr# ^dift1-

i ^52ff? IS *^e teadmg of most Mas. of this work ; but

all editions of &Ikaj?tha Bhasya, read ^ fa*¥rf^.

2 wrcr (O)



*^i*Aw<«tf*wro ; £fa cfSF^^rrPr &&fo \ arrest Ptwral

ftra^rfftftf i srf^qr% u^r^t|^ w^s^t " # tot:

35Rw |fft TOW: J

#^r%i^T^«tf^P§F?r ;f?3pT*

1 Pacini, I, 2,09. 2 *F3Wft ^SRI^^ (0>

3 i^*q?fa^(My). 4 PS^mi, II, 4, 1.



*& %mt ft&'HfOQMccNirut f f^^rcwcroff i scpNrt 3-24213

sraffo" (*. ^% ^ ^), "$m<Nivi -yw4<iT$ ^r«rp^#

*»ft Pu " (sr. 3» ^, ^) ^R'w^n^^x^i^i'^r^rn^^^HW'i^M^"-

"aNt^MI^M^H!:" (W# ^. ^ **() CT^f^Tg sff-3 24214

ui^iM^&ru^t^Mfafa ^f^rawr o^mtfi^Hr <t^ft3OT

*mft *&$Mfai*w ^rftr 3$mmt& 1
" ^rf%# § ^-8.2*221

1 "WfawRl* (0)

2 «wnEta4*MK*ra*i (My) 3 Sfftwfa (0)



1$ ftantatofa: i

gwi^ afti^rr &m ott sftsw faffem m"

f^^^Rq- m5 s^ToRSTN^^r g«ft^ ^Nf^:, sr^wr ^mr^-

i «43«ira (O) 2 *nrcft (O) 3 wtspffwr <0)

* 4ff^V (O) 5 O omits 3f



witafMk { £»

*prift*<uwijwft (sr. 3. a, c) <n?Nrcr tr to* ?rrfe, «fcc-

qqfq?^1 } 3RT q^^f ^TTJfT ??p% <J^I% d^^H'^^T fef^T-

3RT2
<FTW^rf^n*3RTRT ^TCsRT ^R ^3

^T^[ I

^%ii%^uW^ (a*. ^. 3. #^) ihrt incwsrr ^t^r ^r- 3 24222

ite, wiflr ^ "3n#r% ^i^Nsro^rfcr ^" (*• v. \. 3)

*kt: <3^nftr<rrc:— c# ^r surfer wit^ ^ % csnrftr

—

TOwtfteni^rr" ffa 1 ^r^r «T^^ite*i+^NR$^tfH«#lH

^<qi<lfc€reft*r**R ^rRRff^R^^q; , g^r "m *rr sc^rf&r

"

1 JirasfinnFm * *p«wttoi (O) a ft%Rt to)

3 omits 1 4 snwira HS*ffiRr«ol (0)



cgf^^Jrf.m mHM?M<Mfo stow w&mi i

3 242321 ^r^r#i^<ult^4 m<m^m * *r*rft, ^i^Hifirapfc*

3 242222# «fTfift- ftRW, ^^<MI4*WK*0fWlfcl, *»ftW*t*IK«ft-



3=53%— w ^rag-t w^nt£ %m*t® ^p^j^^raT-3 3*2225

m ^^f^m^mf^mimfk^'^^va ^wtwnk ^*i%?rft^

^fir^Frra"^ *rr ^rWrft^rer #rf^er srrefiw wrf^srft:
1-

1 #WSft ft% (0)



" 'rfttsiftrifr
1
<£i%\fera>r *?<row: i

srr^rf^pnirr ^Rr w ifcr ^f^rrsr%t *?r*WFr w sr#snf*r

f^rrfa^ I <fa ft ^^ wrfw nm**&r a^wt w *rf^
g^H I ifa<r?sr«OT (*. R. t. t<\) *$& tot ^tff^#

1 Kamika, Uttara bhaga, p 113 reads ^Wt^grft . $iv5-

rcana Cafidnka reads flfW^lft^fr.

2 mmfk ^rr^ft^r (My)* ^rr^rft ^Mhvr^i (&v5rcans

Canirika).

* ^fal (0).



q?ww *m *rfcft§ ir^sr srtft w*^ *frap?% sorter *

ycH<4i%tf*^H rvii^rt fire?es& i ^«r fir ^iHi^wi^a—— S^raw

qf^np^-^^ ^r44>gg{r9^p' ^TPjjnr^TF5r $ %««i<fl, Prwrft*

grtrrc sitrt^ e?F*ft ^rr mr^ir *t tiw** I

wfN*3TFTf5ren£i^r ^§fr ^fhr: ii

2 *TWV IFQIf^: (Bo.) . 3 *$«$ *Tf*J (Po.)

4 3CTOIT4 (Do.; also 0) 5 qftgqRfe (0).



^T *fr 5B* f^, ^TOF&sft 3%^ stew^T* **$

3f4$T

—

-3*^5^ ^*rr% tt^h^ gsofe ,2

1 I^HRnftw tO) 2 g^sw (Br. V. p. 105)



iSpwfefMh: » SI

sr^Tfsr: tr\st%^> §rrc*nrrsn 7*r *t«u^ u
l

€^r^r ** Orator k#k*irw «t f^ U

1 H^TO (Br.V.p. 105)

2 * *m*s% Anp^ (Do , p. ios)

3 qzrarcr (bo. p. 105)

4 *RNdl*ir« (Do. p. 105)



gr^j- q?nf ^«rr srr% s*r)rRr: ^*rftr ^gprr 11

fa-<^T ^Fnir g^^rr arr^rr ^*si ^ sr^r 1

era ^*ttWcMM3sufaER anr §»^ ?r e^rar ^fir srit, ^imiV

sa^rt *pnaft P^ii tfft+K ^r^T^^nrr^f8^ &<?^it*<t ^ srsr-

^Tr* ftrs^^ ^ " ^<MI "^T^Rft^ *p| Wear* ^T STRW *

1 *r* tor* (Br. v. p. 1C5)

2 vfa *m ^pwrft: (O)



" ftutabi vi ^r 9!$st tot m i

^nf^r^r^ ft<<wu*t*j^F$KlNfaw*r^^R^i^^ 1 mi

^kt ^lift^ srfwr ^n%^r^nt ^prftSN' 5^trr5 i%te-

firte^rr^: *$<ft <Tt??%sr ^4i^»fttfw*r qef ^m-
?m I era": 5TRf^n>Rr ft$?rw wri^r: sfsrr^srr^ , *$&

1 This is a conjectural reading, no Manuscript being clear.

^Hiwxntf or S-TT^Mfi are, perhaps, better conjectures, corres-

ponding more closely to the original, ^^WITOT,



1 ftftw (O)

2 This couplet is found only in O.



SIVADVAITA NIRNAYA
AUM

$rlkantha Sivac&rya has expounded the doctrine of &vadvaita;

we consider here whether it is qualified- or non-qualified- non-

dualism that is there upheld One is led to believe that the first posi-

tion is what is accepted from the statements of qualified-e on-dualism

and so on m the arambhana (II, 1, 13, et f>cq) and other sections, 1

and that the second position is what is accepted from statements

like " for the devotees of the Non-related, there is release even

here, " in the commentary on the aniyama section (III, 3, 82).

Both of these positions cannot claim to be considered final; hence

1. The word "adhikarana" has been throughout renderedbj its

nearest eqivalent "section " An adhikarana comprises one or more

sutras directed to the elucidation of a particular topic. It is divisi-

ble into five heads . the subject matter, the doubt, the pnma/acie

view, the refutation thereof and the final conclusion. This is the

order in which they are enumerated by $rikantha in hia commen-
tary on I, 1, 1. The Vedauta Sutras aie cited throughout the

present text and translation merely by numbers When other

works aie quoted from, the name in full or in abbreviated form

is always given along with the number of the page, verse, or

sutra. The arambhana adhikarana is directed to showing the non-

oth^r^ess of eSiect from cause, the world from Brahman, with

spacial reference to the $ruli "Vac&rambhanam vik*ro nSmadhe-

yam, mfttiketyeva satyani <Gh. VII, 1, 4-)". Two interpretations

of this text are offered by fJrikantha, A discussion of them will

be found later on, m the text*



one of these two must be determined to be conclusive. The pres-

ent inquiry is undertaken for that purpose.

a This is what appears here at first sight. It is seen that

wherever $ivadvaita is dealt with or referred to by the acarya in

his commentary on the Brahma Mlmamsa 5 in all those places,

(the position) is stated only as qualified-non-dualism.

2 i Thus, for instance, in the Srambhana section (it is said): "We

are not (among) those who maintain absolute difference between

Brahman and the world, as between a jar and a cloth, that being

opposed to the texts which declare their non-distinctness; and we

are not (of) those who maintain their absolute non-difference, nor

do we declare the iliusonness of oae of them, as in the case of

silver and mother-of-pearl, that being opposed to the texts which

declare difference between their natural qualities. Nor are we (of)

those who posit both difference and non-difference, that (relation-

ship) being opposed to fact. We are, however, of those who

maintain qualified-non-dualisoi, as exists between body and the

embodied or between a quality and the qaahfied". So too (it is

said) in the bhoktrapatti section (II, 1. 14) : "what has been set

out already as to &va alone, without a second—the Self qualified

by the universe both intelligent and non*mtelligent—becoming

both cause and effect, that constitutes (the doctrine of) the quali-

fied-non-dualism of &va."

2-21 11ne position of pure non*daahsm is refuted through the

statement of objection and reply m the "ik8atyadhlkara$a,,
(the

section beginning with IkaaternaSabdara, I, 1, 5). " Now,
from (the words) 'Existence alone this was in the beginning,

one only without a second' and so on, it is understood that

the substance which is (but) of the nature of existence i» free



from qualification, because of the exclusion (implied by alone

in existence alone). How may that causal condition be said to be

qualified by the universe in a subtle form 9 " Such is the state-

ment of the objection, "By the exclusion (implied) in existence

afone, what is excluded is not qualification, but the causality of

what is non-existent; for, there is possibility of confusion as to the

causality of the non-existent, because of the declaration, 'Non-

existence this was in the beginning; from that existence was born'

(Taitt. II, 7) Further, how does Brahman's freedom from

qualification result from (the text) 'Existence alone this was in the

beginning, one only without a second ' ? 'Was 1

(refers to) a

qualifying act; 'in the beginning* is a temporal qualification; the

limitation 'one only without a second' excludes the existence of

any other controller; the words 'without a second' declare the pro-

perty of being the material cause of the world, and consequently,

omniscience and omnipotence. How can Brahman become the

cause of the world in both senBes, m the absence of omniscience

and omnipotence?". This is the statement of the reply.

Qualified-non-duahsm is established in the very same section,

in the consideration of the primary significance of the word "Sat"

applied to Brahman. "It is not proper to take 'Sat' which is of

the form of both stem and suffix to indicate only one object; for

through its stem and through its suffix it denotes two objects.

Thus the dictum of the learned - 'the word Sat indicates &akti

and J&va by means of the stem and suffix; they both are Brah-

man; through (their) harmony, they ensoul all the worlds.' It

is ParameSvara alone, as qualified by #akti of the form of the

world subtle and gross, intelligent and non-intelligent, that is the

object denoted by the word 'Sat'." The use of "Brahman" in the

singular in that context is for the purpose of reminding (one) that
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iJakti and &iva should not be undeistood separately, but Siva

alone as qualified by Sakti; just as the singular (is used) id the

Nylya Sutra ''The meaning of a word is the individual, form, and

genus (N. S. II, 2, 65)" to remind (one) that the individual, the

form, and the genus are not distinctly signified (as being other

than) the nature of the individual as qualified by the genus and

the form. The qualification "they ensoul all the worlds" dispels

the doubt that qualified-non-dual'sm does not lesult merely from

the fact that the word "Sat" meaning Brahman denotes $iva

qualified by $akti, since there exists the inert world composed of

ether etc ;
(and thereby) it serves to show the inseparability of that

(world) from liSakti and Siva, through the element of dakti,

The same is made clear in the later portion of the commentary

(beginning with) the words "gross, subtle,'' etc. The meaning

of the word "Sat" as explained there applies equally to the word

"Brahman." Since the determination of the meaning of "Sat"

is under discussion, that alone is taken.

2 221 Hence it is that in the section about bhuma, (I, 3, 8 and 9)

in' explaining the word "Brahman" along with "bhSmV ail the

worlds are shown Go enter therein. Now, by the definition of

bhuma as "That wherein nothing else is seen, nothing else heard,

nothing elge kuown," how can it be declared that where the

bhum* is experienced, there is absence of all other perception ?

lor, if tiae world exists, it is not possible to prevent the percep-

tion efc , thereof. (This objection) is raised in the words " when

the world exists, how is it possible to prevent the perception by

the released souls, of that ^hich does not serve the goal of man?";

and the reply is shown by establishing that though the world is

reaiiifc becomes the object of perception only as entering into wha|

is signified by the word bhuma, and not as separate therefrom.



"This material world is not indeed what is perceived by the

released souls. Brahman Himself, of the nature of unsurpassed

Bliss, comes within the range of (their) perception, in the form of

the world." Thereupon is cited with approval a text which

declares that the world becomes an object of perception to libera-

ted ones, only as entering into what is denoted by the word Brah-

man which is of the same significance as the word bhuma. "So,

indeed, the &ruti (says) 'then he becomes that, Brahman embo-

died in Ska^a;' to released ones, after their attainment of release,

the variegated universe, the object of perception, becomes Brah-

man qualified by Energy (3akti) of the t'orm of Supreme Light

(paramakS&a), and comes within the range of (their) perception

only in the form of Brahman " This sense is explained later in

the commentary, on an elucidation ofc what goes before in the

context (of the Scuti):
1 "The released soul is praised in such

words as *he attains independence, he attains lordship of the

mind (manas)' and so on By (the words) 'lord of speech' and so

on, is declared his possession of speech and other senses, pure,

under his control and untainted by matter. On his attaining such

a state, this visible variegated universe becomes Brahman Himself

embodied m Light (5ka£a); this is the inner*sigmficance (of the

text)".

Again, in the fourth chapter, in commenting on the sutra 2*222

"BhSve jlgradvat, (if there is a body, then as in the waking

state)" (IV, 4, 14), this sense is elaborated (1) by the (following)

statement of objection and reply •* "Now, if it be said that when

1. The text of the fSruti is, "apnoti svarajyam, apnoti mana*

saspatim, vakpatiScakiuipatih, Srotrapatir vijfianapatih, etat tato

bhavati, aka£a $arlram Brahma, satyltma pranaramam, mana

inandam" (Taiit* 1,6).



(there is) enjoyment in the nature of perception o! the things of

this world by released ones, then by their experience of what does

not serve the goal of man, the absence of the tram of bondage

and suffering cannot be secured, no, (we reply), since there is no

perception of the world by liberated ones in the form in which it

does not serve the goal of man. This universe is indeed perceived

as of the form of Brahman, by released ones"; (2) by his later

citation of the text, "So, indeed, the $ruti, 'then he becomes

that* " and so on; and (3) by his explanation thereof.

The answer to the objection "since the mert world exists, how

can qualified-non-dualism result from the mere fact that words like

Sat denote Siva as qualified by Sakti", is indicated in the verse

(cited as) authoritative, in the words "they ensoul all the worlds".

This has been made clear by its bemg established in the Prakfty-

adhikarana (I, 4, 23 et seq) and the following sections, that the

entire universe is the transformation of &akti. Qualified-non-duali-

sm alone being thus expounded everywhere, how does the doubt

arise as to the acceptability of pure non-dualism?

i

Further, the section "Na sthanato'pi" and the following one

set out only to establish that the form of Brahman is charact-

erised by stainless auspiciousness and exists in relation to the

world, and that it is not devoid of qualities. Thus i (proceeds) the

first of these sections: the initial doubt is whether Brahman is

endowed with attributes or not. For that purpose, (there arises)

the doubt whether, in the case of Brahman revealed by texts like

<JHe who stands within the earth etc.," the predicates of (1) resi-

dence m the earth and so on, (2) the possession of these as his

body, and (3) the controllerBhip of these are true or untrue. For

that, the (further) doubt (arises) "if the predicates are true, will



the consequent defects (of such residence etc.,) affect Brahman ot

not ?
"

This being the position, the prima facte view (is as follows): 2'3i

If residence in the earth etc, embodiment therein and so on were

true of Brahman, then just as for man there are defects bound up

with the subtle and gross bodily conditions in the states of waking

,

dreaming, deep sleep, swoon and death, similarly would they

(attach) to Brahman also; for, there is no difference (between the

two) in respect of embodiment; because, (further) it is declared in

the sutra "Deha yogldva so'pi (or it, the concealment, may be due

to conjunction with the body)" (III, 2, 5) that the evils of trans-

migration are dependent on connection with the body; and (also)

because, it is admitted by all that residence in bodies made filthy

by (the presence of) faeces, urine, flesh etc, is as highly .distasteful

as residence m Baurava and other (hells).

Nor may it be said that while pleasure and pain are experien- a-311

ced by him who resides in a city belonging to a King, as a cons-

eqence of the King's orders, to the King himself, though resident

therein, that does not occur, and that the same (difference) may

hold here also. The cause of the suffering consequent en the

operation of the King's orders, is not, indeed, mere residence in the

King's city; rather is it a ipecial (consequence) of being subject to

the King's orders. The King indeed is not subject to his own

orders. Hence, it stands to reason that the King though resident

in his own city is untainted by the suffering consequent on the

operation of his own orders. In the case, however, of evils expe-

rienced in the body, residence in the body is itself the cause.

Hence, just as of the suffering connected with an evil-smelling

prison, the presence in the prison is itself the cause, affecting him



who resides there, of his own will, as the governor thereof, m the

same way as him who is cast id the prison cell, similarly the suffe-

ring consequent on the body will surely occur to him who is

present therein as the controller, m the same way as to him who

is bound therein.

a 312 Nor may it be urged that since suffering is controlled by

karma, though Brahman may reside in the body, for Him who is

free from karma* suffering consequent on bodily residence cannot

come about. Even karmas only endow (different kinds of) bodies

such as those of gods,, men, cattle, birds, etc., suitable to the

special varieties of suffering and cause the souls that enter therein

to suffer. If for the Lord, embodiment m various bodies may

eotne about irrespective of the suitable karmas, then, from the

statement of the non-existence of karma, what (indeed) can be

gained ? It cannot, verily, be said that the suffering caused .by

evil smell etc , that may come to him who is cast in jail for trans-

gressing the King's orders does not occur to the person in autho-

rity that enters the jail as its governor, merely on the ground of

his not having displeased the King.

2-313 Eurther, experience of suffering will certainly come to Brah*

man, smce, as present m ail • bodies, He becomes the object of

denotation of auch terms as Brahmin and so on, which enter into

injunctive and prohibitory statements; and being, therefore, un*

avoidably affected by the sins resulting from the disregard of in-

junctions, He becomes subject to karma. If it be said that

because of the text about freedom from Bin etc., (apahata papmatva

etc.j) there is no possibility of Brahman being subject to karma,

(we. ask) how can that text .prevail against the conclusions that

Brahman is the subject of denotation of terms like Brihmm eitCi<



entering into injunctive and prohibitory statuients and that He is

subject to karma, (conclusions) that result if we accept as true

the presence of Brahman m all bodies? Hence, because of oppo-

sition to texts which are purportful only as enjoining and prohi-

biting (action), that (other) text may be (declared to be) mere

arthavada, whose object is praise of Brahman; desiring to conserve

its truthful character, m order to maintain it, one can only show

that statements in the Antat}ami Brahmana (Brh. HI, 7, 1, et acq)

about residence in the earth, embodiment therein etc., are not

true, but are figuratively made for the purpose of praise This

being done, there results consistency with the Brahmana state-

ment "neither gross nor small, neither short nor tall" (Brb. Ill,

8, 8) etc., and of the £veta6vatara hymn "What is higher than

what is higher than the world, that is without form and without

pain ($vet. Ill, 10)," (texts) which piedicate {lawlessness only in

the absence of the body. Therefore, Brahman's residence in the

earth etc, His embodiment theiein, His control thereof, the

omniscience, omnipotence etc , needed for that control, all these

are imagined. Brahman is free from qualifications; because of

the text "Truth, knowledge, (Taitt II, 1)'' etc., only the form of

Intelligence is to be admitted.

Here is the siddhanta. to Brahman in Himself iiawless,

even though present m the earth and so on, defects do not attach.

The dual chaiacteristics of the absence of the taint of any

defect and the presence of unsurpassed auspicious qualities are

well known to belong to Brahman, from all texts, both £ruti and

Smrti, such as the following "This Self, free from sin, old age

death, grief, hunger and thirst, whose desires come true, whose

purposes come true"; "the absolutely, innately pure Self is called

$iva, because of the non-existence oi tne begmningless taint of
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impurity"; "tbere is a certain abode of illimitable qualities, (who is)

the controller of all the worlds, distinct from both the bound soul

(paSu) and the bonds (pl£a) " No defect can thus result here (for

Brahman), since we hear of the absence of Bin, old age, death, grief,

and so on, consequent on connection with a body, as also of the

presence of a host of qualities, viz., fche entertainment of purposes

which come true and so on, which are opposed to those defects.

321 If it be tiaid that even here, though naturally endowed like

the finite self (jlva) with freedom from sm etc , the consequent

defects may attach to Brahmao, in the state o( connection with

a body, (we reply) not so. It is only to cure that (doubt), that in

each hymn of the Autaryami Brahmana, (Bph. Ill, 7, 1, et seg\

beginning with "He who stands within the earth", absence of

defects is declared by the term "Immortal" m the statement

"This Self, the internal ruler, immortal,", m the Atharva&rasi,

after the description of fine entry of Biv<± into all things as their

internal ruler, m the words "He entered witnm that which is

within", by the gods who thereby understood the self-hood (of

diva) in all things, the following words of praise are offered : "He

who is Budra and Brahma, He is the Lord, to Him, verily, we

bow", "He (who is Rudra) and Vi?nu", and so on (A.. &rasi, II,

1-32); in each hymn thereof, it is only to remedy the defects that

may follow from connection with the respective bodies (of Brahma,

"Visnu, Mahe4vara etc ,) thafc the entire hott of lordly and other

qualities, opposed to those defects, is predicated by the term Lord

(bhagavan). Further, though Brahman and the jlva are connected

with the same body, the difference in the enjoyment and non-

enjoyment of the fruit of that (connection) is declared in the hymn

"Two birds of beautiful plumage, inseparable friends" etc,,

(Svet. IV, 6).
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If it be asked "how is it possible, even then, to avert the 2,32a

distmctionlessness resulting from statements of formlessness and

so on ?", (we reply) thus : if two texts conflict, it is not meet to

deny the significance of one of these by making it out to have an

untrue purport. Rather is it proper to uphold both on the princi-

ple that "(all) traditional doctrine is equal (in authority)", by

endowing both with true purport. Thus, the very texts which

predicate Brahman's connection with bodies declare his non-con-

nection with the defects resulting therefrom. In the text "What

is known as Ska£a is, ver*ly, the dispenser of names and forms;

what is within that, that is Brahman, that is immortal, that is the

Self, {Ch. V3I1, 14, I)," after declaring of the Supreme aka^a, its

controllership of name and form, because of its identity therewith

as transforming itself into them, it is made out that, though

immanence m name and form is mentioned of Brahman, yet by

the statement of non-contact therewith in (the text) "What is with-

in/* (it follows that) for Brahman there is no identity with them,

as m the case of aka4a, but rather the relationship only of body

and the embodied; if, indeed, there were identity, there would be

occasion to suspect (the presence of) the defects thereof ; that,

however, does not exist; there is no occasion for the presence of

defects of the body in the embodied; thus is the meaning (of the

text) explained. Following this, it is proper to understand the

text about formlessness also in some such manner as that Brah-

man is comparable to what is formless, that just as 5ka&a etc.,

which are bodiless are not affected by flaws due to presence m the

body, so also Brahman (is unaffected) and bo on.

Nor may it be objected that the texts which declare form 2 323

should be re-interpreted in some fashion because of their opposi-

tion to the declarations of formlessness, which are important, on the
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ground that, as in the example of the governor who enters a prison,

for Brahman present in the body, even if it be as controller, conse-

quent suffering is bound to result; for* the production of suffering

by things is due to control bv karma, not to the nature of things, as

is seen from wife and children, cold and heat, refuse and urine caus-

ing joy and sorrow, according to the differences in the time (of the

experience) or the class of the object Smrti too says "That which

was pleasant, later becomes painful; what was agreeable becomes

disagreeable; hence, nothing is essentially painful or pleasant."

i-324 As for the argument that, if Brahman be present m all bodies,

because of His being denoted by terms entering into injunctive

and prohibitory statements, there may be experience of suffering

for Him also, as a consequence of sins due to the disregard of

injunctions and prohibitions, necessarily attaching themselves to

Him, that is futile. The understanding of the meaning of a

sentence comes about quickly by relating teims like Brahmm etc.,

only to what is primarily known thereby, i e., the finite selves

related to the respective bodies, m accordance with the preponder-

ance of well*established usage common to both Vedic and worldly

parlance ; their function being thus fulfilled, there does not result

a fresh understanding of the sense of the sentence through the

relation of the purport of that very sentence indirectly to Ilvara,

who is (only) remotely understood by having regard to what is

derived from such doctrines of Sruti as those about I&vara being the

internal ruler of all, the controlled serving as bodies to the internal

ruler, and terms denoting bodies having an extended application

also to what is embodied. Hence, it is that in (the injunction)

"the first is to be chanted thrice, the last thr.ce", in understanding

the tentence, the terms fir it and lost relate only to what is soonest

understood, viz., the first and last places, not to what are under-
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stood later, as connected with the first or last places (in the parti-

cular sacrifice which is the model—the Prakrfei rite—), i.e., the

Kks beginning with "Pravo "Vaja" and "Ajuhota."

Nor does it follow from the text abont "Truth, Knowledge" 2 325

(Taitt. II, 1) and so on, that the form of Brahman is Knowledge

alone ; for, as the form of Knowledge (is accepted) to safe-guard

the non-futility of that text* the attributes of omniscience etc.,

should also be admitted m the interests of the non-f utility of such

texts as "He who knows all, he who understands all (Mu. I, 1, 9),*',

"the Lord of all, Sambhu, in the middle ot akaSa' (A. &kha, III)",

and so on, since there is no difference in the revealed character

of both kinds of texts And there bemg no conflict between the

form of Knowledge and the other attributes, there is no need io

discriminate between the two If the text "Truth, Knowledge'

etc., (Taitt. II, 1), declared that Brahman is of the form of

Knowledge alone, then, indeed, there would be opposition (between

that and other attributes). But that is not what it says, but only

this much, that Brahman is of the form of Knowledge; that, how-

ever, does not conflict with attnbutes known from other texts.

The attribute of "bemg golden'* known from the statement "a

golden crown" does not indeed conflict with the attribute of

"being set with gemB" known by perception. Further, the state-

ment that few VedSnta texts predicate the attributes of omnisci-

ence etc., of Brahman, is too trifling ; the entire host of "Vea'Inta

texts about Brahman shows His possession of attributes. There

is not, indeed, any expression about Brahman in the Vedlnta

from the use of which does not result the absence of some defect

or the presence of some auspicious attribute. It is well-known

that the two-fold characteristics of Brahman are also established

by sagei who produced the Upabrahmanas of the Vedlnta,
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2'3?e rp^ non-attachment of defects to Brahman, though present

in the earth etc, is established on the strength not only of the

declarations of His two-fold characteristics by $riiti and Smrti

but also of the illustrations cited by $ruti. Thus (run) the illus-

trations cited by $rutr. "Just as the one aka$a becomes manifold

m jars etc., so also the one Self is present in the many, as the Sun

m sheets of water.' * By the first of the similes is taught imman-

ence in all (things) as derived from texts like "He who stands

withm the earth" etc. Thereby is answered the objection as to

how one super-sensible Being (can be) present in many, either

option, the presence of the whole or of a part, having to be

rejected. By the second simile it is taught that? though present

therein, just as m the case of aka6a so present, there is no taint of

defects resulting therefrom Through that is the objection

answered as how to for that which has (the many) for its body,

there can be no experience of defects consequent thereon. It is

the opinion of Sruti that there is difference in respect of subj'ection

to karma and the absence thereof. Nor can the (following)

objection be raised : the San while not present m the water is

understood as present there ; since,, however, the Supreme Self,

is not in the same way understood as present, while not really

present m the earth efcc, but is admitted to be really present in

the earth and so on, non-contact with defects consequent on the

limiting adjuncts cannot hold good of Brahman, as of the Sun.

The example "as the Sun m sheets of water" is (cited) only to

show the non-existence of the experience of resultant merit or

defect, that just as the experience of increase and decrease conse-

quent on the limiting adjunct, water, does not really occur to

the Sun in the water, so too experience of merit or defect conse*

quent on presence within the earth etc., does not occur to
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Brahman. This results from the harmonious understanding of the

two illustrations By explicating the scope of (the simile) to the

extent (of making out) the non-ptesence of Brahman in the earth

etc., as of the Sun in water, the first mentioned simile would indeed,

be nullified. Nor is there a rule that the illustration and what

is illustrated should be similar in ail respects; for, comparisons

are made both in the Vedas and in worldly parlance only on the

basis of similarity in respect of the particular quality intended.

Thus, a section consisting of ten sutras beginning with "Na

sthSnata" etc., is devoted to establish that Brahman is endowed

with attributes, that He is the abode of faultless auspicious qua-

lities. After that, the same is confirmed by (the process of) ob-

jection and answer. A further section is made up of nine sutras

commencing with "Prakrtaitavattvam hi pratisedhati tato bra-

ylti ca bhuyafe (it is the this-muehness of the context that the text

denies ; and it declares more)" (III,
v

2, 21) The doubt there is

whether the possession of two-fold characteristics, established by

the previous section, holds good of Brahman or not. In that

connection arises this doubt*, in the Brhadaranyaka, after stating

of Brahman the form of the universe, sensible and supersensible,

i.e., of earth, water, fire, air and ether, in the words "Two, verily?

are the forms of Brahman, sensible and super- sensible" (Brh. n,

3, 1), there is the negation "then follows the teaching, not thus,

not thus". Does the negation so made have for its object the sen*

aible and super-sensible forms declared of Brahman, so that what

was said to be the form of Brahman, viz., the universe, sensible

and super-sensible, is really not bo "> Or does it refer to the declared

this-muchness so that the declared form, of the nature of the uni-

verse, sensible and super* sensible, does not ahme become the form

of Brahman, there being a host of other attributes as well ?
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This is the ptima facie view: it is undisputed that by the nega-

tive prefix (najfi) in (the sentence) "not thus, not thus," (there is)

denial of what is signified by the world "lti" (thus); thus far, there

is no dispute. The terra "iti" (thu&) which denotes a mode, relates

to the mode already mentioned. And what are declared earlier

are the two modes of Brahman, of the form of the worlds, sensible

and super-sensible. Hence it is proper (to hold) that the dental

is of that, The repetition for the sake of comprehension, in **not

thus, not thus," is for the purpose of demonstrating the denial in

entirety of the two previously mentioned forms. Or else, the

two* fold statement may have the purport that by one the sensible

world is negated, and by the other, the super-sensible world.

That the declared this-muchness is denied, is not (a) suitable (in-

terpretation); (or, that does not enter into the context, like the

two forma; further, the two-fold statement is not purportful in

that negation as in the denial of the two forms.

The siddhanta, however, is thus: (the knowledge of) Brah-

man's being qualified by the form of the worlds, sensible and super-

sensible, being conveyed by $ruti itself m the earlier statment,

and not being attainable by any other means of knowledge, can-

not be negated by the succeeding statement, as contradiction will

result between the earlier and the later, option not being possible

in the case of facts, as (it is) in the use or rejection of the ioda&m

cup. Hence, it is proper to conclude that the mode of the nature of

the declared this-inuehness, which is entertained in the intellect

because of the earlier statment about being qualified by forms, sen-

sible and super-sensible, is here denied.

Immediately afterwards, (the Srufe!) predicates again a host of

attributes m the residual sentences "there is verily nothing else

higher than this 'it is not so/" Then (comes) the name, "the truth
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&i the true. The senses are the true, He is the truth thereof*

(Brh. II, 3, 6). By the first btateinent "It is not so," it is said

that a being, higher greater fcha.ii this Brahman said to be withm

the range of the declared this-rnuchness, does not exist, thereby

being asserted the quality of having none superior to Him.

Though there may be none higher than Brahman, yet there are

His equals, iu respect of embodiment in the sensible and supei-

sensible world, and the contfol of both of them. There are

indeed, among die inhabitants ot tins planet, adepts in Yoga, and

released persons, m whom is (found) as much as m Brahman the

capacity to control both (the fo^ms), as embodied therein. To

remove this doubc, tiie sentence beginning with "Then the name*'

etc., after mentioning the name "the truth of the true", gives the

derivation thereof By the term 4'ptana" the individual souls who

control the senses are there indicated The^ are of the nature

of the true; they aie unchanging, as tnere is no origination of

their form from anothei form, as in the case of ether and so on.

Superior even to these, is Brahman, the truth, since (for Him)

there is no origination even in tne sense of the contraction and

expansion of knowledge, as m the individual soul. Hence, though

in Yogms and in released souls, there may be, after the blossoming

out of knowledge, the power to control the world at that time,

that did not exist previously when knowledge was m a state

of contraction. Hence it is held that Brahman alone is the

eternal controller of all the worlds, that there is no finite self equal

to Him. Or else, by the entire residual sentence only the absence

of equals is taught, the absence of superior (beings) results by the

argument a fortwn. In this position, this is the construction of

the first sentence. "It is not so"—Brahman alone is higher,

greater than the sensible and super-sensible worias, vwhich are) the

3
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correlate of the this-muchness that is negated; superior to this

world, as controller (thereof), there is none other than He. Or

else, this (other) construction (is possible): "it is not so"—other

than this Brahman, who is within the range of the negation of the

declared this-mucnness, there is no great bemg, superior to the

world as its controller. In both of the3e constructions, there

is the merit that the word "other" in the text cannot be

thought to be purportless.

2«3331 Now, this residual sentence harmonises also with the position

which negates both the forms (sensible and super-sensible). How?

This is the meaning of the fiist sentence: "it is not so"—there is

no bemg higher than the two forms negated, which appears

to be other than this Brahman. The second sentence is for the

purpose of confirming that. By the term "prana" signifying the

senses, sense-objects are indicated. Of the objects of know-

ledge, in. the statements, "the lump of clay exists, the pot exists,

the potsherd exists, dust exists" etc, the lump of clay, the

potsherd etc., are variable reals, whereas Brahman is the real that

is constant along with whatever is known by the predication of

existence in all those judgments. The varying (forms) are seen to

be imposed on the constant (real), as garland, snake, a fissure in

the ground etc., (are imposed) on the "thisness" of the rope.

Hence, the variable pot etc , merely appear to be real ; Brahman

is superior to them, the final truth ; tms is the sense of that

(text).

2-3332 If it be said that, since it is possible thus to interpret the

residual sentences in conformity with the understanding of "thus"

as referring to the two declared forms, any other mode of inter-

pretation is unsuitable, (we reply) that it would be so, if Brahman

could be an object of perception in the form of existence, like the
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like "His form does not stand within the reach of vision, no one

sees (Him) with the eye'* etc , (Katha, V, 1, 9) declare that

Brahman, verily, is unmamfest, beyond the reach of perception

and other (means of knowledge). The nature of Brahman is

revealed by Himself to His worshippers? if pleased with the

worship through the sacrifice that is meditation, based on firm

devotion This is understood from the following statements of

$ruti and Smrti. "This Self is not to be attained by discourse,

by intelligence or by a multitude of texts j Him alone whom He

has chosen, by him is (He) attained ; to him this Self reveals

His form" (Katha, I, 2, $8). "This (Being) is to be seen by

supreme devotion, by no other means whatever, Han, and I,

and Rudra and similarly other Gods and Asuras with fierce

austerities are to this day desirous to get a sight of Him." Thus,

devout contemplation (samradhana) is declared to be thd means of

the intuition of Brahman.

(The realisation of) even the lordship of the world is not 2«3333

different from the attributes of knowledge and bliss, in being the

effect (of auch meditation), Just as there is no difference between

their knowledge and bliss and those of Bcahman, so there comes

to be no difference between their lordship over the world, and

Brahman's lordship over the world Hence it is that Lord

Krsna by the repeated practice of meditation, by uninterrupted

concentration for a long period, attaining through intuition of

Brahman, lordship similar to His over the world, is seen to reveal

that to Armna m the G-Ita The exhibition by Agastya and

Vi£vamitra of their capacity to drmk up the ocean and to create

another heaven, is seen from the Pura^as. Nor is this improbable ;

even in our experience, it is seen that those who contemplate the
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"Garuda Mantra", attain through the meditation of Garuda,

the distinctive property of Garuda, that of counter-acting poison

by mere presence Hence, it is but pruper that some distinctive

attribute of Brahman's is realised by meditation on Brahman,

It being thus settled that devour, meditation is the cause of

knowledge of Brahman, that its result is the attainment of His

lordship and so on, it follows that because of the settled cause

and effect not being seen m perceptions like "the pot exists"

etc , the statement "not thus, not thus*' denies the declared

this-muchness, not the declared two-fold forms. How'? The

lordship manifested in those who have intuited Brahman may be

said to be oi a nature similar to ikahman's, because of the text

"the stainless one attains absolute equality (with the Supreme).'"

(Mu, III, 1, 3), Hence, ju&i as it has to oe accepted that

Brahman's nature of knowledge and bliss appears m them, so His

lordship too has to be accepted (as appearing in them), as, other-

wise, absolute equality does not result. Verily absolute equality is

equality of all qualities in every detail, not merely some amount

ot similarity m respect of some one quality. Hence, since even

in devotees of Brahman is seen the manifestation of the distinctive

attributes—knowledge, bhss, lordship and endless other auspici-

ous qualities, there is no room to dispute the conjunction of

an infinitude of auspicious qualities with Brahman. Tnerefore,

Brahman is certainly of two-fold character.

2-334 Now, if it be said that declaration of the world as of the form

of Brahman, m "Two, verily, aw the forms of Brahman' 5

can

be maintained on the (basis of the) relation of super-imposition

between Brahman and the world, any other mode of maintaining

it being impossible, and that, therefore, the statement "not

thus, not thus" is suitably understood only as negating »the
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super-imposed world, no (we replv), since it is possible to

maintain that the world is of the form of Brahman in other

ways than by the relation of super-imposition.

That, indeed, is as follows : the term {rupa' is indicative of 2 '3341

state, not of quality. As both unity and multiplicity are predi-

cated m "Rudra is one onlv," "All, verily, is Rudra," it stands to

reason to understand that what is declared of Brahman in state-

ments like "Two are the forms of Brahman" is a multiplicity of

states, like the multiplicity of postures of a single serpent such as

being coiled, straight or crooked

Or else, let there be but difference between Brahman and 2 3342

the world ; even then, (the treatment of the world) as of the

form of Brahman—in tne woids "forms of Brahman"—is valid,

since from the text "All this, verily, is Brahman" everything is

related to the form of Brahman as one genus. Though there is

ditference between luminosity and what is luminous, yet since

they are related to the same genus, brightness (Tejastva), the

usage "All this is of the form of brightness" is, verily, observed.

Or else, let neither of these two positions be accepted; on 2 3343

the first view, indeed, two defects—transformation and inert-

ness—may attach to Brahman; on the second view too, that

may happen, since the world, dependent on the genus

Brahman, is also admitted to be Brahman. Hence, on both

views, there will be conflict with all texts predicating of Brah-

man freedom from faults. Therefore, (the relation) is to be

taught here, as on an earlier occasion. Earlier, indeed, m
the section

4tAm6o nanavyapade65t" (II, 3, 42, et seq)
9 it is

declared of the class of intelligent beings, that it is an amsa

(element) of Brahman, as a particular mode of what is qualified,

bemgkot the same nature as inseparable attributes like light,
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non- intelligent bemgs as well ; it is that which is said to be a

form of Brahman ;
(hence) there is no flaw. In this way, the

Pnranic statement about things intelligent and non-intelligent

constituting the body of Brahman (as stated in the verse), "The

whole world of the nature of intelligence and non-intelligence is

without a doubt the form of t^e all-pervasive Teacher of the Uni-

verse, for the reason that the Universe is under His control,"

comes to have the same meaning as the text "He of whom the

earth is the body" and so on (Brh. Ill, 7, 3).

From the negation of old age etc., of Brahman in such texts

as "By the ageing of this, that does not age," (Cb. VIII, 1, 5),

"Not gross, not minute, not small, etc ," (Brh. Ill, 8, 8), the

inference as to embodiment in the world is necessitated. Only

if present therein, can we explain the declaration of the denial of

the consequent defects, when there is a possibility of their being

in Brahman, Hence, Brahman is flawless, possessed of attributes,

related to the world. Alter having thus in two sections established

of Brahman that He is endowed with qualities and connected

with the world, in the section beginning with "Param atassettm-

mana-sambandha-bheda-vyapade^cbhyah (because of the mention

of bridge, measure, connection, difference, there is a higher

Being)" (III, 2, 30), it is shown by statement of prima facte view

and conclusion that there is no other real, higher, greater than

this Brahman.

Further, the section ^Adarldalopah (Non-omission, because

of emphasis)'* (III, 3, 39) is set forth in the third chapter to prove

that the attributes, physical form etc., of &va are true and

eternal, not fictitious and impermanent. This is how (it is done).

In ^he doubt whether diva's physical form characterised by blue
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throatsdaes^ etc. and His hosts of quills like hwtig purposes

which come true, are but imaginary or the reveise, whether

(consequently) any of feheoa are to be dropped (in contemplation)

or not, the prima facie view is (as follows).

It is acknowledged, beoause of texts like "Brahma is eca* 2-41

bodied in Ekala," "He who shines m the form of Bliss, immortal"

and so on, that diva's physical form is of the form of Bliss. Nor

does stoutness or thinness result for Bliss through the (the

existence of) sides, throat, hands, n ogees and so on If that were

admitted to happen, the possession of 307 as the head etc , as

declared of Brahman that is abundance of Bliss, in the Taittirlya

UpaniBad, in the words "of him, joy is the head, satisfaction is

the right wing, supreme satisfaction is the left wing, Bliss is the

body, Brahman is the tail, the support" would also be true.

In that case, what is concluded earlier in the sutra ** Pnya&ra-

stvadyapraptirupacayapaeayau hi bhede (having joy as the head

etc , do not apply ; with difference there would be increase and

decrease)** (III, 3 12) would be contradicted Therefore, the

physical form is imagined ; and the collection of attributes men-

tioned therewith is also imaginary, that beiog opposed to tests

(teaching) absence of attributes.

As for the siddhanta, (it is as follows). From the emphasis 2 42

secured by repetition of (the qualities of) blue-throatedness, lordship

of Uma, having purposes which come true and so on, the truth of

the physical form and of the collection of attributes necessarily

results. Since $ruti is authoritative, only as stated in the Sruti

may (anything) be admitted, by those who take refuge therein.

For the Supreme aka6a of the nature of Bliss, change in the

nature of increase and decrease is admissible ; not so however,

the possession of joy as the head and so on, It follows that they
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are imaginary, since there is no meaos of ascertaining their

significance, and farther, they are mentioned aiong with the

(clearly) imaginary wmgs, tail etc., of the (selves) of food and so

on. If it be asked, what then is the purportful repetition here,

we reply thus: in th^ meditation of (the Being within) the solar

orb, in the words "obeisance to the goldeu-armed, golden-coloured,

Him of the form of gold, the lord of gold", there is repetition of the

(idea of) lordship of Uma in different terms. In the $rl Rudropa

m»ad, there is repetition of blue-throated aess m the words "obei-

sance to the blue-necked one and the blue- throated one." In ttie

Daharavidya, (as) in the Kaivalyopamsad, the companionship of

Uma and the possession of three i es are mentioned together,

in the words "The companion of Uma, Parame&vara, the noble

one, the three-eyed, blue-throated, gracious one" (Kaivalyopamsad

I, 7). In the same Daharavidja, (as) in the Taittirija Upa*

nisad, there is repetition (of the ideas), through the words "dark

and tawny", "diverse-eyed", m the statement "the person who is

dark and tawny, whose virility is the (upward-rising) fire* who is

diverse-eyed" (MN, XII, 1). So, also, the re-statement in the Jfeadi-

lyavidya of the qualities mentioned m the Daharavidvg, 3uch as

having purposes which come true and so on, is repetition.

2-421 How can re-statment due to differences of Sakha (branches of

the Veda) amount to (purportfu!) repetition? Where there are

I . The word abhyasa has been used in the present context

to refer to such repetition as may convey significance, serve, in

other words, as tltparya linga, Other repetition is but re-statement

(punar*imnanam). In the translation, the wearisome re-itera-

tion of the word "purportfur' is avoided, it being understood

wherever "repetition" is used, and not any other synonymous

word.
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differences of Sikhs, re-statement is for the purpose of their being

known by those who study the respective branches; re-statement

where meditations are different, is for the purpose of haying a

knowledge of the various qualities (to be contemplated), since the

qualities of one form of meditation cannot be understood m
another, except by combination ^upasanihara). The re-iteration

of certain qualities even in the same £akha and meditation, is for

the purpose of reminding (one) ot the identity of meditation

(which is) serviceable to the combination with one another of the

qualities mentioned. If it be said that re-statements which have

thus other purposes, should not be considered as repetition, where-

by significance may be ascertained, (the answer) is (as follows):

This is the sense of the section beginning with "Anandadayah 2 422

pradhanasya (Bliss and so on as belonging to the subject, have to

be understood everywhere)" (III, 3, 11): the qualities of Truth,

Knowledge, Bliss etc , the distinctive physical form of the nature

of Bliss, qualified by blue-throatedness, companionship of Uml

and so on, since all these are included in the definition of the

essential nature of &va, the Supreme Brahman, they are to be

combined m every meditation on the Supreme, since they are

required for the purpose of attaining to Him in experience, as

distinct from all othec deities such are Brahma, Visnu, etc. It is

also established m the Ptiyas\rastvadi section, which succeeds the

above* that even the qualities of having purposes a hich come true

and so on, attained by released ones, these too are to be combined

m all meditations on tae Supreme, since they are required there,

on the principle that the fruit is ot the same nature as the medita-

tion. In both these, the cardinal principle of combination (of

qualities) even where meditations are different, is only the need

for the same. It is only on the same principle that, though (the

4



performance) of sacrifices, (the acquisition) of calmness etc., the

wearing of sacred ashes, the repetition of meditations, the cessa-

tion and non-attachment of past and future karma as the result

of the observance of meditation throughout life, and the distinc-

tions of path and seasons, such as those of light and so on, ail

these are mentioned only in some one meditation or other, their

being understood m all meditations on the Supreme is established

in the SaryipekfS (III, 4, 26) and other sections, by the removal

of the special objections that arise in each case. Thus* since

qualities like having purposes which come true, though mentioned

m one place are understood in all meditations on the Supreme,

their re*statment in other meditations, serving no other purpose,

remains only as repetition capable of imparting significance.

Hence, since by repetition emphasis is secured, physical form and

the host of qualities are not to be omitted.

2-43 As for the texts predicating absence of qualities, (they), correc-

ted by texts predicating qualities, continue (authoritative) as denot-

ing the absence of objectionable qualities; for, on the principle of

the padihavanlya, it is desirable to postulate that mode of settle-

ment which would secure authoritativeness for both texts.

a 5 The next section ''Upasthite'tastadvacanat (Of him who has

approached Biahman; because of that being declared)" (III, 3, 40)

iB set out for the purpose of proving that Brahman attained by the

released ones is of the nature of &va alone, endowed with physi-

cal form and qualified by eternal faultless attributes, that there is

no Brahman, free from qualities, (and) transcending that (other),

which is attained by the released ones. This is how (it is done): the

doubt is whether Brahman attained by the released ones is other

than diva or is &va Himself. For that, there is the doubt whether

release is the attainment of the condition of Brahman without
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qualities or the attainment of similarity to Brahman with-

qualities.

(This is) the prima facie view: hundreds of texts proclaim the 2*51

position that the Supreme Brahman is formless and attributeless

and that the attainment of that condition is liberation. The text

declares with emphasis that "being Brahman alone, he attains

Brahman (Brh. IV, 4, 6)", "he, who knows that Supreme, Brah-

man, verily, becomes Brabman Himself, (Mu. Ill, 2, 9)." There-

fore, #iva, endowed with form and qualities is not the Supreme

Brahman; nor is the attainment of equality with Him, ultimate

release.

But the siddhanta (is as follows): only diva of the form 2*61

above declared, is the Supreme Brahman; only the attainment of

equality with Him is supreme release. Because, alter the devotee

has attained (Him) through meditation, as present within the

small lotus (dahara pundarlka) and so on, there comes about the

manifestation of his own form, only as a consequence of which,

there are his enjoyments, such as laughing etc., which axe deHcrib-

ed in the texts "This serene being rising above the body, having

reached the Supreme Light appears in his true form; he moves

about there laughing, playing and enjoying, with women or vehi-

cles or relatives (Oh 8, 12, 3)" and so on; and further because,

in the text"(the) stainless (one) attains supreme equality (Mu. Ill,

1, 3)", the attainment of supreme equality is declared of the

stainless one. 1 The manifestation of one's own form or the des-

truction of the impurity called afijana does not indeed exist except

in the condition of final release. The texts that deny qualities

1. The expression niranjana, free from aryana, i. e„ the impu-

rity known by that name, for convenience, is translated here as

"(the) stainless (one)".
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like those which declare them of $iva, the Supreme Brahman,

have the purpose of negating objectionable qualities. The parti-

cle "eva" m the texts "becoming Brahman alone, he attains

Brahman*', "he who knows Brahman becomes Brahman alone"

{though apparentlj meaning alone), m conformity with texts

about equality here means "lva (like)"; for, the "eva" particle is

seen to be used in tbe sense of '"iva" in the text about sleep "(be)

becomes blind, sheds tears as it were, reaches annihilation as it

were/' wheie \ma6ameva meaning annihilation alone, is used in

the sense of annihilation as it were. Or else, this is the meaning

of the two texts: "he attains Brahman only after obtaining Brah-

man's nature through the expansion ot knowledge, he who knows

the Supreme Brahman becomes himself capable of expansion

through the expansion of knowledge Thus, Brahman is only

(that Being that is) endowed with attributes, possessed of physical

form, connected with the world and with qualifications, not

devoid of qualifications; in the system of foka^thacarya who has

established qualified-non-dualism as the final conclusion, by him-

self establishing (the above conclusion as to Brahman) m many

places, and by expounding that sense through the sutras in several

sections, where is the room for imagining that pure-non-dualism

is his final view?

2«6 For those who take their stand on Brahman without quali-

ties, release without any need of departure (on the path of light

etc.,) is declared in the words of the aniyama and other sections,

"for devotees of what is non-related, there is liberation even here";

since, (however) that declaration begins with the words "Some

say", it is clear m every case that it is a statement of opinion

other than (the author's),.

2 7 And as for the conclusion in the siitra "$astradr$tyafcupa.de6o
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Vamadevavat (The instruction is due to the insight based on

Scripture, as in the case of Vamadeva)" (II, 1, 81) and other such

sutras, that the cause of release is the devotee's contemplation of

non-difference with $iva, that relates to imagined non-difference,

Hence, it is that in the commentary on *,the sutra "Praka&adwaeca

'vai&eayam praka£a6ca karmanyabhyasat (And there is non-diffe-

rence as in the case of light; and the light is intuited by repeated

meditation)*' (III, 2, 24), occurring in the Prakrtaitavattva

section, it is shown that the basis of the contemplation of identity

with $iva is imaginary, by means of the illustration of the contem-

plation of identity with Garuda, the basis of which is imaginary;

(these are the words of the commentary); "The manifestation by

Krana and others of His (Brahman's) lordly qualities by contem-

plation of identity with Him, is seen in the words 'I give thee

celestial vision; look at my lordlj- Yoga (my identification with

I6vara)\ By the repeated contemplation of (identity with) Brah-

man, in Vis*vamitra and Agastya (are seen) the capacity to create

another heaven and to swallow the ocean; in (our) experience too

(there is) the attainment of the distinctive qualities of Garuda

by magicians, through contemplation of Garuda." Even by

Sudar6anacarya in the "Tatparya-Samgraha," 1 only this illustration

of contemplation of identity with Brahman is cited; "PadmanSbha

is said to be the Supreme Brahman, and the Supreme Beal, the

Supreme Light, and the Supreme Iiord, since delighting only in

contemplation of Thee, he is non-different from Thee, as the

magician by contemplation of Garu<Ja, is non different from

Garuda*
1

("^ruti-SSkti-Mala," verse, 42). It is reasonable to hold

that that is the opinion of $rlka?fhacarya too, who follows him.

1. This is the "Catur-Veda-Tatparya-Saqagraha," known as

the "&ruti-Sukti-Mala." The author had another name-Haradatta.
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a«8i Now, if the commentatoi 's vision is directed to qualified-non-

dualism and the difference of the finite self from Brahman, then

what is said in the janmadi section (I, 1, 2) and the 5rambha$a

section (II, 1, 15, et teq) about Brahman of the form of existence

being the ob]ect of such perception as the "pot exists", fails to fit

in (to the system): (those statements are as follows): "Material

causality of all results for Brahman, the persistent existential

element m all things, (as seen from the judgments) 'the pot exists',

'the cloth exists'. It is of pots etc., of the nature of clay, that

clay is regarded as the material cause" (I, 1, 2); "if it be said that

just as the presence of clay is seen in (the judgement), 'the pot is

clay,' the presence of Brahman is not similarly seen in (the judg-

ment) 'this world is Brahman', (we reply that) the presence of

Brahman of the form of existence is certainly seen in all, (as in the

judgments) 'the pot exists', 'the cloth exists* " (II, 1, 16). This

statement (is made) for the purpose of giving room for the inferen-

tial conclusion as to the illusormess of the world (on the ground)

that the variable pot, cloth and so on are imagined in the con-

tinuous existent Brahman, like snakes etc , imagined in the thisnet>s

of the rope. Nor may it be objected that the statement is for the

purpose of exhibiting the material causality of Brahman, that

(purpose) alone being explicitly mentioned. If, of Brahman,

material causality of the variety that transforms itself into the

effect, as non-different therefrom, were acceptable, then indeed,

for the purpose of explaining it, perceptions like "mud pot", "mud

jar" which make one understand the non-difference of the effect

from the material cause, would have to be cited in illustration.

And Brahman being the material cause of the world in that fashion,

is not acceptable to &Ika9fhacarya, that (view) being refuted in

the Prakrti section (I, 4, 23 et seq.), Hence, it is proper to take
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this as an illustration of another mode of presenting the perception

of imagined identity, analogous to the perception "this is a serpent"

or "this is a fissure in the ground" in the rope.

Thus, in the Atr section (I, 2, 9 et seq), while commenting on a an

the first half of the "Yada tama" hymn (Svet IV, 11) the wo*d

"tamas", darkness, is explained by the (following) objection and

reply, as referring to the ignorance prevalent among finite selves

at the time of the deluge : "Now, if it be asked bow can the

world be of the nature of darkness, if the eternally luminous Siva,

the Supreme Brahman exists, no, (we reply), for, what defect can

there be in the self-luminous &va, the witness of all ? For the

finite selves lacking bodies and sense-organs capable of apprehend-

ing objects, which as devoid of name and form are incomprehen-

sible, there is no apprehension of the world, through their own

cognitive faculty, enveloped in impurity; even for the self-lumi-

nous diva, there is no apprehension as before (the deluge). Hence,

the final state, of the nature of Supreme sleep, marked by the ab-

sence of all diversity of effects, is called tamas (darkness)*'; then

in commenting on the latter half of the same hymn, in the Pra-

krti section (I, 4, 23 et seq) in the words "the dispeller of the dark-

ness of that period, the Supreme Prajfia, the energy of Knowledge,

of the form of the great man ifester, came forth", there are predi-

cated of the Intelligence-Energy (Cit-Sakti) of Siva, the function

of dispelling the darkness, of the nature of ignorance,—(which is)

declared in the first half (of the hymn), (to be) of the nature of

ignorance among the finite selves—and the function of manifesting

objects like pot, cloth, etc., to finite selves, (as seen from the

name) the great manifester.

In the arambhana section, it is shown that the manifestation 2 812

experienced m finite intellects, as "the pot appears to me" is of
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the nature of Brahman's Intelligence, in the words, ''If the world

were not pervaded by $iva of the nature of existence and intelli-

gence, then, deprived of existence and manifestation, how could

it be seen to exist or to appear? It would be but unreal" (II, 1,

ltf). Of the happiness experienced by the finite self when he

says "I am happy", it is said m the following works of the ananda-

maya (I, 1, \Zct secj) and the abhavam Badari (IV, 4, 10 et seq)

sections, that it is of the nature of a fragment of the supreme

Energy that is of the form of Brahman's Bliss: "Of the self of

Bliss, it is declared in the text 'This, verily, causes delight', that

He is the cause of the bhss of finite selves. Only he who is full of

Bliss himself can cause delight to others" (I, 1, 15); "Who indeed

could breathe, who could live, if this aka&a that is BIibb, were non-

existent? This, verily, causes delight. He is the essence; having

obtained this essence, one becomes blissful;' in these words, it is

declared of that (Cit-$akti) that it is the object of all enjoyment;

thus it is that the gradations in the manifestation of BUss, up to

Brahman, due to obscuration by limiting adjuncts, are declared m
the text commencing with 'This is one bliss of a human being' up

to 'This is one bliss of Brahman' " (IV, 4, 14); all this fails to

harmonise (with the view of difference between Brahman and the

finite self). This is indeed (taught) for the purpose of expounding the

non-difference of finite selves from Brahman, for, it is inconsistent

with the view of difference, since one's knowledge does not result

from another's nor one's bliss from another's bliss.

If such an objection be raised, it will be said that it is not the

view of the acarya that the perception "the pot exists" etc., has

Eor its object Brahman that is the Vi6eaja element (l. e , the

3ubject of qualities). For, m the Prakrtaitavattva section (III, 2,

21 et seq) directed to inquire into the cocreUte of the negation in
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the text, " then the teaching 'not thus, not thus', " this doubt

is raised .
" now, Brahman of the form of existence that persists

m (such perceptions as) ' the pot exists', ' the cloth exists,' etc
,

is real ; other variable objects like pot etc., are negated by the

text in the statement 'not thus'"; then, introducing by way of reply

the sutra ,%Tadavyaktama,hahi (the #rnti says indeed, that it is mani-

fest)" (III, 2, 22), the purport of that sutra is explained by himself

in the words .
" Brahman's foim is not manifested by other means

of knowledge, such a3 perception 3? or the reason stated by

oruti, ' His form does not stand within reach of vision, it is not

perceived by the eyes ' and so on, it follows that the existence

cognised through perception is not Brahman " Therefore, the

the two texts cited above from the janmadi (I, 1, 2) and the

arambhana (II, 1, 15, ct b(<j) sections should be related to the

attributive element of Brahman (i e„ that aspect which is made rap

of attributes, m other words, Git-$akti) For, by accepting the

transformation of that into the form of all the woilds, the suit-

ability results of explaining b) the illustration from perception

of non-difference. Nor may it be lirged that since in the Ikflati

section (I, 1, 5, et se</) Brahman is himself said to be existence,

it i* not proper to predicate of Hun the experience of existence.

For, it is just as reasonable to predicate existentiality of Brahman?

though He is Himself existence, as to predicate Knowledge and

Bliss of Him, who is himself the knowei and the enjoyei As

for wh*t is said of individual knowledge and enjoyment of objects

being fragments of Brahman'c Knowledge and Bliss, that holds

even if Brahman and the finite self are diffeient. For, just as

the distinct hearing ot vanous individuals belongs to the ether as

delimited by the hollow space in (different) ears or to space as

delimited by the caidm-U points, the distinctively individual

6
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cognitions and enjoyments may be recognised to be elements of

Brahman's Knowledge and Bliss, as particularised by their

respective internal organs (antahkarana).

2-821 Now, m the abhavani Badan section (IV, 4, 10 et t>eq)
t
it is

said without reference to delimitation due to the functioning of

the internal organs, that the form of the supreme goal enjoyed

by liberated ones, is bub the replete, unlimited Bliss of Brahman.

Then, after praising it m the words " It is the Supreme Energy

of the form of the Supreme Primal Being, the Highest Existence,

the Harmony of Resplendent Bliss, that, as the form of Brahman,

is called the Supreme aka§a, which is the means of attainment

of the goal directly for Brahman and the released souls, in-

directly for the rest " (IV, 4, 14), after expanding the sense of

" indirectly for the rest," m the passage beginning with the words

"Thus, indeed; 'who, verily, can breathe, who can live"', and so

on, and ending with the words "the mamfestationof Bliss is

declared as of (varying) grades
1

', the sense of the passage, " that

which is the means of attainment of the goal directly for Brahman

and released souls " is explained, through the statement " That

Bliss is present in full in Brahman and the released ones, without

limitations, because of the text ' and of the sage untormented by

desires'." Then raising the objection as to how, if che sage

untormented by desires is a released soul, there can be a decla-

ration of the experience by the sage untormented by desires of

the bliss of human beings* and so on, ending up with the bliss of

Prajapati,—which are (but) fragments of the Bliss of Brahman,

manifested m varying degrees, because of the distinctive nature

of limiting adjuncts—it is said in replj,
u The wise one, the

sage untorinented by desires, is he who performs agnihotra and

other rites, without desires and with intellect dedicated to

Brahman. Of that liberated one, and of Brahman, the bliss is
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equal. In the case of him, who, by the excellence of his medi-

tation (Yoga), transcends each stage, realising that what is gained

at each prior stage is little, the bliss manifested to him at each

stage may be compared to the bliss of human beings and so on ;

thu& there is no contradiction." How is this consistent with the

view of difference between Brahman and the finite selves 9 To

the happmes3 of another, not appropriated as distinctly one's own,

by some special act, the character of being the Supreme human

goal to be experienced cannot surely attach.

If this (objection) be urged, it does harmonise (we reply), 2-822

for, it is the Supreme Energy of the form of the Transcendent

Bliss of Siva, the Supreme Brahman, that is acknowledged by

the commentator to be of the form of the whole world, intelligent

and non-intelligent. Hence, from the non-difference thereof in

essence from the finite selves, there results bhssfulness in essence;

and from non-dilference m respect of their qualities, of the nature

of their respective intelligence-energies, (there results) blissful-

ness in respect of attributes. But to those, who, enveloped in

impurity, are bound m the migratory cycle, that (Supreme

Energy) does not shine either m itself or as non -different from

them m respect of essence or attribute ; therefore, it becomes an

object of human endeavour, (only) as a fragment admitting of

gradations, due to the limitations imposed by the special activities

of the respective internal org ins. As for liberated ones, it shines

in all these three ways (i.e., m itself, and as non-different from

them, both m essence and in attribute), hence, impartibly and

fully ; this is the difference (between the two experiences). It

(Cit-$akti) becomes the goal of man, in the form of Bliss, which

is an attribute of Brahman and the liberated ones alike ; this is

made plain even in the present commentary, in the words " This
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bliss is present in full, without taint or limitations, in both

Brahman and the released souls " (IV, 4, 14) Therefore, even if

the finite self be different from Brahman, the Bliss of Brahman

may appropriately be the goal in respect of finite selves , in con-

formity with this, there is no need to suspect an\ Haw m the view

explicitly declared by the commentator as to the difference bet-

ween Brahman and the finite selves.

This has, indeed, been declared clearly even in the am6a sec-

tion (II, 3, 42, tt se</). There, the puma fane view being stated that

Brahman Himself , because of the influence of limiting adjuncts,

real or fictitious, attains the form of the finite self, as a conse-

quence of the refutation thereof, it is established of the finite self,

that it is an element of Brahman, being of the nature of a parti-

cular attribute of the qualified Brahman Four of the sutras of

that section
—

" Abhasa eva ca (they aie bnt fallacious arguments)'',

"Adrgfca* mvamat (since the unseen principle exercises no regulative

influence)", " Abhisandhyadisvapi caivarn (so also of the desires

and so on)
5
' and " Prade&Xditi cenna, antarbhavat (if it be said,

because of difference of place, no, since they are all included

m Brahman)" (II, 3, 49—5 2) —are directed to the refutation of

prima facie view that Brahman Himself atkuns the nattice of the

finite self by either the limitation of ignorance or tea! hraitirig

adjuncts. Therefore, the find conclusion of the aclrya is the

position of qiialifiei-n>n-diiaUsin—that Brahmin is qualified by

Energy of the form of the worlds, intelligent and non-mtelhge'nt,

not the pomtnn of p'ire*n3n dualism—that Brahman is attribute-

less, formless, and unrelated to the world

Though this is what appears from beginning to en^, yet on

a careful examination of the implications of the commentary,

pure-non-duahsm alone is (seen to be) the final conclusion
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Thus the sutra " AniyamassarvesSm avirodhah SabdSnttmSnS-

bhyam (No restriction, there being no opposition to any text

revealed or inferred)" (III, 3, 32) (favours this view) The com-

mentary is first directed to the relutation of the prima facie view

that departure on the path of light etc., are to be understood only

in those meditations like the CJpiko4aU Vidya where they are

mentioned, not in other meditations, since they ace not heard of

(there) There is no restrictive principle that departure on the

path of light et'\, are (confined) only to those places where they

are mentioned, They come in, rather, m all meditations on

Brahman. Only then is there no contradiction of the following

&ruti and Smrti texts,
4< Those who know this, and those who in

the forest meditate upon Faith and Truth, etc ," (Ch. V. 10, 1);

" Fire, light, day, the bright half of the month " and so on (Bh.

G., Till, 24) Then comes this commentary • " Some say,
i No

restriction', there is no lestriction as to departure along the path

of light etc., m the case of all devotees. Even if that be so,

there is no contradiction of Sruti and Smrti •' Though this

appears to be the statement of an opinion other than his own,

yet he says later, " Even to that (interpretation) there is no

objection, since, for devotees of that which is Non-related, there is

no need of that (travel along the path of light)'*, explaining thus

the non objectionable nature of the other interpretation, on the

ground of the Heedlessness of the departure on the path of light

for devotees of Nirguna Brahman, as if by a reason acceptable to

himself ; hence, it has to be inferred that both interpretations in

the form of two varnakas1 are recognised as expressing his own

1. A vari^aka is one of several interpretations of the same

sutra, where the interpretations are fundamentally different, not

different ways of expressing the same conclusion.
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position, the first of these for the purpose (of showing that the

path of light etc., is) common to all meditations on the qualified

Brahman, the second for the purpose of negating its applicability

to meditation on Brahman without qualifications.

3'12 Similarly, the other opinion is expressed even at the close of

the Tadapiteh section (IV, 2, 8, pi scq). This is how that section

(goes)

3-121 The doubt is whether the departure taught in the prior

section " Samanaca as|tyupakramadanirtatvarn ca (equal up to the

commencement of the departure and immortality)'' (IV, 2, 7) and

the subsequent departure apply to the enlightened one or not.

They do not apply ; for, attainment of Brahman even here is

declared by $ruti in the case of the enlightened ones, in the words

" when released of all desires that entered the heart, then does

the mortal become immortal, then does he attain Brahman "

(Brh, IV, 4, 7). (Fuithei), modes of departure etc., in the case

of the unenlightened are declared in the statements relating to the

mode of departure, the attainment of another body, enjoyment of

the fruit of karma (while) in that body so long as the karma

lasts, and the return to this world, having acquired fresh karma,

(in the words) beginning with " the tip of his heart glows, by that

glow, this self goes up " (Brh. IV, 4, 2), and ending with " So

much for him who desires," (Brh. IV, 4, 6) ; departure of the

enlightened one is then denied m the words, " he who does not

desire, who is desireless, free from desires, desiring the Self, with

desires satisfied, of him the vital airs do not depart ; being Brah-

man, he attains Brahman ** (Brh. IV, 4, 6) Nor ma} it be

objected that it is of the enlightened person that departure and

travel along the path of light etc , are predicated in the following

texts—" Those who know this " etc., (Ch. V, 10, 1), and " going
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up thereby he attains immortality 5

' (Katha. VI, 16). For, since

at the death of the enlightened person, the merger of all subtle

elements, viz., speech, mind, vital air m the Supreme Divinity,

Brahman, is declared m the text, " Of this person, dear one,

speech is merged in mind, mmd m the vital air, the vital air in

fire, fire in the Supreme Divinity'* (Oh. VI, 8, 6), for him there

can be neither departure nor going, dependent on the (possession

of) the subtle elements—the senses, mind and vital air. (Again),

since the Supreme Brahman is everywhere, there is no need for

departure or going Thus, the texts asserting attainment of

Brahman even here, and denying departure, (prove) stronger by

showing (their own) consistency and avoiding the inconsistency (of

the contrary position) In conformity with this, the texts about

departure and going should be said to relate to that knower of

Brahman, whose object is liberation by degrees Hor may it be

said that m the text, " of this person, dear one " etc , merger of

speech and the rest, in the Divinity, is declared in respect of

function only, not of their essence, since, on the latter interpre-

tation, the departure common to both enlightened and unenlight-

ened persons being described , merger of being in Brahman would

result (even) of the speech etc., of the unenlightened, and it would

not be proper to adopt a fresh interpretation of the expression

" merges " in that case (alone) Since the text cited occurs in

the context of the Sad Vidya ( the teaching of lieahty as Exis-

tence), (Oh. VI, %), and the Bupa Vidya (the teaching about the

colours ot elemental fire, water and the earth, as constitutive ot

the visible fire, Sun, Moon and .Lightning, Oh, VI, 4), the depar-

ture described therein relates onl> to the enlightened person;

further, even though of the expression "merges" as related to

the merger in mmd and the rest, the meaning is merger of
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function alone, yet on the principle adopted in the sutra " Syac-

caikasya Brahma labdavat (diil'eieut senses may hold good of the

same word, as of the word Brahman)" (II, 3, 4), the sense of

merger of being is preferable, as suitable in relation to the

Supreme Divinity. The above is the prima facie view.

Now for the siddhanta. Though Brahman is preient every-

where, only on the attainment thereof at a particular place, is

there release from the bonds of the body ; the bodily bonds

continue until the stage of attainment i for, from the declaration

of the destruction of the bonds of karma only on reaching the

abode of the Supreme Brahman, after crossing the river Viraja,

it follows that the subtle body caused by (those bonds) continues

to exist. Hence, the mention of the path of light etc , in various

places, is only for the puipose of the attainment of the fruit of

release, since their mention is in connection with meditations

whose fruit is release, and since there is peed of that (path). As

for what is said about the mappropnateness of going, m the case

of the enlightened, since speech and the rest are merged in their

being %n the Supreme Divinity, that is not (true), for the reason

that even after the falling away of the (gross) body, a subtle body

continues for the enlightened one, that being seen on the autho-

rity of the text about discussion with the Moon and so on. In the

Paryanka Vidya is declared the enlightened one's discussion with

the Moon, on the path of the G-ods ; beginning with the words,

" tho,ge, verily, who depart from this world, they all go up only to

the Moon", it goes on thus .

** this Moon is the door-way to the

world of Heaven, Him who answers, he (the Moon) sets frne.

He who does not answer, (the Moon) showers him down bere as

rain. He is born here as a worm or a moth or a bird or a tiger

or a 6sh or a bull or a man or anything else, m various places,
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according to his deeds and his knowledge. Him arriving, one

asks, ' Who art thou ?' To him he should reply " etc., (Kautftaki,

I, 2). Hence, in conformity with this, the text "then the mortal

becomes immortal " should be interpreted to declare only im-

minence of the attainment of immortality, not to declare

immortality even on the cessation of connection with the body.

It cannot be s.aid that on the destruction thereof, immortality is

declared, since the subtle body may be known to exist in some

place ; even in enlightened 'ones about to depart 3 somewhere,- a

quality of the subtle body is, verily, seen, viz , heat ; that is not

a quality of the gross body, not being perceived elsewhere (as in

corpses, etc).

As for what is said about the departure of the vital airs of

the enlightened one being denied by the text " of him, the vital

airs do not depart ", that is not (true). What is denied there is

the departure of the pranas from the embodied one, not from the

body, since the words " of him " relate to the finite self of the

context, spoken of as one who has no desires.

Now, by the possessive " of him ", the finite self is indicated 3-1221

as that which is related to the pranas, not as the basis of ablation

(apadanaV-. The apadana is certainly the body. There being no

question of the departure of the praijas from the finite self, the

denial thereof is inappropriate.

If it be objected thus, no (we reply). If a basis of abla- 3.1222

tion be needed (to complete the sense), in preferenpe to

the body that is not mentioned, the finite self which is

mentioned as related (to the pranas) should be understood

;

further, since of the pranas understood to be 111 relation to the

1 Thevbasis of ablation (apadana) is that from which sfrme-

thing departs.

6
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finite self, the statement of their relatedness would be unfruitful,

the possessive which mentions bare relationship should be pre-

ferably interpreted to connote the specific relationship o! ablation,

as m " He listens to (the smgmg) of the acfeor " and so on,

(where the bare possessive { * of " means " proceeding from ").

That the finite self alone is the apadana is clear in the recension

of one branch, the Madhyandinas; their reading is: " Na

tasmat pra^a ntkramanti, (from him, the pranas do not depart)".

Nor is there the fault of denying what there is no possibility of ;

for, there is the possibility of the pranas leaving the enlightened

soul, even at the very moment (of death), because of texts which

speak of the attainment of Brahman even here, as m ;
* He attains

Brahman here " (Byh. IV, 4, 7) and the rest. The departure

even of the enlightened one through the (101st) artery m the head

has also the support of Sinrti ;
" Of those, there is one

(artery) that goes up splitting the solar orb ; by that (artery)

passing beyond the world of Brahma, one reaches one's

Supreme destination " (YSjfiavalkya Smrti). Thus is this sec-

tion set out m the six sUtras (IV, 2, 8 to 13), " Tadapiteh samsara

vyapade&St (since the state of bondage is taught, until the attain-

ment of that)", " Sukimam prama^ataS ca tathopakbdheh (of

subtle form, that being sean)," " Nopa mardenltah (hence, not

at destruction)," " Asyaivacopapatterusoia (heat is consistent only

with that)," " Pratifedaditi cenna iarlrat spasto hyekesam (if it

be objected on the ground of denial, do, from the embodied one

;

it is indeed clear in the reading of some)," " Smaryateca (this is

also supported by Smrti)."

3 12S By having thus established departure and going in the case

of those who meditate on Brahman, the attainment of Brahman

here, by those who know Brahman without attributes, may be
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othe opinion mentioned at the close of the aniyama section

(III, 3, 32), is mentioned again at the close ot the present section

also, in the words, " Some say that for devotees of what is Non-

related, there is liberation here, even with the falling off of the

(gross) body, passing along the path of light etc., not being

obligatory (on all)" (IV, 2, 18).

This is the opinion of the acarya who holds the above view : 3.124

the statement " of him, the vital airs," etc., is made after finish-

ing with the unenlightened one in the words " So much for him

who desires " and undertaking to say something different about

the enlightened one, in the words " How, as for him who does

not desire " and so on ; it would appear that in consistency with

the implication of that undertaking to declare something special

about the enlightened one, that sentence should deny the depar-

ture of the vital airs from the very apadana from which they are

declared to depart previously in the case of the unenlightened one.

The departure of the vital airs of the unenlightened one has been

declared previously, as (taking place) only from the body %
cc that

departing, the vital air departs therewith ; the vital air departing,

the senses depart therewith " (Brh.IV* 4. 2). The departure of

the vital airs and the senses is said to occur from the very place

whence the finite self is said to depart; thus ends the description of

departure along with the finite self. There is no dispute about the

departure of the finite self being said to be from the body alone.

Since, thus, the text "of him, the vital airs" etc., is most suitably

understood as denying departure from the body as apadana, for what

reason should this be abandoned? It cannot be said that while in

conformity with the principles (of interpretation), the finite self

alone which is mentioned in connection with the vital airs may be
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not present to the mind, is unwarranted ; for* of the body men-

tioned in the prior context as the apadana, there is presence (to

fc&e mind). " Pra]5patii gave $ horse, to (the god) Varu?a ; ke

then obtained that deity (i.e., he caught the disease of that name);

lie suffered much ; he thought of a sacrifice to Varuna, on four

potsherds ; he performed that sacrifice ; thereby, he was relieved

of the suffering caused by the bonds of Varuiya (the disease)."

Erom the drift of this introductory passage, it would appear to

one that the performance of a sacrifice to Vaiuna on four pot-

sherds is about to be enjoined on him who makes a gift of a

horse. Whalj follows, however, is "He who accepts a horse,

catches hold oi the disease,—Varuna , as many horses as he

accepts, so many sacrifices Bhould he offer to Varuna on four

potsherds (for each sacrifice)." In this injunctive text, directly

prescribing, the sacrifices though there is the expression " he who

accepts a horse," it is not thought that the duty to sacrifice

belongs to him w
t
ho accepts. What more should be said to show

tjbat here, in the absence (even) of; a text mentioning the finite

self^as the apadana, the postulation of- that as the basis, merely

on principles (of interpretation) is not to be thought of? Nor .(is

the population necessary) in view of the later context. Eor,

what we hear later is only this much :
" Being but Brahman

he attains Brahman, On this there is the verse : when all the

desires that entered the heart are resolved, then, the mortal

becomes immortal ; (even) here he attains Brahman "; " Just as

the slough of a serpent lies dead and cast-off on the ant-hill, so

also the body lies. Then, this bodiless immortal spirit is nothing

but Brahman Himself, nothing but light " (Brh. IV, 4, 6 k 7).

' Smce the first of fchese texts teaches the manifestation of fh©
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questly) there is no need of his going (along a path) m order to

reach a special place, the departure of the vital air, helpful m
such going, is not needed ; hence, the adoption only of that

interpretation denying its departure from the body as apa*

dapa is satisfactory, not the acceptance of the meaning of the

nparsedation ot the senses from the finite self. Nor

may it be said that since the text " He attains Brahman "

tqaches distinction between Brahman and the enlightened one, as

between what, is attained and him who attains 3 the text cannot

mean manifestation of Brahman, that, therefore, tthe particle eva

(meaning alone) should be construed in the sense of iva (meaning

like), and that this is the sense to be taken—that (the enlightened

one) by the. expansion of knowledge, becoming like Brahman
f

reaches Brahman. (For), of the word " apyeti '* the sense is not

reaching, but merger. Merger is but the manifestation of the

identity in the pure subtle form, after abandoning the gross form

qualified by vital air, the senses and the mind. Even where there

may be the sense of attainment, what is meant thereby turns out

to be but the manifestation of identity. In the BrhadSranyaka

itself, after the following hymns are given out, " Lead me from

the unreal to the real: lead me- from the darkness to light

:

lead me from death to immortality :", there is this Brahman a

commenting on the three hymns: " When he says, * lead me

from the real to the unreal? the unreal verily is death, the real

is immortality ;
' lead me fro.n death to immortality, make me

immortal' is verily what he says ; (when he says) ' lead me from

darkness to light', darknessverily is death, light is immortality, 'lead

me from death to immortality, make me immortal/ is verily what

he says ;(when.he says), * lead me from death to immortality', there
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is nothing in it, hidden as it were *' (Brh, I, 3, 27). In this com-

mentary,, the word gamaya (lead) signifying attainment, is inter-

preted in the sense of the attainment of identity. It is determined

therefrom that words signifying attainment m texts of similar

import connote the manifestation of identity.

3.126 Similarly, it is quite clear £that the second text too in the

form of a verse i3 best understood as negating that departure

which has the body as the apadana. Nor, on the principle that

the present tense may be used m the close proximity of what is

to happen, may the word " here " in " he attains Brahman here "

be interpreted as merely eulogistic, indicating the early attain-

ment of Brahman , for, the acceptance of the primary sense alone

is preferable. The understanding of the same sense is favoured

by the third text too which compares the body abandoned by the

enlightened one to the slough on the ant-hill, cast off by the Berpent

that has not left the ant-hill. The fourth text which predicates

of the enlightened liberated one who has abandoned the body, the

nature of Brahman, the cause of all life, and to show its suita-

bility, declares (of him) the form of pure knowledge, m the words

" nothing but light," is favourable only to that sense. Hence, it

is not proper to give up the natural sense of the text " of him,

the vital airs do not depart ", even m conformity with the rest of

the context.

3<127 Now» in the MSdhyandtna recension, in the place of the text

cited, the reading " from him the pranas do not depart " is seen.

Hence, m conformity therewith, it is reasonable to construe the

genitive "of him" in the Kaflva reading, which expresses relation-

ship in general, as terminating in a special relationship

of the form of ablation. Thus, though in the first text,

there js not gamed for the enlightened one, on the death of the
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(gross) body, the mention of anything special, as compared with

the unenlightened one, yet by the later declaration of the attain-

ment of Brahman, there is obtained the mention of a special

feature ; hence, the promise to declare something distinctive must

be understood to relate only to this. If this be urged, not so

(we reply), for, after the text " from him the pranas do not

depart ", it is said of them, in the word, " they remain even here"

that they are merged even here, so as to accord with the sense of

the verse " he attains Brahman here" : in conformity with this,

the expression "from him" should be construed as referring to the

body, figuratively on account of the non-difference of the body

and the embodied. Hence it is that in the questions of Artabhagi,

to the question " when the person dies, do the vital airs depart

from him or not ?," there is the reply, ' ;
' No', said Yajnavalkya,

' they remain even here. He swells, he is filled with wind ; being

filled with the wind, he lies dead,'" (Brh. HI, 2, 11); it is seen there

that of the apadana of the vital airs, there is mention of the

physical characteristic of being bloated like a pair of bellows

distended with air.

Now, Artabhaga's question and the answer (thereto) do not 31371

relate to the enlightened one, since that would conflict with the

(tenour of the) later context. In that context, indeed, to this

fresh question of Artabhaga's, " when of the dead person, speech

merges in fire, the vital air m air, the eyes in the Sun, the ears

iB the cardinal directions, the body in the earth, the soul m the

ether, the hairs on the body in medicinal herbs, the hairs on the

head in the trees, blood and semen in water, where then is the

person?*' through the secret discourse of Artabhaga and Yijfta-

valkva, it is declared that Karma, of the nature of merit and

dement, is deter.mned on as the abode (of the person), as the later
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text itself proclaims to that effect It is there declared : " They

two going out discussed it. What they said, it is but Karma that

they said. What th^y praised, it is but Karma that they praised.

By meritorious deeds one beco ties meritorious, sinful by sinful

deeds". Nor may it be said that in earlier statements " he in

turn conquers death " (Brh. m, 2, 10), the crossing of samaira

(bondage) is declared, and that therefrom it is ascertained that

the dermal df departure applies to the enlightened one. For, it is

after the mention, in the words "fire, verily, is death, that is the

food of frhe waters", of the meditation on fire as the food of the

waters, that it is declared as the fruit thereof " (he) in turn wards

of untimely dearth ". Hence, as a consequence of (the medita-

*tidn on) the conquest of fire, there is the conquest of trntimely

death, not the crossing of bondage Hence, since of that text

too the Bubject in the unenlightened one, and since for the unen-

lightened ctae, 4he departure of the vital airs from the body must

necessarily happen, the denial of departure from the finite self

alone should be understood as the sense of that (text). For this

reason too, it is so : in the earlier text " when this person dies",

by the general name "person*' the finite self alone is referred to as

that from which the vital airs depart. Nor may it be objected that

the reference of the term " person " is to the body ; for, in the

later portion (beginning with) "when of this person speech merges

in fire" and soon, there is a separate mention of the body, as

related to the person of the context, in the words " the body

<merges) in the earth " (Brh. Ill, 1, IB). Nor may it be said

that the self too is separately mentioned, in the words " the self

(merges) in the eljher*'; for, thelfe, as in " Snauda «tmi, Bliss is the

central portion" (T&itt. II, 5), there is
4

scope for the expression

"ttma ", to refer to the heart, as the central organ,
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Thus, if it be said that by figurative use, (based on) non diffe- 3«ia7a

rence of the body and the embodied, the third personal pronoun

in " He swells " should be construed as referring to the body, not

so ; for, because of the lack of occasion for the separation of

priinas from the finite self, m the case of the unenlightened one r

the denial there becomes improper ; it must (hence) be necessarily

said that the question and answer relate to the enlightened one.

Now, since from the earlier and later questions and answers 3* 12*3

referring to the unenlightened one, it must necessarily be said

that similar questions and answers also refer to the unenlightened

one, the occasion for the separation of the pranas from the

finite self must somehow be understood ; if (this) be feaid, no (we

reply), since by the mere proximity of question and answer relat-

ing to the unenlightened one, it is not possible to counteract the

characteristic marks ^indicating) the subject (to be) the enlight-

ened one. In the series of Artabhaga's questions, the first ques-

tion is " What is graha ? What is atigraha?" The second is " It is

a fact that all this is food to Death; which is the deity whose food

is Death ?". " When this person dies, do his pranas depart

from him, or do they not?" is the third. " When this person dies 3

what is it that does not leave him 9 " is the fourth. The fifth is

" When of this dead person, speech merges in fin " and so on.

These questions not relating to the same topic, there does not

result any unity of context. Even so, since the questions from

the third onwards have one topic, as ranging round the history of

the dead person, of the third question too, as of the fourth and

fifth, because of the strength of then proximity, it may validly be

said that the topic is the unenlightened one. If this be said, it is

answered (thus) : by ASvala and others, filled with envy and en-

gaging in a disputation witn Yajfiavalkya with a desire to defeat
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him, veiled questions are put, for the most part, with a view to

humble him, as not sufficiently quick-witted. For instance, the

first question put by Artabhaga " What is graha ? What is

atigraha?" seems to relate to a sacrificial matter ; since it occurs

however, m the midst of a discussion concerning the soul, the

reply, taking cognisance of the crookedness of the questioner, states

that the breath, speech, the tongue, the eye, the ear, the mmd,

the arms and the skm are grahas, and that the down-going vital

air (apina), name, taste, form, sound, desire, action and touch are

atigrahas. Similarly by LahySyam is put the question " Where

did the Parikqatas go ?", making use of the little understood word

" Pinkfita ". The reply given by Yajilavalkya, "where the horse-

sacrificers went", is but explicatory of the sense of that word.

So too, envy is plainly expressed in the very tone of these words of

GirgI, "Just as a warrior of the Ka&Ss or the Vaidehas may stand,

having strung his unstrung bow, and with two foe-terrifying

shafts in hand, even so do I present myself before thee with two

questions , do thou answer them " (Brh. Ill, 8, 2) Thus, the

proximity of the third question to the fourth and fifth which treat

of the unenlightened one, being capable of explanation as serving

to generate the confusion that all three relate to the same topic,

cannot serve to conclude the sense (of the question) ; much less

(can it so serve), since a different construction may be set up (for

the third) in the light of the first and second questions, which

refer to entirely different topics, viz,, graha, and atigraha, and the

deity who feeds on Death ; least of all (is this possible) m view of

(the proximity) being over-ruled by the characteristic mark (linga)

in the third question, indicative of the topic referring to the en-

lightened one ; this is the line (of criticism). Hence, travelling

on tho path of light etc., preceded by departure, established only
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in the case of devotion to Saguna Brahman, is not common also

to the knowledge o! the pure Brahman. In the interpretation of

the sutras m this view, it will be seen that it is the method shown

in the Sattikara BhSsya that is acceptable to the acarya.

So, too, at the elose of the section " Arciridma tatprathiteh 3*13

(On the path of light etc., that being well-known)" (IV, 3, 1)

this other opinion is set out. That section (runs) thus : to the

enlightened one, who has departed by the artery in the head, does

the attainment of Brahman (come about) only by the path of light

or by any other path 9

In this doubt, this is the prima facie view : thare is attainment a-isi

of Brahman even by other paths. The stages of the path, such

as the palates, the organ hanging down between them, the root of

the hair, and the halves of the skull, mentioned in the (following)

words of the Vyakrti Vidya, " That which hangs down between

the two palates in the form of a nipple, that is the birth*place of

Indra, where the root of the hair splits up, dividing the two halves

of the skull " (Taitt. 1, 6), these do not indeed find mention in

the path of light etc In the £aibya-pra6na in the words " He is

led up to the world of Brahman by the samans " (Pra^na, V, 6),

the property of conveying to the world of Brahman is declared of

the samans studied in the Satna Veda. In the words of the Dahara

Vldya, " when the (person) departs from this body, then by the

very rays he goes up (Oh. VIII, 6, 5)," the property of conveying

is declared of the Sun's rays alone, to the exclusion, of all else.

Similarly, from the text (indicative) of speed, " wjien his mmd i»

failing, (even then) does he reach the Sun " (Gh. VIII, 6, 5), there

is absence of mention of prior stages like light etc., for the attain-

ment of the Sun. Hence, the attainment of Brahman (is) by the

respective paths established according to differences of topic and
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3132 Now for the siddhanta : it ih well known that the path of light

etc., is common to all moies of meditation. (It is said) in the

Chandogya " Those who know thus 5 and those who in the forest

meditate with faith and austerity" (Oh., V, 10, 1); so too in

the Brhadaranyaka, " And they who in the forest meditate with

faith and truth ** (Brh VI, 2, 15).

3.133 Now, it may be said that the reference to devotees here, as

" those who meditate", may relate to those modes of meditation,

where no path whatever is mentioned. This would be so, if the

identity of the paths could not be' established ; but that can be

shown. That which is described in the Vyahrti Vidya as rising

above the halves of the skull, the region of the root of the hair,

passing up through the nipple-shaped organ, the seat of Indra,

—

who is either the finite self or Parameivara—that is but departure

through the artery in the head. What are referred to later as

Fire etc.. " m Fire, as Bhuh, he rests, in Air, as Bhuvah, m the

Sun as Suvah", are but the stages on the path of light etc. The

statement of resting in Fire and so on, is in the view that there is

refit in (each of) these for some time. In the Vyahrti Vidya, since

there is meditation of the three vyahrtis, Agni and the rest, as of

the' fourth (vyahrti) Brahman, called Mahab, the statement of rest

m their worlds, on the strength of this, is proper.

3 134 In the statement, " He is led up by the saman verses to the

Brahma world " (Prasna V, 6), it is proclaimed of the saman

verses constituting the third of the three moments of the three»

fold pragava, an accessory to meditation, that as accessories to

meditation they possess the capacity to lead up to Brahman, not

as constituting a path ; for, meditation with the pranava of three

moments is prescribed in the words, " Again, he who meditates on
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this syllable AUM of three momenta, on the Highest person etc,"

(Pra&na. V, 5), after the mention of the meditation effected with"

Pra^ava of one and two moments ; and the three moments are

taught to be of the nature of the Bk, Yajus and Saman.

The exclusion, In the statement " Then, by the very same 3 135

rays " etc , mentions the exclusion of the non^conjunction of

attainment with that for (the attainment of ) which the -rays are

prescribed (as paths) , not the exclusion of light etc., for, of the

same sentence, there cannot be the sense both of leading up by

the rays, and the exclusion of all other (paths).

The statement (indicative) of speed which is justifiable, in com* 3-136

parison with the (long and tortuous) path of the Fathers, does

not exclude the earlier stages. Nor is there intended any other

path for the enlightened ones, having this (the Sun) as the final

stage. Thus from the exposition of the one-ness of all paths, it

follows that it is not proper to over* ride the general statement of

the PaSeagm Vidya, which is supported by the principle of

parsimony.

In order to remove the doubt that because of this demonstra- 3*137

tion of the path of light etc., being applicable to all meditations of

Brahman, there may follow the denial of the attainment of Brah-

man, even for those who know Brahman without attributes, the-

contrary opinion is expressed even at the olo3e of the present

section, in the words, " Some (say) that for the devotees of the

Non-related there is no (path of) light etc ," (IV, 3, 1). ' On this

view, because of the expression, " well-known,*' in the sStra " On

the path of light etc., because it is well-known ", the sufcra has to

be understood (as expressing) a sense valid generally. It must

necessarily be admitted by all that the sense (of the sutra) is

(valid) only generally, for, the path of light etc., does not apply to
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those deities up to Hiranya-garbha, who are released even from

the respective worlds they are in. Nor may it be said that the

prescription of this a>s the only path is intended (to apply) exclu-

sively to human beings, who are released through the practice of

meditation on the earth ; for, in the case of those released after

attaining the status of Vasu, Rudra, Aditva, and Marut hosts, (a

status) which belongs to the devotees of Madhu Vidya, there must

necessarily be another path comprising the status of Vasus etc., as

the earlier stage?; this is the view of the acarya. Ihus, in whatever

section rising or departure is established of the knower of Brahman,

in all those places, this opinion is expressed, in order to remove

the doubt about the applicability of the respective sections to all

knowers of Brahman ; further, in the amyamadhikarana, that

(opinion) is justified by (the author) himself ; from these follows

the excellence of the Scarya's view. Nor may non acceptability be

suspected from the introduction of fche word wSsome" in every case.

These may b« explained away for the purpose of showing that

he himself here takes his stand on meditation of Brahman

with attributes, not on the knowledge of Brahman with-

out attributes, (but) thereby it will not be possible to conceal the

excellence of his view, as understood from his exposition through

demonstration and repetition, Tn the Snandamayadhikarana, the

body of the section is interpreted in this way : the (Self) of Bliss

is the Supreme Brahman ; the Brahman that is the tail, the sup*

port thereof is the Word—Brahman, called pranava, which denotes

that (other). Then is introduced, as a different view, with the

words " Borne say ", the position that the Self of Bliss is the In-

telligence-Energy (Cit-^akti), while Brahman that is the tail, the

support is the Supreme Brahman ; {this position) is expounded

as his own, in the words of the janmadi sQtra (1, 1, 2): " That
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indeed, which, being praised in the words, 'within that is the Self

composed of Buss,' is demonstrated to be characteristic of the

Supreme Brahman in the words 'that is one Bliss of^Brahman,'

because of the unsurpassable supremacy resulting from the

repetition beginning with * this is the inquiry into Bliss', that

itself, because of abundance, is spoken of figuratively as Brahman,

in the words 'Bliss is Brahman 5

. Revelling in the enjoyment of

such Bliss is said to be the eternal contentment of Brahman ";

thereby is shown the acarya's method of introducing a view ac-

ceptable to him, with the word " some ".

Agaiu, the acceptance of non- difference in meditation bet- 3«14

ween Brahman and the finite self, which is favourable to the re-

cognition of the knowledge of Brahman without attributes is seen

in the section " PrSnastathanugamat " (I, 1, 29, et seq). There, it

is determined that the vital air which is taught by Indra to be the

object of meditation for release, in the words "I am the vital air,

meditate on me as the Intelligent Self, as Life, as the Immortal
"

(Kaufltaki III, 2), is the Supreme Self, not Indra. The sutra "Sas-

tradfffcyatUpadeSo Vamadevavat (the teaching is due to scriptural

insight, as in the case of Vamadeva)" (I, 1, 31) which has for its

object the removal of the doubt " how then does Indra say ' I am

the vital air, meditate on me'?" is then explained in one way

:

the teaching of Indra '* I am the vital air" is due to the realisa-

tion of the internal ralership of the Supreme Self because of the

texts, *' He who stands withm the Self " etc., and oi the fact that

the denotation of words like " I " extends up to the Supreme Self 5

the internal ruler, because of the texts " That manifested names

and forms " etc. Then another 'interpretation—-(viz.,) that the

teaching is due, m the alternative, to insight arising from such

texts as " That thou art, " which have for their object the non-
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difference of the Supreme Self from one's own Self—is given, in

the following words :
" Or else, it is determined that Indra's

statement is of the same nature as the declaration about being

Manu and the Sun, made in the realisation of his own all-pervasi-

veness by Vamadeva, who by insight into Vedantic lore, by medi-

tation on the harmony of Brahman and the Self, had attained the

nature of Brahman, got rid of the contraction (of intellect) due to

self-consciousness centering round human and other bodies and

sense*objects, and obtained Supreme Self-consciousness of the

form of the whole Universe."

3-15 Then comes the section " Atmetitu upagacchanti graha-

yantica (But as the Self, they understand and teach)'' (IV 1 1, 8),

which, raising the doubt whether the contemplation of non-

difference occurring in knowledge of the attributeless, (yet) does

not occur in meditation with attributes? because of the difference

between Parame&vara with qualities and the finite self, due to their

connection with contrary qualities, such as all-knowingness and

little-knowing- ness, seeks to show that, though there is empirical

difference, yet their non- difference is to be contemplated, through

insight into their essential non "difference.

3,151 This is how (it proceeds): in the doubt as to whether Brah-

man is -to be contemplated as different from one's own self, or as

non-different therefrom, this is the prima facie view. The medita-

tion on Brahiaan should be performed as different from one's self,

because of the demonstiation of the Lord (Pati), the Supreme

Brahman, as an entity other than the inner self, the bound soul

(Paiu), the finite self, m texts and sutras, such as " Sudra, the

. Supreme Sage, transcending the Universe" ($vet. Ill, 4), and

"But higher, because of the mention of difference" (II, 1, 22),

and iurther, because of the irreconcilability of the nature of~B*ah-
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man with (that of) the finite self m respect of such qulities as

omniscience and so on.

But (this is) the siddhanta Though the Supreme Brahman 3«152

called &va is certainly higher than the finite self, yet the devotee

meditates thereon, in the form "I am Bcahman"; for contempla-

tors of old, have understood that as but their Self, m the words "I

am verily Thou, Lord, Divinity, Tbou verily art I" (JSbala

cSruti).

Nor is this co-ordinate with the relationship of the body and 3 '153

the embodied. In that case, the statement "Thou, verily, art I"

would alone be appropriate, since in respect of ParameSvara, des-

ignated by the word "Thou" there is the applicability of the word

"I" limited in denotation to His own body. But the statement "I

am, verily, Thou" is not appropriate; for, it does not stand to reason

that the word " Thou " denoting Parame&vara should apply to

one's owq self which is of the nature of the body of Parame&vara

(and is) designated by the word " I ", It is indeed of words de-

noting the body that a capacity to extend to the embodied (also)

results, not capacity to signify the body in the case of those

(words) denoting the embodied. Nor may it be said that both

sentences have the same kmd of sense, the words " Thou " in

both sentences denoting Parame&vara as qualified by the attri-

butes mentioned) while the words " I " signify the same Being

qualified by the prebeoce m one's bodv. In that case, there re-

suits the futility of the difference between the two statements,

constituted by the use of the pronouns of the First and Second

Person—" I " and " Thou "—placed earlier and later, along with

the corresponding verbal forms, " asmi (am) " and "asi (art) ", in

"Tvam vaham asmi, aham vai tvam asi, (I am, verily, Thou; Thou,

verily, art I)". Since, even through one statement, the non-
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difference of the internal ruler of one- self from Parameivara re-

stilts, there also follows the futility of the other (statement). Nor

do the two sentences serve the purpose of confirming the cogni-

tion of non-diSereuce ; for, there being no erroneous notion of

difference between the internal ruler and ParameSvara, as (there

is) between the finite self and Parame^vara, there is no need for

bringing about that confirmation. Hence, it is concluded that

(the meditation) is enjoined here for the purpose of confirming the

(sense of) non- difference by removing the doubt as to difference

or non-difference, through the interchange of objects (of contem-

plation), i.e., of the non*difference of Parame&vara from one-self,

and the non-difference of one-self from Parameivara. Similarly

of the Aitareya text also '* What is I, that is He, what is He, that

is J."

3-154 To the devotees who understand thus, the Supreme Brahman

though different from them, bestows His grace by granting His

own form. "They in tuon, teach their pupils, through (texts like)

* That Thou art,' that, though different, (Brahman is) of their

own form." Oi the text "That Thou art", the co-oidinate relation

is not that of the body and the embodied. Prom the use of the

word " art ", it follows that therein is taught the non-difference

of ParameAvara designated by the word " That ", and previously

described and detuaed as the cause of the world and so on, from

what is desiguated by the word " Thou "; The word " Thou '*

refers but to the finite Self that is addressed, ar.d dots not extend

to the internal ruler thereof , for, reference to one's internal ruler,

as what is addressed, not being so well- known from one's own
expenence or the teaching of the ancients, as tne reference to

one's self, the term (Thou) is not capable of denoting that (the

internal ruler). As for estabbshing that Parameivara, the Sal of
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the present context, has been taught earlier to be somehow one's

own internal ruler, there arising no doubt as to their difference,

the repeated teaching of that (their non-difference) is not needed.

Nor may it be objected that what is acceptable to the eomman- 3>155

tary in the meditation of non-difference with Brahman is not real

non-difference, but only imagined non-difference, as in the con-

templation of non-difference with Garufla, that being cited as an

illustration of the meditation of non-difference with Brahman, in

the commentary on the prakrtaitlvattva adhikarana (III, 2, 21

et *eq). For, the reality of non-diffeceace is understood from the

(following) statement in the Sastradrsti sutra (I, 1, 81) " Of him

who had attained Brahman-hood by the contemplation of the

harmony of Brahman and the finite self", and the statement m
the Itmeti tupagacchanti section: " Though the being contem-

plated is a different entity (from the devotees, yet) the Supreme

Brahman bestows His grace on the devotee conferring on them

His own form' " (IV, 1, 3). If non-difference were not real, the de-

claration of an actual attainment thereof would not be appropriate.

The clause " though the being contemplated is a different entity"

means "though empirical difference does exist" ; nor is there any

contradiction in taking it to have the purpose of refuting even a

possible ground of objection. Hence, it is that in the following

words of the commentary on the vikaravarti iutra (IY, 4, 19), it

has been proclaimed that the contemplation of one-self as Siva

continues even in him who, in the world of Parama-oiva has

attained union with Him, after the complete extinction of merit

and demerit, the cause of all delusion etc. " Wandering about

freely m the worlds of the (celestial) rulers from Sada6iva up to

Brahma, eating what he desires, taking on what forms he desires,

rid of the desire of for human and other bodies, ' functioning with
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the three energies <iech5, jmana and kriya) uncontracted, (he)

enjoys the splendour ot perfect self-consciousness, immersed in

the world, which is of one texture with the nature of Brahman,

the harmony of Siiva with $akfci, which abounds in Supreme Bliss,

light and power Thus it is that his perfect self* consciousness,

as ensouling the entire world of en]oyer and enjoyment, is derived

from the text ' I am the food, I am the food, I am the food,

I am the eater of the food, I am the eater of the food, I am

the eater of the food' (Taitt. IIT, 10)." (It may be said

that) identification m consciousness with the Supreme Being

which, as present in all bodies, directs all enjoyment and

enjoyers as (His) body, may come about of itself without standing

in need of the contemplation of non-difference with »3iva ; for, by

the expansion of the Intelligence of him who has attained union

with $iva, the capacity to direct the world, present in the Being

that pervades the Universe, is not aroused ; (further), in the com-

mentary on " Asantateicavyatirekah (And non-diflerence because

of non-pervasiveness) " (II, 3, 48) and other sutras, there is shown

in him the existence only of this kind of perfect self-consciousness.

Though (this be so), yet it is not what is intended in the commen-

tary on (this) sOtra , the perfect self-consciousness is rather of

Brahman alone, as determined by the force of the qualification

applied to that self-consciousness, viz., " immersed in the world

which is of one texture with the nature of the Supreme Brahman.**

What is stated there of the world is but its inclusion in the nature

of Brahman, not its being His bod^. Of the liberated one, con-

firmed in the contemplation of identity with &va, the continuance

of that (consciousness) is declared till the falling otf of the body,

even at the time when he sings as he pleases, (I am the food,

lam the food. etc.).
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The non-difference of Brahman from the finite self thus 3-ie

shown to be acceptable to hnn, through the commentaries which

elucidate the contemplation of non-difference, is also shown in a

somewhat indirect way in the commentary on the sutra " Vadatfti

cenna, prSjfio hi prakaranat (if it be said that it is declared, no ; for

the topic verily is of the Self)" (I, 4, 5), occurring in the inu-

manikadhikarana (I, 4, 1—7). The prima facie view in that section

is that the unmanifest mentioned in the Kathavalli text " The

Untnanifest is higher than the great one, the Person is higher

than the Unmamfest " (Katha III, 11) being the pradhana accept-

able to the Samkhyas, the Samkhya system is based on the text

cited. In "Jneyatvavacanaoca (and on account of non-mention of

being known)" (I, 4. 4), which is the secondary sutra directed to

the refutation (of the above view), there is a further reason given

in support of the final view. If this same text were the basis of

the Sanikhya doctrine, then the property of being a necessary

object of knowledge to him who seeks release should have been

declared of the pradhana, which is acceptable to the Samkhya,

which declares release to result from discriminative knowledge of

the Self, (Purusa), from Primordial Matter (Prakfti). That is not

here stated. Hence, it is to be noted that the SSmkhya doctrine

is not based on that (text). For, it is not reasonable that in that

which is the basis of a branch of knowledge, there should be no

mentioq of what is described m that branch of knowledge.

Now, it does not happen that there is no mention of the

property of having to be known ; for the Iva|ha Valh Sruti, verily,

in the hymn " Soundless, touahless, formless, etc," (Katha, III,

15) declares of the Unmamfest (Avyakta) which is higher than the

category of the Great One (Mahat) devoid of sound etc., that it is

to be known. The sutra " Vadatlti cenna " etc., (I, 4, 5) refers to
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this fresh Samkhya doubt and serves to refute it. In that hymn

(Katha, III, 15) Parame£vara is declared, not the pradhana, the

context being of Parame&vlra alone. In the commentary, where,

to show the mode of refutation, based on the context relating to

ParamesVara a text from the context relating to Pararne&vara

should be cited, there is cited the hymn " The wise one should

suppress speech in the mind, sink that into sentient intellect ;

sentience he should suppress m the Great Self and that (again) m
the peaceful Self" (Katha, III, 13). This is how the commentary on

that sUtra (proceeds); " If it be said that being known is declared

in the later hymn s Soundless, touchless, formless, undecaying,

tasteless, eternal, odourless, begmnmgless, endless, higher than

the Great One, and constant, realising that, one escapes the jaws

of Death' (Katha, III, 15), no, (we reply), since the earlier dis-

course is about the Prajna alone, as seen from 'Yacced Tang manasl

prajna, the wise one should suppress speech m the mind etc.*

(Kafha, III, 18)*'. From the use of the word " Prajna " m that

sutra, it appears as the natural sense of the words of the com-

mentary that the present context relates to him who is referred to

by the word "Prajna" in that hymn. The finite self desirous of

release is referred to in that hymn by the word " Prajna ", for, the

injunctions as to the control of speech, mind, etc , are purportfui

only in regard to him. The context may also relate to the Supreme

Self, since that is what is prinoipally intended to be indicated in

(the hymn) ** The Unmamfesfc is greater than the Great One, the

Person is greater than the Unmamfest ; than the Person there is

nothing higher, He is the goal, He (is) the final destination"

(Katha, III, II). This being the case, if the commentator had

not at heart the non-difference of the finite self and Parame£vara,

his citation of a word indicating the finite self, where a word
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to have been cited, would be certainly unsuitable.

Now, even thus, how can there be absence of unsuitabihty, 3-161

when even by those who accept the non-difference of the finite self

from IJarame6vara, there is accepted, because of the empirical

distinction between the two, a division among the Vedanta texts

into those which concern the finite self and those which concern the

Supreme Self 9 If (such an objection) be raised, it is met (as

follows).

In the Katha Valli, to the question put by Naciketas about 3 lQ2

the departed finite self,—m the words, " There is this doubt, of a

man, who is dead, some (saying) he is, others he is not ; this, I

would know, being taught by thee. Let this be the third of the

boons" (Katha, I, 20),— a reply relating to the Supreme Self is

given by Vaivasvata, in the words, " Beahsmg through self-con-

templation that resplendent Being, difficult to see, deeply hidden,

located in the cave (of the heart), dwelling in the abyss, that

ancient one, the wise one abandons joy and grief '' (Katha, II, 12).

It is quite certain that the question relates to the departed finite

self, that being the conventional sense of the word " preta ".

That the question relates to the departed finite self is also made

clear by the words of Vaivasvata " These damsels with their

chariots and their lutes— such ones are not obtained by mortals.

Be waited on by these, given by me. Do not question about

death, Naciketas " (Katha, I, 25). (There are also the following

grounds to support that conclusion) . Naciketas in the words " In

rebpect of which there is this doubt, tell us what that is in the

great hereafter " (Katha, I, 29), again asks for the answer to the

very question of his, which had been condemned by Vaivasvata

as inauspicious, because of its relating to death ; subsequently,
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"Vaivasvata begins bis teaching only after criticising the position

of " some (who say) he is not (alter death)", in the words " The

other world appeats not to the puerile fool, dazed by the delusion

of the wealth ; believng that there is no world other than this,

he repeatedly falls into my clutches '' (Katha, II, 6) ; and later on

is seen a reply relating to the incidents directly connected with

the departed finite self, in the verse: " Behold ' I teach thee, O,

Gautama, the mysterious Brahman, the constant one, *s also

what becomes of the self after death. According to their deeds

and according to their knowledge, some enter into wombs and

are embodied, (while) others become immovable objects" (Kafcha,

V, 6 and 7).

Similarly, it is also certain that the reply beginning with

,

w That, difficult to behold " etc., relates to the Supreme Self ; for,

after the question, it is said by Vaivasvata in the words " Even

the gods have had doubts about this, of yore ; subtle is this topic,

not easy to know. Choose some other boon, O Naciketas, press

me not, (but.) set me free (from granting this boon)" (Kafha, T,

21), that the reply to the question relates to a very difficult matter,

such as cannot easily be stated. Thereupon Naciketas prays that

only what he as'ced for should be explained to him, (saying), "O t

Lord of Death, thou sayest that even the gods, verily, have had

doubts about this, and that it is not easy to know. Another

teacher of it cannot be found equal to thee; not is there any other

boon equal to this " (Katha, I, 22). Desiring to test the firmness

of his capacity (for the knowledge prayed for), Vaivasvata, in the

words beginning with " Choose sons and grandsons, who will live

to be a hundred, plenty of cattle, elephants, gold and horses ; ask

for a wide extent of earth, and live thyself as long as thou desirest'",

and ending with "0 ! Naciketas, question not about Death "
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declares the gain of sons etc., to be objects of human desire worth-

ier than what was questioned about. In spite of this, Naciketas,

in words beginning with " Fleeting (are these), ' Lord of Death,

they wear out the vigour of the senses of man. AJ1 life is but

brief. Thine alone be the chariots, ttune the song and the dance",

(Katha I, 26) and ending with " Understanding the pleasure of

song and love (to be thus ephemeral), who would delight to live

long?" (Katha, J, 28), condemns these pleasures as of doubtful

(permanence), though praised by(Yama) himself, and as leading to

the diminution of the vigoui. of the senses, under-rates the life of

all beings even from long-lived Brahma down to a small insect, as

(lasting) but for a brief period, and prays that what was questioned

about should be expounded. Seeing the firmness of his capacity

(for the inquiry), Vaivasvata distinguishes the two kinds of fruit

attaching to the goal of human endeavour, viz., beatitude and the

accomplishment of desired objects, as the good and the pleasant ;

then, discriminating between those two and saying that the wise one

chooses the good, the fool the pleasant, and so on, he praises the

boon chosen by Naciketas ; he (further) praises Naciketas, in res-

pect of the desire for knowledge and the strength of renunciation

helpful thereto? in the words 4
' I hold Naciketas to be desirous of

knowledge ; desires manifold could not shake thee " (Katha, II, 4)

;

then, after refuting the doctrine that the body is the self, through

the words " No hereafter " etc , he declares the difficulty of realis-

ing the Self that is to be taught, m the words " Him even to hear

of whom is not gained by many, Him, whom many, sven though

they hear, know not, he who teaches (Him) is a marvel ; he who

attains Him is skilful ; he who knows (Him, when) instructed by

the able, is (also) a wonder " (Katha, II, 7). Then follow the words

41 That, difficult to behold " and so on. (The above analysis pro-
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tides a farther ground for holding that the reply relates to the

Supreme Self). Thus, it being seen that to a question about the

finite self, a reply is given about the Supreme Self, it is inferred

that the non-difference of the finite self and Brahman is the view

of the &ruti, as otherwise, there would result lack of congruity

between question and answer.

3'1«21 Now, let it be that the reply relates to the Supreme Self. It

does not stand to reason that the question relates to the existence

or non-existence of the departed finite self ; for, Nactketas has

already faith in its existence. Otherwise, his query il Father, to

whom wilt thou give me?'* prompted by the object of remedying

the fault of deficiency in the father's sacrifice, his departure of his

own will to the world of Ya rna, in order to prevent the evil of

falsehood from attaching to his father, who had said " I give thee

unto the Lord of Death ", his own words " like cereals the mortal

decays, like cereals he is born again," (Kafcha, I, 6), his asking as a

boon for the knowledge of the fires whose fiuit is heaven, these do

not harmonise. Further, even if there be really non- difference

between the finite and the Supreme Self, to the question about the

existence or non-existence of the departed finite self, the reply should

confine itself to that,— the teaching about the Supreme Self and the

means of attaining Him being irrelevant; for, it is admitted even in

the systems of those who maintain the non-difference of the finite

self and the Supreme Self, that, to the questions relating to the

incidents connected with the finite self, which occur m the question

of Artabhaga, the Pancagm VidyS, and so on, the answers (too)

relate only to that topic. Therefore abandoning the illegitimate

desire to establish the non-difference ot the finite self and Brahman,

because of the principle of congruity of question and answer, the

question andianswer should be understood to relate to the exis-
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tence or non-existence of the released soul; for, the word "pretya"

is seen to be used of the released one in the text "na pretya

samjfeldti, when he is liberated, there is no more consciousness "

(Brh, II, 4, 12) ;
further, the word u preta"may well have the

force of "the released one", i e , he, who by being drawn away

from here (prakarsena itah) has attained the destination from

which there is no r-eturn. Thus, liberation being of the nature of

the attainment of the world of the Supreme Self, called the

Supreme Abode, the demonstration of the Supreme Self, of the

attainment of His Supreme Abode, in the words, " he attains the

end of the paths, that is the Supreme Abode of Vifnu " (Katha

III, 9), and of the means for (that attainment) all these fit in with

that object (rtf liberation).

If this be urged, not so, (we reply) ; for, even if the question 3.1622

be imagined to relate to the incidents connected with the liberated

one, the unsuitabi hty of asking for a knowledge of the ftres,

helpful in procuring heaven, (remains) common (to both of us).

What is meant thereby the word ".heaven" is but the world

which is attained through the path of lignt etc., on the extinction

of merit and dement, and which is said to be the Supreme Abode

attained by the released one, (whose existence is) in doubt. For,

the glories of the heavenly world are thus described : "In the

heavenly world, there is no fear whatever ; Thou art not there ;

nor does one fear old age. Rising above both hunger and thirst,

transcending sorrow, one enjoys 10 heaven " (Katha I, 12); then

the teaching of the knowledge of the fires, helpful in attaining

(that world) is prayed for thus :
" And Thou knowest Agm, the

means to heaven, Lord of Death; teach that to me full of faith.

(The Knowledge whereby) those whose abode will be heaven,

attain immortality, that I ask as my second boon " (Katha I, 13)

;
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and Vaivasvafca afe the close of the teaching, in describing and

praising the fruit (thereof), specifies the fruit—the attainment of

heaven—as comiDg after the cessation of all the bonds of samsara

(the migratory cycle). " He having first thrown off the shackles of

Death, rising above Sorrow, enjoys in Heaven " (Katha I, 18).

If a justification of the question (about the existence of the

released soul) be attempted, on the ground that its object is to

strengthen the faith in the existence of released souls, originally

gained through the words of well-wishers, and to know further

details (about them), then^ even so may the question about the

existence of the departed soul be justified ; hence, it is not right to

abandon the reference to the existence or non existence of the

departed finite self, this being arrived at both by the conventional

sense of the word wC preta '* and the natural sense of (the words)

"question not about death ", which occur later. Even here, (in

our experience) are seen persons who, settled in the observance of

duties pertaining to the (attainment of the) other world, because

of their faith in the words of well-wishers, still inquire as to what

is the basis lor the view that the self is but the body, and how it

is to be refuted. In the $astras studied by those who perform

"Vedic rites, after a dae study of the "Vedas, there is seen the view

of the self being bufc the body as also the basis of its refutation.

If it be said that, even so, the question being about the existence

or non-existence of the departed finite self, the existence thereof

alone should be stated m the reply, and that the demonstration oi

the nature of the Supreme Self and of the means of attaining Him,

do not fit m, no (we reply), for, if the question be about the exis-

tence or non-existence of the released one, his existence alone,

should be mentioned ; the irrelevance of the demonstration (of the

Supreme Self) is common, therefore, even to the other view ; (for
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there is not, indeed, seen in the description of the path of the

Fathers and so on, relating to incidents connected with the de-

parted finite self, any description of the Moon attained thereby, or

the means of attaining thereto If, on the ground of there being,

in the answer, a description of the Supreme Self and the means of

attaining to Him, it be postulated that the significance of the

question about the existence or non* existence of the released one,

extends up to that (attainment), then since, in the answer is seen

the demonstration of the non-difference of the finite and the

Supreme Self, it may be postulated, m conformity with the natural

sense of the word " preta," that the significance of the question

about the existence or non-existence of the departed finite self

extends up to that non-difference. There is, indeed, the demons-

tration of that non« difference in such places as the following :

" What is here, the same is there, what is there, the same is here.

From death to death he goes, who sees any difference here

"

(Katha. IV, 10). Nor can it be said that difference is denied only

as between Paranae&vara as known here in the body and as known

there in the solar orb etc., and not as between the finite self known

in the body and Parame^vara that exists in the solar orb etc., for,

there is no occasion for difference in Parame&vara, on the ground of

difference in place. So also after teaching the identity of the finite

self and Brahman, through the hymn " The person of the size of

the thumb " etc., (Katha, IV, 13), the error of the doubt " how

can there be identity of those possessed of contrary attributes ?"

is declared by the hymn " As certainly as water rained down on a

lofty place flows down the slopes, even so does one who sees things

as distinct run after them alone '' (Katha. IV, 14); to those who

perceive that there are in the finite self and Brahman distinct

attributes opposed to their non-difference, samsira, characterised
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ing to the context and referring to the Supreme Self should have

been cited in order to indicate m the above manner that the con-

text is one which relates to the non-difference of the finite self and

the Supreme (Self), not one relating to the finite self alone or to

the Supreme (Self) alone, (and) though the citation of other hymns

bearing on the (present) topic is possible, the hymn containing

the word Prajfta, in conformity with the words of the sQtra

" Prajiio hi prakaranat (the Self because of the topic) " (T, 4, 5)

is cited by the commentator, m the belief that the composer of the

sutras, though he ought to have illustrated the subject of the topic

by a word referring to the Supreme Self, has (actually) illustrated

it by means of a word referring to that from which the subject of

the context is to be desired to be expounded as non-different. The

acceptability of the non-difference of the finite self and the

Supreme (Self) is thus shown by an indirect statement, at the close

of the explanation of what is acceptable to the text and the sutra,

3- 17 So, too, m the first adhikaraga (it is said as follows). The

text "This Self is Brahman " (Brb. II, 5j 19), through the particle

" this " teaches the very self, which is known to perception, to be

Brahman. Therefore* where is the doubt here ? This is the prima

facie view as to the non«commencement (of the study) of the

science, set up thmugh showing the absence of any doubt in res-

pect of Brahman, which is accepted as the object of the ifestra.

In the refutation (of this view), instead of establishing the differ-

ence between the finite self and Brahman, like other commentatros

intent on the difference between the two, he (thus) explains the

doubt as finding an object- in the doubt as to the significance of

the texts (which declare the existence) of difference and of non-

dj&erenca :
" When the text '» This Self is Bxahman' and so on
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declares tbs same migratory being bound in self- consciousness to

be Brahman, even from that, (there arises) the doubt. Brahman-

hodd, verily, is the possession, in excess, of the grandeur of un-

excelled knowledge, Bliss and Power, free from all disturbance by

any evil ; while finite self-hood is the condition of putting up with

boundless suffering, in bondage to the function of entering and

leaving various bodies suitable to the enjoyment of the fruit of the

variegated Karma, which, resting on the impressions of beginning-

less ignorance, has (since) expanded. Why should there not be

this doubt ' How do the texts declare one-ness of these two entities

with mutually repellent characteristics?'". Thereby is manifested

his intention not to deny the non-difference of the finite self and

Brahman.

Why elaborate ? In the commentary, it is loudly proclaimed 3'ifi

in almost all places, that the Git*$akfci of Brahman is rion«different

from the worlds, being of the form of all the worlds. So, too, the

non-difference of Git-^akti from Brahman, is loudly proclaimed

everywhere. How is it possible to avoid the final conclusion thus

resulting, as to the non-difference of the finite self and Brahman 9

Let this be so. What is said of Cit-$akti being of the form 3 181

of all the worlds, that is favourable only to qualified non-dualism

;

for, through that is reached the truth of the non- difference there-

from even of the non-mtelligent world of ether etc., as of the in-

telligent world. If being of the nature of all the worlds were

declared to be of the nature of non-difference from Cit-3akti, in

the case of intelligent beings, and illusory appearance thereof in

the case of non- intelligent beings, then, indeed, would pure non-

dualism result. It has not been so declared. Its being of the

form of all the worlds has been established in the prakftyadhi*

karafla (I 3 4» 23, et t,eq) etc., only as transforming itself into the
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world. Nor is there declared the non-difference of Cit-#akti from

Brahman , even if stated anywhere, it is (only) figurative. Hence

it is that in the j&nmSdi section (I, 1, 2), it is said, (m the follow-

ing words), that the co-ordination of Bliss and Brahman in the

Bhrgu Valh is figurative. " That, indeed, which being praised in

the words ' within that is the Self composed of Bliss
1

, is

demonstrated to be characteristic of Supreme Brahmn, in

the words, 'that is one Bliss of Brahman', because of the

unsurpassable supremacy resulting from the repetition begin-

ning with ' this is the inquiry into Bliss',— that itself, because of

abundance, is spoken of figuratively as Brahman, in the words

' Bliss is Brahman'." As for the difference between Brahman and

Cit-$akti, that is exhibited in many places. For instance, in the

akBara section (I, 3, 9), in commenting on the inferential ground

provided by the sutra, viz, supporting* (everything) up to (and

inclusive of) akasa, difference as between support and what is

supported is shown (to exist) between Brahman and Cit-^akti,

this (latter) being referred to by the word akaAa in the words of

the Gargi Brahmana, " In this ak«ara, O Gargl, aka£a is woven

as warp and woof " (Brh. Ill, 8, 11). In the dahara section (I, 8,

13, et seq) m the words " the ether within that is small ; what is

within that is to be sought" (Oh. VIII, 1, 1), the difference

between Cit-£akti and the Supreme Brahman—which are spoken

of as the small ether and what resides therein,—is exhibited by

their being designated as the seat and what is seated. Though in

the section " Akaso arthgntaratvadi vyapade&it (Akaia is Brahman,

on account of the mention as another entity and so on) " (I, 3» 42,

et seq), it is not made clear that the term akasa occurring i n the

Ohandogya text " What is called 5ka3a, verily, is the sustainer of

name and form ; what is within that is Brahman, the Immortal*
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is made clear by the following sentence (occurring) in the jan-

rnadi stitjra (I, 1, 2), while commenting on the text " Brahman

embodied in akasa" (Taitt. I, $): " The Supreme material causa-

lity of ths resplendent expanse of Intelligence (Gidilka6a) results

from such texts as * all these beings verily originate from the

akafia alone ' (Oh. I, 9, 1), ' what is called akaSa verily, is the

sustamer of name and form ' (Oh. VIIT, 14, 1) and so on ". There,

the difference between Oit-^akti and the Supreme Brahman,

—

referred to by the words ak&la and Brahman—is manifested by

the mention of the (different) qualities of sustaining name and

form, and being untainted by them. In the prakftyadhikarana

too (I, 4, 23 et seq), while commenting on the siitra " Parinamat

(because of transformation) " (I, 4, 27) introduced to answer the

doubt %i how can the Supreme Biva, undisturbed by even a trace

of any evil, the boundless ocean of auspicious qualities, endowed

with powers uncontracted and ever-realised, transcending the

world, function as the material cause of the world, which is to be

condemned as the abode of ignorance and change ?", he exhibits

as follows the literal sense of that sentence in the sutra which

mentions the inferential giound "The takmg on of the form of

the world, as its material cause, is consistent in the case of Para-

me^vara, the efficient cause, thougn He is possessed of eternally

pure Bliss and an unsurpassable auspicious nature ; for He trans-

forms Himseif into the form of what is intelligent and non-intelh-

gent *'; he then raises the doubt " Alas ' transformation, verily, is

of the nature of a causal change ; the abandonment of a prior

form and the obtaining of another constitute transformation. If it

be asked how ParameSvara is reserved from this detrimental charac-

teristic etc,*' and gives the mysterious reply " transformation takes

10
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place in such a way that there is no taint of change in the efficient

cause, though (functioning as) the material cause " thereby again

creating the desire (thus expressed): " What is this wonderful

transformation ? We are eager to hear of it ; pray expound *';

then, after promising the reply with the words " Listen, we shall

expound ", and explaining the " Yada tama '* hymn (tSvet. IV, 18),

he makes out that the transformation of the Supreme Biahman

being opposed to (His) immutability takes place though His Oit-

$akti of the form of Praj&a, and not m his own nature ; by the

distinction thereby established between transformabihty and non-

transferability, their difference is exhibited. If their non-diffe-

rence be recognised, the changeability accepted in the case of

Git-Sakti, should be acknowledged even of Brahman ; hence an

incurable contradiction of the conclusion about his unckangeabihty.

Therefore, the non-difference ot the finite self and Brahman does

not result from the mention everywhere of Git-^akfci (taking on)

the form of the world. To say that that results because of some

few characteristic marks cited in the amyama and other sections

is but (evidence of) an illegitimate desire. For, it is not possible m
the case of aa interpretation condemned with the authority of the,

eutras in many places, to support (it) merely by showing a few

characteristic marks. If it be thus objected, it is said (in reply,

as follows).

8«182 If, by the acceptance of the doctrine of the attributeless

Brahman mentioned in the amyama and other sections, there

resulted contradiction of the proof of the doctrine of transforma-

tion, then, indeed, would the former have to be discarded, by some

such postulate as that it refers to an opinion other than his own.

But there is no such contradiction (resulting) thereby. Indeed,

the establishment of transformation is but helpful to the doctrine
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of illusion. Only from connecting the world with Brahman as the

transformation of the latter and from the denial of that (i.e. the

transformation) does it follow that it (the world) is an illusory

manifestation of Brahman. Hence it is that in the text " That

desired i may I become many ' ", there is first shown the evolution

of the world from Brahman. In $amkara's commentary too, after

first showing in the bhoktrapatti section (II, 1, 13 ; £) that the

world is a transformation of Brahman, by the denial (thereof) in

the later arambhana section (II, 1, 14 et seq; g), its feeing an illusory

manifestation of Brahman is taught, Again, in the upasamhara

(II, 1, 24 ; $) and the krtsna prasakti (II, 1, 26 ; 3) sections, he

brings about intellectual assent to the doctrine only of the world

being a transformation of Brahman, by answering the objections

that occur (thereto). In the following verses of the Samkflepa

Sarlraka too, m conformity with the commentary (of Sanikara), it

is elaborately shown of the doctrine of transformation that it is

helpful to the doctrine of illusion.
u The disputants argue, basing

themselves only on *he doctrine of origination (Tarkika), colloca-

tion (Buddhist), transformation and illusion. Befuting the viewB

of origination and collocation, the Great Sage takes up the two

(other) views as acceptable. Of these, taking up, at first, the

doctrine of transformation, introducing the bhoktrapatti siitra

(II, 1, V2 ; S) in order to answer the objections thereto, he proceeds

to preserve the empirical world, in as much as it is (a necessary)

auxiliary to the injunctions ranging about duty and the rest.

(Then) arriving at the doctrine of illusion which is directly accept-

able to him, he holds to it, (but only) with an eye to the former

(doctrine). The doctrine of illusion may be based on texts like

'vacarambbanam * etc., (Oh, VI, 1, 4) only when the doctrine of

transformation first arises (from them) ; only by getting ud on the
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in respect of the notion of cause and effect. Having first declared*

transformation, now it denies that, to secure the unreality of

cnauge. In the Vedanta, the prior ground of the doctrine of

illusion is the doctrine of transformation (While) resting thus

on the doctrine of transformation, the doctrine of illusion arrives

of itself. Just as people having acquired the means, obtain what

tne means lead to (i e , what they desire), so, too, do the Great

Sage and the texts declare the doctrine of transformation, in order

to reach to the doctrine of illusion " (Sanaksepa $arfraka, Chap-

ter IT, verses 57—52)*'. " Having declared (the doctrine of) trans-

formation, through texts like
i may I be many, rmy I grow forth '

(Ch.' VI, 2, 3), the 3ruti then leads on to the doctrine of illusion, in

order to declare the unreality of change." (Ibid, Ch. II, verse 67)'.

In the commentary of the Acarya (SJrlkantha) too, of the perception

"the pot exists " etc., ft is shown through the exclusion of the

reality of the world as its basis, that it has another basis of the

nature of identity with the material cause ; (this is) for the purpose

of reminding (one) of the fact that the elaboration of the doctrine

of transformation is in order to help towards the acceptance of

tne doctrine of illusion. Hence, it is but proper (to hold) that tne

proof of transformation is undertaken onfy as an aid to the accep-

tance of the doctrine of illusion.

As for what is said of the non-Seelaration of the non-difference

of Cit-3akti from Brahman, that does not follow ; for, the state-

ment thereof is seen in many places. Thus, indeed, in the akaSas-

tallmgSt section 0, 1, 23), after meitionmg the text *' What is

the essence of this word ? He said aka&a ** (and so on) the con-

clusion is establisnea' that aka&a is not elemental ether, but

Paramelvara ; then is raised the doubt as to what is the object oi
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using the word " elemental ", in his own statfemeift about" " ele-

mental ether ", and the purpose of that (word) is stated thus :

" since creatorship of all bemgs is true of the Supreme 5k5ia, the

supreme material cause, (the use of the word 6 elemental ' in the

other case)*is purposeful ''; then, the further doubt being raised

as to how, if oreatorship of ail beiags could hold even of the

Supreme Skaia, this aka&a could be determined to be Paramei-

vara, the reply is given " because (it) is non-different from that

(Parauieivara) ", In the dahara section (I, 3, 13, et seq), after proof

of the conclusion that the small ether—mentioned m the Chan-

dogya text, " Therein is the small aka&a; what is within that is to

be sought after » (Oh. VIII, 1, 1)—is Parameivara, this doubt is

raised ; "according to another text 'He who rests within this akaSa

in the heart, controller of all, lord of all' (Brh. IV, 4, 22) and so

on, (only) He who is to be meditated on as tcitkm the small

akaia, can be Parameivara. How then can the small aka&a, be

said to be Parameivara ?''; and the solution is given thus : " even

here, (in the' case of the Brhadaranyaka text) Parameivara, He

who resides in the middle of the small akaia is to be contemplated;

further, since of the qualities of Parameivara, such as freedom

from sin etc , connection with the small akaAa is declared, even

the small akaia (is to be contemplated), as His ftfrm of the efful-

gent expanse of Intelligence (Cidarabata) " (I, 3, 16). In the

section " Sarvatraprasiddhopadeiat " (I, % 1) while explaining

Brahman's (property of) being signified by all terms, the proper-

ties of being of the essence of Brahman and being His attribute

as di the form of all His qualities are declared ot Cit-^akti, in the

following words : " It folfows front ttte authority of 3ruti, SmTtS,

ItihSsas, Pui?S$as and the maxims of the learned that the self-

doritained Supreme Energy, of theform of Supreme Power in all
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the world?, Intelligent and non-intelligent, possessing existence of

the form of supreme wisdom and bliss, devoid of the limitations

of space and time, becomes both the essence and the attribute of

fiiva, the Supreme Brahmn. Apart from that, there does not

come about for Brahman the possession of the properties of om-

niscience, omnipotence, originating all, controlling all, being

contemplated by all, bestowing grace on all, and being the cause

of the (attainment of the) spiritual goal by all. Further, even the

property of being designated oy names indicative of supremacy

such as, MaheSvara, &va, Mahadeva. Budra and so on does not

come about." Similarly m the adhyanadhikarana (III, 8, 14) too,

there is established the non-difference of Git-£akti from Brahman

in essence. So too, in the section " Anandadayah pradhanasya

(Bhsss and so on, as belonging to the subject, have to be under-

stood everywhere)** (III, 3, 11), it is made clear (1) that the host

of qualities such as unexcelled knowledge, bliss and the rest, and

the possession of a distinctive form qualified by blue-throatedness

etc., (which constitute) the essential differentia of Brahman, are

all of them to be understood in every meditation on Brahman,

in spite of difference of topic, (2) that thereby Brahman, distinct

from all others such as Brahma, VifQu etc., enters into experience,

as if grasped by the horns, like the lunar orb which is different

from all other planets, asterisms and stars by its superior bright-

ness, and that consequently, like the continuance of that luminous

brightness in all perception of the Moon, the continuance of

qualities like knowledge, bliss and the rest and of the distinctive

form is (but) proper in all meditations of Brahman. After

this, in the section *' Priya&rastvadyapraptirupacaySpaeayau hi

bhede : having joy for its head and so on are not established,

because of increase and decrease consequent on difference (III, 3
?
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12)," the doubt is raised whether in the understanding of the

unsurpassable knowledge well-known to be characteristic of

Brahman, from such texts as " along with the Intelligent Brah-

man " (Taitt. II, 1,) and " He who knows all, he who understands

all " (Mu. II, 2, 7), there should be understood the secondary

qualities of having joy for the head etc , (which are) well-known

from the text " within that there is another Self, the Self of Bliss;

joy is its head and so on " (Taitt. II, 5), in the same way as

there is understanding of the secondary qualities of having

purposes which come true and so on ; and it is made clear (1) that

though joy etc. are specific modes of Bliss, their being the head

etc. is (but) imagined m the meditation for facility of compre-

hension of the unsurpassability of Brahman's Bliss, and is not

real, (2) that if Brahman's Bliss really possessed a head and so on,

then to His form of Bliss, there would result increase and decrease

(of the nature of) occasional stoutness and occasional thinness, (3)

that if such modes of existence as support and what is supported

were real, difference would result, and (4) that consequently, those

characteristics of knowledge and bliss, like omniscience, having

purposes which come true, having desires which are satisfied etc.,

which, through (their) imperishability are equal to Brahman's

nature, and are also of the form of the fruit obtained by released

ones, as possessing forms equal to Brahman, those alone should be

understood in all meditation on Brahman, not the property of

having joy for the head and so on.

After that, in the section " Adhyanaya prayojanabhavat (for 3'1831

meditation, there being no other purpose)" (III, 3, H), the prima

facie view is stated that though in the understanding of the un-

surpassable Bliss characteristic of Brahman, in all meditations of

the Supreme, as stated in the expression " the Self of Bliss," its
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having joy as the head etc., is not understood, being (but) imagined

for the comprehension of its imsupassabiUty, yet, being withm.tbe

four other sheaths consisting of food e^tc, should certainly be

understood, (they being not imaginary).

1832 This is refuted thus. The sheaths of food etc., are not; to be

> understood, there being no purpose (served). They are not useful

for liberation, that being secured by meditation on $iva, .after

abandoning all else. What is the object, then, of the mention of

the sheaths of food etc? For the purpose of meditation (adhyana);

adhyana is direct, reverent meditation, and reverence comes from

comprehension of superiority to all ; the mention of the sheaths of

food etc., is for the comprehension of that (superiority). Hence,

for the purpose of comprehending superiority to all (which is)

helpful in attaining excess of devotion, the sheaths of food etc.,

should be thought of as the determinants of superiority, even prior

;fco the practice of meditation, (which) should follow the excess of

firm devotion.

3 1833 Now, the sheaths of food etc., being spoken of as the caves,

are to be thought of not as the determinants merely of superiority,

but also as the determinants of the quality of being within, which

^thought of at thsitime of meditation. If it be said, therefore, that

like, the meditation of the Brahnian-.city and the heart lotus in the

Dahara vidya forthe purpose of meditating on Brahman as withm

.the heart-lotus situated in the middle of the Brahman-city (i.e., the

body), the thought of the sheath of food etc. is (also) constant on

ail occasions of meditation, no (we reply), because of the mention

of the word " self " in the words " another self within " in every

one of those hymns. ,Jf the sheaths of food etc. were non-mteUi-

gent entities of the nature of the body, the vital air, the mind and

,the mteHeet, tfron would they have to bethought of, like the Bran-
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man-city etc., at the time of meditation ; that, however, is not oo ;

they, verily, are presiding (deities) of food etc., differentiations of

intelligence and are of the nature of Brahma, Visnu, Rudra and

I£vara, the bemgB who, in the words of the Atharvasikha "Brahma,

Visnu, Rudra, Indra, originate from Him " are declared to have

been created by $iva ; they, again, are those who,—because of

(the words), which, aftei enjoining meditatton on &va thus, " The

cause is to be meditated upon, the Being endowed with all lordly

powers, the "Lord of all, Sfambu, in the middle of the 5ka6a," say

" $iva alone, the doer of what is au&picious, is to be meditated on,

abandoning all else", are said to be excluded, because they have to

be left out of the meditation, in the nature of an uninterrupted

flow of thought about $iva, which is to be performed by him who

desires release. Whence (this conclusion)? From the (use of the)

word " Self " "m another self withm " in every hymn, and from

the teaching in texts like '* he leaches this self consisting of food'*

and so on, about the special deities attained to, stage by stage*

prior to the attainment of Brahman Thus, in order to reach

to the contemplation of the presence in the cave mentioned

in the text " he who knows the one hidden in the cave " (Taitt.

II, 1), and for the comprehension of the superiority resulting from

the description of the ca.ve, and what is within that (cave), their

contemplation is necessary , for that reason alone, in texts like

'* this self consisting of food ** etc., it is declared of those who

attain the fruit mentioned m the text " he who knows Brahman

attains the highest ", that, as the fruit of meditation on them

(Brahma etc ,) there is attainment of them (Brahma etc.,); though

thu be so, the superiority resulting from the description of the

cave and what is within the Give, 1 like the superiority resulting

1 The Satpskft expression " guha tadvat bhava varaanam, "

11



from stones of the destruction of the Tnpura and bo on, should

be understood only prior to the commencement of the meditation.

Though the contemplation of these, which are helpful in the con-

templation of the presence wituin the cave, should be performed

every day, yet that contemplation should be performed even prior

to the commencement of the contemplation of $iva, each earlier

stage being abandoned step by step in the order of its attainment

;

(this is soT because of tho injunction to abandon in " abandoning

all else ", because the absorption of each earlier stage step by step

in the later one is wdl-known in the $a va Agamas, and because in

the chapter on meditation m the Toga Yajnavalkya, after pres-

cribing meditation step by step on Brahma and the rest, it is said

in the same tenour, " O Gargi, this is said by the excellent ones

among those who know Brahman ; absorbing the various effected

forms such as Brahma and the test in their respective causes, with

mind concentred, the self is to be united to Param e&vara." Thus,

at the time of commencement of the meditation on Siva, only that

has been translated as " the description of the cave and what is

within the cave". The expression tadvat, ie., guhavat, may

mean either what possesses the cave, i.e., what is within it (as

here understood) or what is like the cave ; m the latter case the

reference would be to the sheaths ol food, breath, mmd, and

knowledge which are ths cave as it were, within which is the

supreme 5ka6a, the seat of Brahman; on the former interpretation

the reference would be to the Supreme Being. The reason for

preferring this interpretation is the compan&on of the description

of the cave etc., to the story of the destruction of Tnpura. Here

Tnpura samharaQam is comparable to the guha , the samhSravan

is ttfte* Supreme Being ; a similar interpretation for guhSvat seems,

therefor eT more suitable.
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meditation is to be performed (which is) of the form of a stream

of consciousness having &va alone for its object \ this should he

preceded by meditation step by step on what are described as of

the form of the cave -and are referred to as the sheaths of food,

vital air, mind, knowledge, i.e , Brahma, Viaiju, Eudra, l&vara [«c

Brahma, Viann, Rudra, Wvara and Sada&va, interpreting what is

understood by the term *' sheath of knowledge " and the tetna

" In&ra " of the AtharvaSikha passage "Brahma, Vis^n, Rudra,

Indra *'
etc., as referring to two—wara and Sada&va—in

conformity with t^e^ivi A.gamas, the Yoga Yajnavalkya etc.],*

and there should have been contemplation ot the absorption of

each earlier one in the later, and of Sada&va m the Supreme

akft^a, (which is) of the natnre of the seat of $iva. At the time

of meditation on $iva, His being in the sheath of food etc., is 8©t

to be meditated on.

Now, if this bo so, even the companionship of Uma may no* 8'18»$l

be meditated on, that being opposed to the injunction to abandon

all else. In the text, " abandoning all else", Brahma, VifQu,

Rudra and Indra of the context being understood even by the

expression
cs

else", the superfluous word " all " has the significance

resulting in the abandonment of all deities (whatsoever) except

$iva. Nor may it be said that because of the non-difference from

$iva of Uma, (who is) of the nature of Oit-$akti referred to by the

expression " Self of Bliss", there can be no possibility of that

bewig the object of the injunction as to abandonment. For, from

the expression " self " heard m the case of the sheath of food etc.,

being eomiuon even 1 3 the S3 If of Bliss, it is preferable to under-

stand finite seF-hood of the Self of Bliss, as of those (others).

If Jcsuch an objection) be urged, not so. The " self '' under- 3 18332

stood in the Self of Pliss refers to the Supreme Self, not to ihe
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finite self as in the self of food etc , for, from the non-mention

later of something else to be attained by him who has attained

the Self of Bliss, as (there is) in the case of him who has attained

the self of food etc , it follows that the attainment (of the Self of

Bliss) is liberation. So, too, of the word " self
5> which is taught

to be common to the finite self and the Supreme (self), in the

words i( s
Self ' (is used m the sense of) the finite self* strength,

the body, nature and the Supreme Self ", it is proper to adopt

whatever sense is suitable (to the context) Nor may it be

thought, that since in the \nandavai<i the word " self " is invari-

ably seen to refer to the finite self, the sense of the context (should

prevail here too). The refeience to the Suite self being incom-

patible with the reference to the cause of the world in '* from the

self, ether originates " (Taitfc. il, 1), a reference to the Supreme

Self has necessarily to be declared ; in the case ot the Self of

Bliss too, a similar reference to the Supreme Self is intelligible,

there being no difference (between the two), in respect of the

characteristic marks or the contradiction of the sense of the

context. Hence, Uma being n#n different from Siva, the con-

templation of the former is not contradicted, at the time of the

meditation of the latter.

M8333 Now, if S&akti, referred to by the expression, " Self of Bliss",

and admitted to be of the form of all the world— Intelligent and

Non-intelligent—be coa-diffcrent frou- &va, then of all Intelligent

beings non-distinct from that (Fn^rgv) non-difference from $iva

being inevitable, of Brahrm aid the others too, referred to by the

words " self of food " etc., non-difference from &va shonld be

declared, because of their connection with the word "self", which

in the previous and succeeding sentences has been determined to

refer to the Supreme Self : of them too, as of Uraa, contemplation
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at the time of the meditation of Siva should not be contradicted.

If this be said, no (we reply), because in (the text), "Siva 3,18334

alone is to be meditated on, the door of what is auspicious, aban-

doning all else" (Atharva&kha), the property of being contemplated

is limited to Siva alone. If Brahma and others are not the objects

of that exclusion, what can be it3 object ? Not the Non-intelligent

world, nor the Intelligent world other than Brahma etc., under

reference, because of the natural denotative power of the general

name " else (any a,)
" (For, the term) refers to other Intelligent

beings, like Siva, the correlate (of the exclusion), just as in the

statement " in the rest there is "lmihnty to the Syena rite" which

is made after prescribing certain special rites as the elements of

the Iiu sacrifice, the reference of the expression '*' the rest " is to

the (other) special rites because of similarity to the Isu special

rites which are the correlates (of that expression) ; (hence), there

must necessarily be a refoienee to Brahma etc , the other intelli-

gent beings who are thus m our thoughts. Though, in conso-

nance with proximity to the term " all," (the term " else ")

is common to the other intelligent beings as well, the refe-

rence to Brahrai and other intelligent beings that have entered

our thoughts cannot be got rid of ; further, even in the case of

other intelligent beings, the inappropnateness of (the exclusion)

referring to them is common, they too being non-different from

Siva, like Brahma and the rest. Therefore, the abandonment of

what is really different from Siva is not here enjoined, but of what

appears to be different from 8iva. Hence, too, one's own self,

(which), in meditation on Brahman, (is contemplated) as non-

different from Siva, in the form "lam Siva ", is not to be

abandoned; (and) because of the appearance of the difference of the

selves of food etc., both from Siva and among themselves, (as
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thek exclusion cannot be helped. As f©r Um%, though

spoken of m the relationship of abode and what abides, as the

Supreme Skaia, and in the relationship of Attribute and Substance,

in (the text) " It is one Bliss of Brahman ", yet difference is men-

tioned (only) of the fotm of abode and of the form of unsurpassed

Bliss, not of th8 intelligent Being of the nature of Ambika ; of

that form, non« difference alone is declared. For, (id) the anarudS-

dhikara&a (III, 3, 11) is established the understanding of the

" Person, dark and tawny," in ali meditation ; from the expression

" dark and tawny " (there are declared) of $iva alone dark colour

in respect of the form of Ambika, and tawny colour in respect of

the male form ; theraby (the section) is pregnant wLth the non-

difference of &va and &aktu Hence, (it follows) that the selves

of food etc., are not to be contemplated m the same manner as

Uma, at the time of the meditation on &va. Thus (is) this sec-

tion set out in the four sStras '* Adhyanaya prayo]anabhSvat (for

meditation, there being no other purpose)", " Atma£abd»cca (be-

cause of the expression 'self ')''» " Atmagrhltiritara,vaduttarat (the

understanding of '.-self ', as in other places, because of what.fol-

lows,)", and " Anvayarhti icet syadavadblra#5t (if it be said ' on

account of connection', it may be so, on account of ascertainment)",

an, s, i4—i7).

3-18335 It is shown in the commentary inquiring into the sense af

the tfctrd of these aQtras, that Git-^akti, of the form of the Self of

Bliss, is but $iva, the Supreme Self, and not different therefrom.

Nor may it be said that the commemtary seeks to establish the

Supneme Self-hood of the Self of Bhss— following the first of the

^ositioiis set out in the Snandatnaya section (sriz.,) that the Self of

Bliss *s liroa, the Supreme Self, and not, indeed, to establish the
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on the second interpretation set out ia that section, viz., that the

Self of Bhss is Cit-3akti. For, on the basis of the first position,

since it follows even from the inandamaya section that the Self of

Bhss is is the Supreme Self, the establishment of that (view) here

is* unnecessary ; and it is ateo understood clearly from the janmidi

sStra (I, 1, 2) that it is only the second of the positions set out in

the Snandamaya section that is acceptable to the commentator.

Hence, it m quite consistent (to hold) that the non-difference of

$akti from &va is* made clear by the commentator in the adhyana

section (III, $ 14-17),

Similarly, its non difference from &va is described in the 3-1834

section "Iks&ti karma vyapadesat sah (He, being designated as the

object of sight)" (1,3,12) Xaere, wholesaling m reply to the

question of Satyakama, ** The syllable AUM is verily the higher

and the lower Brahman " (Pra6na, V, % alter mentioning the

fruit <A the meditation on the pranava with one lnomeat, viz., the

attainment of the world of human beings reached by the TXk

verses, which are of the nature of the first moment, and the fruit

of the meditation on the pranava of two moments, viz*, the

attainment of the middle space reached by the Yajus verses, which

are of the nature of the second moment, it is said, '' He, again,

who- meditates on this Supreme Self with the syllable ' AUM '

of three moments, bung relieved of sins, even as the serpent of its

siough, is led up by the Sama-n verses, to the world of Brahma ;

he perceives there the Supreme Person, the dweller in the city,

who is higher (even) than the collective form of all these living

beings " (Pra^na, V, S). Tae position that is acceptable finally is

that "the world of Bribma" there is the world of &va, the

Supreme Brahman, and the person seen in that (world) \& &m.
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*' The

world of Brahma is the world of Vi?nu. for, in the later hymn ' by

B,ks this world, by Yajus the middle space, by the SImans that

which the eolightened ones know' (PraAna, V, 7), whith sum-

marises the sense declared (earlier), one is reminded, in connec-

tion with the world of Brahma, of the property of being experi-

enced by enlightened ones, which (in another context) is under-

stood uf the world of Visnu, through the hymn 'the enlightened

ones constantly perceive that Supreme Abode of Vi*i?u' (T. SI,

3, 2a), Hence, the person seen therein is but Vi«?u."

34835 This is how that (prima facie view) is refuted in the conclu-

sion, through the explanation of that (text): " As for the reference

to the ' Supreme Abode of Vi?nu', there is no contradiction in

(holding) that that which is other than the form of the world, of

the nature of Bliss unexcelled, of the form of the Supreme Abode

of Visnu, that itself is the Supreme Brahman, called Siva, for the

reason that between Vi?9u and &va, there is no essential

difference other than a difference of state, as between the

material and efficient cause \

3*18351 Here, in order to reconcile with Sivaloka the sense recalled

by the hymn " tho Supreme Abode of Visiju " etc., it should be

shown of that hymn only that it refers to Skaloka, not that it

refers to Siva. Hence it is that in the commentary on the section

"Karyam Badarir asya gat> upapatteh (To the caused, opines

Badari, going being appropriate in that case) *' (IV, 3, 6, et seq),

the Katha Valli hymn " he reaches the end of the path, that is

the Supreme Abode of Vianu" (Katha III, 9) is shown to refer to

the world of Siva. It is not possible to show that the hymn " the

Supreme Abode of Visnu " etc., refers to Siva, holding to the

piesent commentary (on I, 8, 12) It is not indeed the commen-
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Ufcor's conclusion that Siva is directly of the nature of Vibbu

who is of the form of the universe It is shown, rather, in the

commentary on the prakrtyadhikarana (I, 4, 23 et seq) and else-

where, that he is but a mode of Siva Sakti, Supreme Bliss of the

form of Siva Sakti, being his essential nature.

Hence, the sen3e of that commentary should be understood 3 '18352

in the following way by the words " that which is other than the

form of the world, of the nature of Bliss unexcelled, of the form

of the Supreme Abode of Visnu, '* Cit-Sakti the material cause of

the mode Visnu, who transforms himself into the form of the

world, is referred to , it is that that functions even as the world of

Panama Siva ; in this way is shown the reference of the hymn

about " the Supreme Abode of; Visnu " to the world of Siva By

the words " That itself is the Supreme Brahman called Siva " is

declaredi the non-difierence of that (Git -Sakti) from the nature of

Siva. Now, in order to exhibit the absence of conflict with what

is re-called, it should be said of the hymn about " the Supreme

Abode of Visnu", only that it refers to Cit-Sakti, which takes on

the form of the world of Siva, the statement of the non- difference

of Oit-Sakti from the nature of Siva does not there fit in, There

being this objection, in order to show the utility of that (state-

ment), by removing the objection, there is the sentence beginning

with " for the reason that between Visnu and Siva " etc. This is

the objection that arises here . it cannot be that the supreme form

of Visnu is Siva-Sakti, Visuu being spoken of repeatedly in Purafl&s

and Itihasas, as noa-diiferent only from Siva. The reply is

indicated through the following statements. For the very

reason that there is no difference of nature of Visnu from Siva,

even of Sakti that is of the form of the material cause of the mode

Vujnu, there is non-difference of nature from Siva ; further, the

12
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identity of Siva's Sakti and Vistju is taught in the Kurma Parana

and elsewhere,

a 18353 Or else, this is the sense of the statement in the commentary,

" That itself is the Supreme Brahman, called &va ". Here and

there in Puranas and Itihasas, the Supreme Brahman taught by

the entire Vedanta, the cause of all, He who is attained by the

released ones, is designated as but the form of Visnu, the Supreme

Abode o! Vianu and the Supreme Aboie called Vianu, as is seen

from the (following) narrative of Narada m the Moksa Dharma

Parva of the Mahabharata (ch. 20j) having seen, on the slopes of

the Himalayas, a certain virgin, and the persons with limbs studded

with gems, with forms like that of the Sun, wearing jewels on

then: heads, who coming out of her mouth when she yawned,

circumambulated her and re-entered her, Narada prostrated and

asked her reverently "Who art Thou? Who are those three

persons? What are the gems m their bodies? What is the

radiance on their heads" Being told (by her) ''lam Savitn:

those three persons are the Vedas ; the gems are of the form of

sacrifices and their fruit, the sense of the Yedas ; the radiance on

the heads, the Great Shining Splendour taught by the Vedanta?

that is not knowable even by me '', he worshipped the Lord Vi§&a

for a hundred years to find out what the radiance was. Then

looking at the Lord, who, pleased, appeared in front of him, and

prostrating before Hun with gratification, he asked Him " Lord

of the world, explain to me what is known by thee, Acyuta, show

me that Grace, Hrslkei* ; I desire to hoar that, Han *', He was

then instructed by the Lord, thus • " What thou sawest on the

headfrof the Vedas, that is my form Ascetics free from dualities

and egotism, endowed with pate vision, they perceive me cons-

tantly. Ask them what thou desiresfe ". There, by the wordi
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" my form ", the form of $iva alone is mentioned, in the realisa-

tion of non-difference. Hence it is that though it is declared to

be " my form ", it is also said " ask them " m the view that there

is some element of mystery (yet) to be questioned about. Therefore

it is that of the form shown by the Lord as His own, the qualifica-

tion of belonging to the Lord is mentioned even by himself, in the

words of the GlfcS, " Look at my union with the Lord '*, and " the

Supreme form of the Lord " (Bh. Q-, XI, 8 and 9). Thus, the

declarations in the Bharata of " the Supreme Abode of ViB9u"

and "the Supreme Abode called Visi?u ", which proceed

on the realisation of the non-difference of Visnu and $iva,

are also seen to refer to &va. On this view, the non.

difference of Cit-Sakti from &va must be taken to be described

by the statements in the Iksatyadhikarana ; for, Vi§nu, a special

mode of Cit-Sakti, being non-different from $iva, the difference of

Cit-Sakti therefrom is irreconcilable (therewith).

The existence of the Cit-$akti of Parame6vara in this wise, 3«184

its non-difference from ParameSvara, its being even then His at-

tribute, all these are established even in the £5stms which are

primarily non-dualistic (m their conclusion), Thus, indeed, in

the Samksepa Sarlraka, (it is said as follows): The true stainless

energy of Parame4vara is called Oit-^akti; the other inert energy

is sailed Nescience (Avtdya) The world originates from the

mutual intercourse of these two energies of the Lord. The Lord's

Cit-Sakti, is transformed (as it were) by the unreal changing

energy. Thus say some. Others, again, with some faith (in the

Scriptural declaration of creation) say that this is acceptable to

enlightened ones, in one sphere, but is not acknowledged in

another. In the sphere of injunctions as to action and meditation?

as enjoining them, it is acceptable; it is not recognis ed in the



sphere of the Attributeless "Real or m the coastfetation of Vedic

texts relating thereto" (Chapter III, verses 228 and 229). The

same sense is indicated in the Paficapadika by the statement

"Bliss, Experience of Things, and Eternity are attributes Thoagh

non-different Iron Intelligence, they appear as if different*'

(Vizianagaram Saraskrt Sene3 Edition, page 4=)

3-185 Thus, because of the existence in Cit-$akfci of the property of

being an attribute, from the empirical pemt of view, though (it is)

non-different in essence, the teaching of difference as between

Substance and Attribute and so on m the Grargi Brahmana, Dahara

Vidya etc., is quite consistent As for the statement in the jan-

madi-sutra (I, 1, 2) "That is itself figuratively spoken of as Brah-

man, because of abundance'*, that 13 10 the view chat m a context

pertaining to the statement of its being an attribute from the

empirical point of view—as seen from its being referred to

to as Attribute in the adjacent texts of the Auandavalh, "that is

one Bliss of Brahman "—the relation of co-ordination should

be interpreted figuratively, not in the view that there is difference

from all points of view Even thus should be understood the state-

ment made as to the figurative application of the word denoting

knowledge—as an attribute— to fe'ie Substance (itself), in the

sutra " Tadguiia saratvatfcu tadvyapade£ah prajfiavat (But the self

is so designated because of that being its essential quality ; as m
the case of the intelligent Self)" (II, 3, 29)

3*19 Thus, the four-fold result,—viz., Brahman's Git-^jtkfei being

of the form of all the worlds, intelligent and non-intelligent, its

being of itself of the essential nature of Brahman, its being of the

form of the host of qualities pertaining to Him, and the unchang-

ing nature of Brahman—is acceptable to the acarya (^rlkantha).

That result does firrqly indicate his ultimate view to be that



Brahman is attnbuteless, unconnected with the world, non-

different from the finite self, and of the nature of pure non duality.

If, verily, Gife-Sakti is non-different from Brahman, and that is

itself of the nature of all His attributes, there are not any attri-

butes of Brahman different from Him It is rather He Himself that

appears as attribute, because of an imagined difference It thus

follows that Brahman is in reality attnbuteless. The genuine

relationship of Attribute and Substance is not indeed consistent

with non-difference Nor can it be said that like non-difference,

difference also snch as is consistent with genuine relationship of

Attribute and Substance, is accepted by the acarya ($clkantha) ;

for, in the commentary on the aiambhana section (II, 1, 15, et seq)

he discards the doctrine of difference and non-difference (bheda-

bheda), as self-contradictory.

Nor is there in the system of the acSrya, as in that of 3 191

Madhva, the acceptance of Vi$eaa (specificity), which, though there

is no difference between Attribute and Substance, takes the place

of Difference. Nor even thereby can the relationship of Attribute

and Substance be maintained to be genuine ; for, since even by

Madhvas it is admitted only as discharging the functions of Diffe-

rence, there follows of it (Vi&e*a) only (the properties of) appearing

and being spoken of as Difference. If Yisesa could do everything

that Difference does, then, under the name Vi6e$a, Difference

alone would have been acknowledged (in the system). Hence, it

is thafc in a work of Madhva's, known as Anuvyakhya, in the words

" In destruction, there is difference also,'* l (it is) conceded

(that) in the real threads, there is of the destructible cloth, etc.,

difference from the threads. In the commentary thereon, the

Nyaya Sudha, the following doubt is raised : " Just as the diffe-

1 Anuvyakhya, p. 25, Sarvamula Edition.
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reuses which enter mto out discourse and which would help (to

establish the reality of) Difference, are said to be otherwise derived

from the ground of Vi^esa, even so it may be possible to bring about

through ViSesa, non-existence in what exists; why then should diffe-

rence and non-difference be admitted (in that case) 9"
; and it is

answered thus: "Throagh the capacity of ViSesa to create empirical

distinctions alone, it is not possible to bring about non-existence ;

if it did everything which Difference does Vi^esa would be Diffe-

rence itself, not its deputy." l Hence it is confirmed that in res-

pect of Attributes, only the position of the Paiicapadika, thai

" though aon different from Intelligence, they appear as if diffe-

rent " js acceptable (to the commentator).

3-192 So, too, through the acceptance of non -difference from Brah-

man o! Oit-^akfci which is of the form of the entire universe, it

follows of the world of ether etc., that it is an illusory manifesta-

tion of that (Cit-$akti). Or else, if it be admitted of the fleeting

(world of) ether etc , that it is a transformation (of Cit-$akti), there

would result a contradiction of the unchanging nature of Brahman,

who is non«different there-from (i.e., from Cit-$akfci).

3-1921 Now, though Cit-Sakti and Brahman are really non-different,

yet to support the relationship of Attribute and Substance, abode

and that which abides, obtained from the G-argi Brahmana,

Dahara Vidya, A.nanda Valli, etc , empirical difference should

necessarily be admitted ; only then is there consistency of the

distinction which is made between Brahman and Cit-$aktias non-

changmg and changing, in spite of the property of transformation

admitted of Cit-£akfci, Though the finite self and Brahman are non-

different, there is distinction between agency, enjoyments etc, and

the absence thereof. If it be said that so, too, (a distinction must be

% Nyiya Sudba, Vol. II, p. 185.
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through the cessation of empirical difference, the cessation must

be declared of the world of ether etc., as of the agency, enjoyment

etc.* of the finite self ; (hano), the conclusion that it is an illusory

manifestation af Brahman cannot ba helped. Therefore, in the

manner stated in the &amkfepa Sarlraka, the holding on to the

doctrine ot transformation in the commentary is in order to sup-

port action, meditation, etc , from the empirical viewpoint, and in

order to provide an occasion for ref ating it, that refutation being

needed from the yiew-pomt of truth; hence, it is firmly established

that only the view of Brahman's being unconnected with the

world ib acceptable (to ^rlkaatha),

Though Git-$akti is said to be of the form of the entire world 3 1922

of Intelligence, as of the form of the whole Non* intelligent world,

it does not follow of the world of Intelligence that it is an illusory

manifestation like ether ebc , for, if that were so, that (world)

ceasing through realisation of the truth, there would result -non-

existence of the experience of the fruit of release ; further, from

the non difference of that eternal (world) from Brahman, there

would result a contradiction of the unchanging nature of

Brahman, 1

1 The text here is rather obscure Following the not-too-

clear text of AnandaLahan, the present text reads : "nityasya tasya

Brahmabhede Brahma nirvikaratva virodha prasangacca; " but at

least two texts (A and 0) read "virodhaprasangacca". On this read-

ing, the sense would be "since from the non-difference of that eter-

nal world from Brahman, there would not result any contradiction

of the unchanging nature of Brahman ". Prima facie, ifc is clear

that from identity with what is eternal, there cannot result any

conflict of the kind suggested. Identity in the case of material
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[ Now, the sStra " Pannamat (because of transformation) " in

the prakftyadhikarana (1, 4, 23, et seq) is explained to mean "becanse

of transformation into the form of the Intelligent and the Non«

intelligent" . It w also said that from the statement of tiie doc-

trine of transformation, the dosttme of illusion follows of itself.

This is true. But yet the mention of Brahman's transformation

in respect of tie elment of Intelligence either refers only to the

eternal existence of Intelligent Bemgs as modes of Brahman's

Gifc-SSakti or is made m the view that eren in respect of Intelligent

beings, through the medium of thsir own Oit-$akti, there is trans-

formation in the form of contraction and expansion of knowledge

and happiness. The eternity of Intelligent beings in their own

nature has baea established in the section " Natma fcruteh, nitya-

tvScca tabhyah (the SAlf is not originated, on account of the state-

ment of &uti, and the eternity resulting therefrom)" (II, 3, 18).

It is therefore firmly established that it is acceptable to the aclrya

(3rilkaafcha) that Brahman is attributeless, unconnected with the

world, non-different from the finite self* and of the form of pure

non-duality.

Now, if, both from the empirical standpoint and that uf re-

lease, there be no distinction of the acarya's svstem from the

doctrine of him who upholds (puce) non- dualism, why should a

separate commentary be undertaken ? If (this question) is asked,

creation cannot be taken literally, just because of the non-eternal

character of that world, There is no such dimculty in the case

of the eternal world of Intelligence. Hence, there ia no need here

to explain id entity as that of illusory manifestations with their

substrate. This interpretation and the text suited thereto, seem

more logical The reading adopted in the text is less easily in-

telligible.



it is answered (as follows). The attainment of the nature of

IJrabman results, verily, from the intuition of. the nonygpeoifie

Brahman. That mtuition is gamed by the meditation thereon.

By those who have not game! the firmness of intellect, enabling

them to meditate on tha£ extre.nely subtle being* inteUectaal firm*

ness is gained through the grace of thai; Being who is worshipped

with firm devotion uninteroiittoutly for a long time, and- who.is

endowed with endless auspicious qmhtios and a shining form;

far., &uti says " let him unite our intellects with auspicious Scurti -

(i,e. Knowledge)" (Svet. Ill, 1, 4) and Soarfei declares <*seek know-

ledge of Isvara". Hence it is that the Kbanflanakara (8th Haraa)

says: "This lesire for (bmwlelge of) non-duality which rescues

one from the mighty fe%r (of migration) arises in two or three

men, if at all, only by the grace of the Lord " (Khan^ana.-EhaB^a-4

KhMya, para 163, verse 25) The grace of God is obtained by

meditatipn on Him, (as seen) frum the Pauranic statement: "Jnsfc as

a map is pleased with women through intjmate service* so through

intimate meditation is Mahe4vara pleased" Hence* in order

to attain the excess of devotion requisite for, concentration on

Him for a long time, (it has to be taught) that He alona is the

Supreme Brahrrun, and that there is no true form of His, other

than.this; a fresh commentary la undertaken by the acacya who

teaches this, in order to exhibit that reconciliation of, the.Yedjtyta

texts and the Brahma Sutras which is suitable thereto,

Now, in order to secure exce3S oi devotion thereto* it would 3 ai

be proper only to proclaim His distinctive glory, as understood

from &euti, Smrti, and Puraaas, and not to condemn His other

form, which is real and has to be expounded as the sense of the

Ved^ata, conforming to Logic, m order to attain what is acceptable

(efdft) to himself as the supreme go,)d of the soul. If (this objfc-

n



tion) be stated, it is answered thus : this method (of exposition) is

seen even in ancient sages. In order to secure strength ol capa-

city for those prior observances by the practice of which fitness

for a later stage is attained, there is confirmation (secured) in

those observances, through exhibiting the condemnation of that

(later stage) as contrary to texts and reason,—though (such con-

demnation is) really unacceptable}—and through restraining

persons from primarily engaging therein.

8|21 1 In this way, m the Kalpa SQtra, confirmation in that state

(of the house-holder) is secured through condemning renunciation

by showing its opposition to &uti and Suirti, through restraining

people from taking to it in the first instance, and through praising

the state of the house-holder, wkerein are observed sacrifices and

other such rites for the purpose of obtaining purity of the inter-

nal organ,—(a quality) auxiliary to the excess of devotion charac-

teristic of those fitted for renunciation. Thus, indeed, is it said

by the acary a, Apastamba . "Then they quote (the following) two

verses from a Purana. 'Those eighty-thousand sages who desired

offspring passed along the southern course of the Sun and reached

the cremation ground. Those eighty-thousand sages who did not

desire offspring passed along the northern course of the Sun

and obtained immortality.' Thus are praised those who keep the

vow of chastity. Then they become also capable of realising their

desires by the mere wish ; for instance, (the production of) rain,

the bestowal of children, vision of objects at a (considerable) dis-

tance, transporting oneself with the speed of thought, and other

(powers) of this description Therefor*, on account of the texts

and on account of the visible results, some declare these orders

(of ascetics to be) the most excellent. But, it is the firm opinion

of those who are well-versed in the three-fold learning that the
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Vedas are of (supreme) authority. They consider that what ate

there ordered to be performed with rice, barley, animals, ghee,

potsherds, (in the company of) a wife, (to the accompaniment of)

loud or muttered (hymns) should be performed and that any rule

of conduct opposed thereto is unauthoritative. As for what is said

of the cremation-ground, it ordains (as the fitting finale) at the end

of many sacrifices, the sacrificial offering of the body. 1 It is

declared that thereupon (results) a reward without end, designated

as * heaven \

Further, of him 3 the Veda declares the offspring to be im-

mortality ;
' m thy offspring thou art born again ; that indeed is

thy immortality, O « mortal \ Further, he (the father) himself is

perceived by the senses, to be reproduced here, (as a) distinct

(being); the likeness (between the two) can be even seen, the bodies

alone (being) different Those (sonB) who observe the duties en-

joined increase th* fame and (enjoyment of) heaven of the an-

cestors in the other world. In this manner, each succeeding

(generation increases the fame and enjoyment of heaven) of the

preceding one. They (the ancestors) live in heaven, until the

destruction of the (primal) elements. In the Bhavifyat Purina

(it is said) that, at the new creation, they become disseminators of

seed. Then, too, (there is) the sajing of Prajapati, ' those dwell

with us who practise these—the study of the three Vedas, the

(duties of the) student's career, the creation of progeny, faith,

austerities, sacrifices and the bestowal of gifts. He who praises

other (orders of life) becomes dust and perishes'. Of thase (sons),

those who commit sm, they alone perishj as of a tree, the leaf

1. As the commentator, Haradatfca, explains, it does not

mean that dead house-holders bseome demons and haunt orema*

tiongrounds.
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(attached by worms, falls itself alone, not affecting the branch Or

the tree). 1 They do not injure others. (A3) in this world, no

connection is known of hi in (the ancestor) with the aets (of Mis

sonsVso too in the next (no connection exists) with the fruit of

the aets. (The truth of) that may be known from the following

(reason): This creation is the work of Prajapati and the sages.

The bodiea of those (sages) who have done what is meritorious,

appear in heaven with superior resplendence (as of the constell-

ation of the seven Ksis, i.e , the Great Bear). Even if it be that

some (ascetic) by a residue of works or by austerities attains

heaven while embodied, or realises his desires with the mere wish,

that can be no ground for the superiority of one order over

inOtheT *'.2 Thus, (1) through -showing by (the statement of) the

first and final views, the uniuthontitiveness of renunciation, as

being opposed to all Scriptnres which enjom the performance of

sacrifices etc., (2) through refuting with texts and reasoning the

condemnation of the house holder's state, as leading to the cre-

fiaation-groond, as hot bringing about immortality, and (conse-

|ueni;ly) inferior, (3) thiough condemning in toto othev orders of

life,*by the ^itati^n of the saying of Prajapati, (4) through remov-

ing by argument the doubt that if good deeds done by sons, grand-

sons etc., constitute heaven for the ancestors, the evil deeds of the

ftnhne"r hiay constitute ahell for the latter, (5) through demolish-

ing the superiority claimed for the other order (of renunciation)

On the grotind Of special attainments, by showing that the power

-of- realising ortd's desires by the mete wi*h and so on are achiev-

1, The words, in .brackets constitute Haradatta's explanation.

2. Apa3tamba Dharma Sutras, II, 9, Khan^as 28 and 24.

Dr. Buhter s translation in the Sacred Books of the Bast, Vol. %
has been followed for the most part.



able-through deeds'and austerities and may be acquired oy any

one whether in the house-holder's or in any other order (of life),

and (6) through the praise of the house-holder's order, (which is)

connected with the observance of sacrifices and other rites, there

isbrought about with great effort, for the man of low capacity,

whose non-attachment is unsteady, confirmation in the house-hold-

eVs order, in order that through purification of the internal organ

there may be gradual attainment of steadiness of non- attachment.

In the sutras, athapi means and also; amrfcatvam hi kalpate

nfeans they become immortal. In anantyam svargy&m, the

additional letter 'y* is metrical. Dahatvameva anyat m«ans the

bodies alone being different. Te svargajitah punassarge bljartha

bhavanti means that dwelling in heaven till the deluge, as a result

of the other-Worldly good deeds performed by sons, grandsons etc.,

they, at the commencement of a fresh creation, become Frajapatis

concerned with the creation of the world. Tairitsahasmia^, with

them alone do we dwell; it means that only for those possessed

of the wealth of the the three Vedas etc , is there attainment of

our world. In Nasyaamin Joke, the singular asya (his) is used in

the plural significance ; it means that for those ancestors there Is

ho connection in the other world with the evil deeds committed

by their sons etc., in this world, and with their results. 1

Here, the statement "any rale of conduct opposed 'thereto is 3 218

unauthoritative," denying^he basic authority for the order of

renunciation, is not valid, that (authority) being obtained directly

from the JSbSla Sruti,2 and other (texts). The existence of other

1. This commentary, is, for the most part, taken by our

author from Haradatta's Ujjvala.

-2. The . declaration oi that 3ruti is "yadahareva virajet

tadahareva pravrajet", "The day on which there is non-attachment
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orders of life is acknowledged by the aearya, Apastamba himself,

earlier, in the words, "There are four orders of life—that of the

house-holder, of dwelling with the teacher, of silence, and of

forest-dwelling ; practising these steadily, whichever of these is

suitable, according to the teaching, one attains welfare*' (Dharma

SStras, II, 9, 21, I k 2). By the statement "according to the

teaching", the basis for all (orders) is acknowledged. Since four-

foldness results even by the enumeration of the house-holder's

order and so on, the statement " there are four*' is for refuting the

view that there is (but) one order (which counts). Thus, to say

that " any rule of conduct opposed thereto is unauthoritative " is

to contradict bis own statement. As for the statement " It is

declared that thereupon (results) a reward without end, designated

as 'heaven' ", that is to lean on a reed. If there are such revealed

texts, they are but eulogistic, like " the merit of those who have

performed the four-monthly sacrifice, is, verily, inexhaustible."

The other texts cited such as " in thy offspring thou art born

again " are also thus explained. The argument and example based

on the identity of father and son are very puerile. The similarity

of two bodies is not, indeed, invariably connected with non-diffe-

rence of soul. So, too, the statement as to the non-attainment of

hell by the ancestors through the evil deeds of sons etc., is ques-

tionable, because of opposition to such texts as that " They (the

evil-doers) perish along with their ancestors ". As for the argu-

ment "(creation is of) Prajapati and the sages " etc., that is shown

to be worthless, by the aearya Apastamba himself, earlier, in the

words, " Because of their distinctive splendour, there is known of

them no sin " (Dharma Sutra, II, 6, 13, 8). All this has been

said by Apabtamba neither in ignorance nor in error ; but dull

(established), renounce even on thai) day" (Jabala, 4).
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witted people, who, pleased merely at hearing the fruits of renun-

ciation, by suddenly starting on it, though there is not (in them)

the strength of non-attachmenfc suitable chereto, might fall, not

being able to keep up that life ; it is, rather, in order to show grace

to such people, in the desire that they should not so fall, that the

sense of the (following) text is elaborated (by Apastamba) in the

realisation of its drift: "Of what (good) is the impure (intercourse

of the house-holder's state) ? The deer-skin, the unshaven whis-

kers, austerities, of what (good are they)? ' Brahmins, desire

a son ; he, verily, is the blameless source of enjoyment "l

So too, in the dsnti Parva of the Mahabharata, to Yudhiithira 3 213

who contemplates renunciation and prays for permission to re-

nounce, in the words "Or, living alone and observing the vow of

silence, with my head shaven clean, I shall support my body beg-

ging each day of only one tree " (Chapter, IX, Verse 12), there is

addressed at length by KrfOa, both in his own words and through

1. Aitareya BraJimana, Ch. 33, I, 7a (Anandl&rama Bdn.,

Vol. II, p, 8S6). The translation follows the commentary of

Sayana, particularly in the interpretation of the expressions, im-

purity, goat-skin etc. Prof. Keith considers the commentator's

interpretations groundless, in the present case, and prefers to

translate thus:

" What is the use of dirt, what of the goat-skin ?

What of long hair, and what of fervour ?

Seek a son, ! Brahmin I

This is the world's advice"

(Harvard Oriental Series, Vol. 25, page, 300).

Unfortunately, Prof. Keith does uot tell us what other inter-

pretation is suitable, or how the literal sense he adopts fits into

the context.
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sagea and others, a condemnation of- renunciation 4 (this is, done)

because through the prayer to the brothers for permission to re-

nounce, lack of steadiness of non-atfcaebraent is understood (by

Kyajpa), (and, it is, therefore) desited to engage him (Yudhifgiira) in

sacrifices etc, to purify the internal organ, for the purpose of

(securing) tiiat firmness. Again, through, the quali&c&jtion

" purifying " (applied to the path) in the versa " Having abandon:

ed the purifying path,Janaka shaved off his head*; his dear, wife

saw him penniless, practising the life of mendicancy

"

(Sjnti, XVIII, 4b 5a—edition- used by M. N. Dutt) which occurs

in the tale, of Janaka,—it is shown that it is not proper to abandon

the path of duty auxiliary to the (securing of) steady purity of

the internal organ, and take suddenly to the order of renunciation.

3.214 80, in the Manusmrti too, only with reference to those persons

not steady in their non-attachment ih it said that " One should

direct one's mind to renunciation after discharging the three debts ;

he, who, without discharging (them), practises renunciation, goes

i^elow" (Man^nsmTti, VI>^) as if ipi disregard and suppression of

the sjensje of the explicit texts, " The day on which there if, nqn-

attachment (established), renounce eyep on that dayr whether

from the, hqus# (:holdejrI& state) or< the fprest (-4wellej's)"? apd

"renounce even from the order ot student-ship" ( Jlbalopanifad, 4).

3-215 It is only thus that the reconciliation of Vedanta texts with

the doctrine of (Brahman) w«h .attributes has been shown by the

icarya (Srikantha) in order to bestow grace on the dull-witted

person by turning hi«n away from the puisujt.of what is atlnbute-

less, and making him pursue with .firm devotion the meditation

(of.Brahman) with attributes lest, (the fool), pleased with the

raerehearing of the excellent frait, namely, the attainment of the

pure Brahman, but devoid of the mental concentration tha£ can
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bring about the meditation and intuition necessary for that attain-

ment, should abandon the pursuit of meditation on Brahman with

attributes, take forcibly to the pursuit of hearing, reflection and

meditation pertaining to Brahman without attributes, and, not

reaching to the concentration of mind necessary therefor, fall

between both. Not does the exhibition of this synthesis amount

to showing that to be intended which was never intended, like, the

demonstration in the Kalpa Sutra " In thy son thou art born

again ", that immortahfey tor the house-holder is the pro-creation

of sons. For, of such texts as " By the command of the Imperi-

shable One, Gargi, the Sun and the Moon are held apart
"

(Bph. Ill, 8, 9)". " He is the controller of all, ruler of all, the

master of all" (Brh. IV, 4,22) and soon, though occurring in

topics relating bo (Brahman) withoat attributes, there is an inter-

mediate sen=e relating to (Brahman) with attributes* understood as

a means to the comprehension of the atfcributeless (one). As for

the (statement) that there is no other pure reality higher than

that, the concealment thereof (i e„ of the higher real), like that of

renunciation in the Kalpa Sutca, is for the purpose of (creating)

faith in that kind of dull-witted inquirer, through teaching him

thus by arguments comprehensible by his intellect.

Now, if the construction of a separate system be necessary 3-aa

for dull-witted inquirers, that work should be done independently,

and not based on the Brahma Sutras, as the Brahma Sutras have

the object of inquiring into Pure Brahman ; fcr, if it be admitted

that the Pure Brahman is recognised by the loirya (#rlka9*ha), it

should also be acknowledged that that (the Pare Brahman) is the

object of inquiry (of the Sutras), as shown by iSamkara Bhagavat-

pada. If this be urged, true (we reply) ; but by £$ai£kara Bhaga-

vfttpida himself it has been shown in the case of the SQtras that

U
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they have Bcahman with attributes as an object of inquiry, on the

ground that many-sidedness Is an ernament that follows from

the definition of a sutra. Thus, in the commentary even on

the first sutra (it is said) " Brahman does exist, of the nature of

eternal purity, intelligence, and freedom, omniscient and endowed

with all powers. The properties of eternal purity etc., are, indeed,

predicated, in view of the etymology of the word Brahma " ($arn-

kara BhSfya, M. Ed, p. 8) ; thus, by showing the etymological

significance of Brahma (as holding good) of both the Pure

Brahman and Brahman with attributes, it is indicated that the

word Brahma, about which there is inquiry, refers to both of them.

Thereby is manifested his intention that like the Pure Brahman,

Brahman with attributes too is to be inquired into, along with the

source of knowledge, the form, the means and the fruit. As help-

ful thereto, in the janmidi sutra (1, 1,2: $), the nature (of Brah-

man) has been determined through the definition of both (Bran-

mans) in the view that the property of bemg the cause of the

world, both as efficient and material cause, non-different from the

world, is characteristic of Brahman with attributes, as proprwm,

and of the Pure Brahman, as an acadens. One interpretation

having been given of the &Sstra yoni sutra (1, 1, 3 ; $), as confirm-

ing the possession of omniscience involved in the Saguna Brah-

man's creatorship of the world, there is shown another interpreta-

tion for the purpose of establishing that the £festra is the source

of knowledge of Brahman m general, Saguaa as well as Nirgufla.

In the samanvaya sutra (I, 1, 4*. 3) in order to show the authori-

tativeness of the $5stra in respect of Brahman mentioned in the

prior sutra, the connection of that which is of the form of the

Vedanta with the reference thereto (i.e , to Brahman) is exhibited

only as common to (both) Sagufla and Nirguna (forms), Aad that
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results in distinguishing betwesn the synthesis of all "VadSnta

texts with Nirguna (form) as their supreme significance, and with

the Sagu^a (form) as their intermediate significance, in the man-

ner indicated by the (following) words of the ^amkaepa Sfelraka :

"The synthesis of texts declaring attributes with the attnbuteless

substance is always possible ; it is not as if the synthesis of what

is with : attributes cannot bear synthesis with the attributeless

substance. The form of Saguna Brahman is (a combination of)

truth and falsehood ; the meditation (thereon) is also so; the Vedic

texts referring thereto are like that; hence, the intermediate sense

of these Vedic texts is of a different kind (i.e., other than the final

one) ; the other attributeless Substance, the true object (of the

Sfestra) is proclaimed to be different '* ($atr*ksepa ^arlraka, I, 463

& 464). E?en of the texts, read in the topic relating to the Nirguna

form, an intermediate reference to a Sagu^aform qualified by the

attributes, resulting from the significance of words occurring in

such texts, is quite legitimate.

In the Ikiatyadhikarana (I, 1, 5, et seq : $) refuting the refe-

rence of the Vedaata to the causality of the pradhana acceptable

to the Samkhyas, the reference to the causality of Brahman is

made clear, only in common to (both) the Saguija and Nirguna

forms. Hence it is that up to the sutra " Svapyayat (because of

attainment of Self in sleep)" (1,1,9:$), texts are cited from

topics connected with the Nirguna form, such as the Sad Vidya

and so on, and in the commentary on the sutra *' G-ati samanyat

(because of identity of purport (I, 1, 10 ; $) " there is exhibited the

harmonious declaration of all Vedanta texts in respect of the

causality of Intelligence, as common to the Saguna and Nirgnna

forms ; but in the commentary on the sutra " Srutatvacca (and

because of its being declared)" (I, 1, 11 ; $) there is cited the fol-
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lowing hymn read in the 3vetiivatara Upaniaad which Bets out to

demonstrate the glory of Para ne§vara, the Saguna (Brahman) :

*' There is of Him, in the world, no ti:rd nor controller nor any

characteristic mark. He is the came, the master of the masters

of the senses ; of Hina there is neit'ier Creator nor Master " (3vet.

VI, 9). In introducing the aaandamaya section that follows

(thereon), the whole of the rest of the chapter is shown to arise

as referring to both the Sign?* ard the NTirg-m* (forms), in the

words beginning with " Two forms, indeed, are understood of

Brahman, (one) with the limitations of name, form and change,

and (another) different therefrom, devoid of all limitations " and

ending with "Thus, Brahman, though one, is taught in the Vedanta

as connected with limitations and devoid of limitations, as an

object to be meditated on and an object to be known; hence

is commenced the rest of the work ". Iiater, through the

sutras "The Self consisting of Bliss is the highest Self,

on account of repetition (I, 1, 12; #) ", "The bhuman is

Brahman* as the instruction about it is additional to that

about sleep (I, 3, 8 ; $)", "The Imperishable is Brahman, as it

supports everything up to aka&a (1, 3, 10; 3)", "That which

possesses the attributes of invisibility etc , is Brahman, because of

the declaration of attributes (I, 2, 21 : Si) ", "The person of the

measure of a thumb is Brahman, on account of the vary term used

(liana) (I, 8, 24 . $$)", " On account of the mention of the

highest Self as different in the states of deep sleep and departure

(I, 3, 42 ; $)", the synthesis of Vedanta texts is shown with

Brahman that is of the nature of Truth, Knowledge, Infinite Im-

perishable Bliss, devoid of all attributes like grossness etc., and is

non-different from the inner Self. Similarly their synthesis in a

suitable manner with even (that form of) Brahman which is en-
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dowed with attributes, united to a resplendent auspicious form for

the purpose bestowing grace on devotees, possessed of infinite

auspicious qualities like having desires which come true, purposes

which come true, etc., is exhibited, in the sutras, " The one with-

in is Brahman on account of His qualities being declared (I, 1,

20 ; S) '•; " That which onsists of mind is Brahman, because

what is known everywhere is taught (1,2, 1:S)" "The small

ikila is Brahman, because of what te said 1 ifcer, (1, 3, 14: &)", and

so on. In the chapter devoted to showing absence of contradic-

tion (in the Vedfinta doctrine, l e., the second chaptor of the

Sutras), just as there n shown the refutation of objections to the

synthesis with the attribateless (Brahman) in the sufcra " Their

non-difference results from such terms as origin and the like (II,

1, 14: 3)", (the same refutation is shown) even in the case of Brah-

man with attributes, possessed of the properties of being the

material cause of the world, creating the world, bestowing grace

on all beings etc , through the (following) sutras ;
" Brahman can-

not be the cause of the world, because of difference of nature ;

this difference is known from Scripture (II, 1, 4* &)", " Brahman

is not the Creator of the world, as beings engaging in action have

a motive (II, 1, 82: $)", " There is no inequality or cruelty in the

Liord, on account of his regarding merit or dement ; for, so Scrip-

ture declares (II, 1, 34: 3) ", and the rest In the (third) chapter

teaching the means of attainment, the understanding of qualities

like the possession of desires which come true is described for the

purpose of meditation m the case of Brahman with attributes, in

many sutras like "Possession of true desires and so on have to be

understood here and there, on account of abode &w\ so on (IJI, 3,

39: $)"; (this is done) m the same way as the qualities of Bliss etc.,

non-grossness etc., (are described) for the comprehension of Brah-*
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'man without; attributes, in the sutras " Bhss and so on, as belong-

ing to the subject, have to be understood everywhere (III, 3,

11: S)", and " But the negative conceptions concerning the Im»

perishable are to be understood m all meditations, because of the

equality, and of the object being the same, as m the case of the

upasad ; this has been explained (III, 3, 33: $)". In the (fourth)

chapter about the fruit, in the first plda, in the sutras "Repetition

is required, because of the text instructing more than once (IV, 1,

1: £)" ; "But, as the Self, $ruti acknowledges and makes tis

understand Brahman (IV, 1, 3 : S)"; " Sitting (a man is to medi-

tate) on account of possibility (IV, 1,7: £)" ;
" Where there is

concentration, there meditation maybe performed, there being no

difference (IV, 1, 11 • $) "; " On the attainment of this, there is

non-clinging and destruction of later aid earlier sins ; this being

declared (IV, 1, 13: $",— the repetition to be performed of hearing

etc, in the case of the Nirgu#a (form), and of meditation etc., in

the case of the Saguijta form and some such other matters are

shown by double interpretation1 to govern both the Saguna and

Nirguija forms. In the second pada are described the mode of

departure of the enlightened one for the purpose of attaining the

fruit of meditation on the Saguna (form) and the absence of

necessity for departure for the attainment of the fruit of Know-

ledge of the Nirguna (form). In the third pada, it is shown that

the path of light etc., is followed by thoBe who know the Sagnna

Brahman, that what is attained by means of that path is the

Saguna Brahman. In the fourth pada are determined the nature

of the fruit attained by the knower of Nirguna Brahman, in three

1. 1antra is a mode of interpreting a sutra m more than one

way, for different purposes ; according to the dictionary, it is " a

means which leads to two or more results " (Monier-Williams).
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sections beginning with " Having entered the highest light, there

is manifestation of his own nature, as seen from the word 'own'

(IV, 4, 1: 3)", and also the nature of the fruit attained by him

who meditates on the Saguna (form), in the sections beginning

with " But by the mere wish, the released effect their desires, that

being declared (IV, 4, 8: tf)."

Now, if) in the manner stated, even by the acarya $amkara 3 '33

himself, who showed that for the Sutras there is also a sense in-

quiring into the Saguna Brahman, there had been an inquiry into

the nature, source of knowledge, means and the fruit in the case

of Saguna Brahman too, for what purpose was another commen-

tary written by the acarya Sfrlkantha with reference to the Saguna

(form)? If it be sud that it was for the purpose of securing

excess of devotion to the Saguna (form) by interpreting the

SStras, in their entirety, a3 referring to the Saguna (form),

why did not the acarya Samkara interpret them as

referring in entirety to the Nirguna (form), m order to

secure increased faith in the Nirguna. If this be aaked, we reply

here (as follows). Only the existence of the Saguna Brahman

was established by $amkara acarya; He was not demonstrated to be

Parama &va, by the removal of doubts about His being any other

deity like Vifnu.

In the dahrldhikarana, (I, 3, 14: $), after making an initial 3-231

statement of the conclusion that Parame^vara alone can be the

small 5ka6a, not the elemental ether or the finite self, there is

introduced the answer to the following objection .
" In the prior

sentence 'that which in this Brahma City ' etc., the finite self is

referred to by the word Brahma, since that is the Lord of the city

in the form of the body ; hence, he alone, who was mentioned

earlier, can be the small Ska4a "
; therein? occur the words " Or
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else, it is ib connection with the body of the finite ael! alone that

there is taught the proximity of Brahman, like the proximity of

Vi*nu in the salagrima ", which mentions as between VifQu and

Saguna Brahman that is to be determined to be the small Skasa, a

relationship as of object of comparison with the subject ; hence, it

is indicated that the Saguna Brahman here to be de nonstrated is

not of the form of Vifnu For, in the daharSdbikarana itself, both

before and after (the present context) occur the words " though

elemental ether is the conventional sense of the word aka&a, yet

the comparison of that with itself is not proper,*' and " thongh

the word akSSa is well-known to signify elemental ether, that is

not to be understood, because of the absence of the relationship

as between object and subject of crnpansm"; thereby is esta-

blished the dfference of the small akaia from the elemental ether,

because of the two being designated as subject and object of com-

parison, in the words " As big as is this ether, so big is that akisa

within the hea*-t " (Oa. VIII, I, 3). The application of this

principle is unbroken even m the case of what occurs in the

middle (between those two statements of the commentary).

3*232 So, m the commenbary of yavadadhikara section (XII, 3, 32: &)

(it is said), " An ancient sage, a teacher of the Vedas, Apantarata-

pas by name, at the direction of Viffu, was born on the earth as

Kpfna Dvaipiyana, at the time of the conjunction of the Kali

and Dvapara Xugas. SanatkumSra also, a son of Brahma's mind,

was born as Skanda, because of the boon granted by himself to

Rudra". By this indirect statement it is indicated through the

argument a fortiori that Samhara Rudra (the Lord of Destruction,

one of the three forms of the Deity) thus shown to be inferior

even to Viaau can much less be Sagu?* Brahman, (whose nature is)

to be ascertained. It is well-known front the Parinas that
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Saqabara Rudra, verily, praying to Brahma (thus) " I desire thee

alone as a son or one like to thee, O Pervasive One " was granted

the boon, and the consequent birth is the subject of the story of

the birth of Kumara. That Saguna Brahman thus indicated to

be different from Visrm and Rudra is Parama #iva, higher than

the three forms of the Deity, is shown by the use of the expression

Pafame6vara, generally signifying Parama &va, in the case of the

Saguna Brahman, (whose identity is) desired to be determined in

the sections about (the being) within the Sun (I, 1, 20 :$), and

so on.

VScaspati Mi6ra, who knew what the Bhagavatpada had at 3-333

heart, says at the commencement of his work (BhamatI) " To the

eternal being endowed with six limbs and manifold members, to

the Veda and to Bhava, we bow ". Here by the terms " Veda" and

"Bhava" are suitably understood what are related as source and

object of knowledge, and designated as worthy ol adoration ; it is

(thus) indicated that Saguna Brahman, (whose nature is) ascertain-

ed in that work, is but Parama Siva, (who is) well-known to be

denoted by the word " Bhava ", and qualified by a host of auspici-

ous attributes in the form of six limbs and ten members.

Though (there are such indications in i3arpka>ra
,

s system), yet 3.234

this is not established by refuting in the case of the relevant texts

in each section, (their possible) reference to other deities, Ex-

tremely subtle suggestions cannot of themselves be evidence

appealing to the hearts of the hearers ; hence, for that purpose* a

separate commentary is begun by the acarya ($rlkantha) in order

to demonstrate the harmony of the Vedanta texts with the posi-

tion that the Saguna Brahman taught in this $a»tra is but Parama

diva, that He alone is to be meditated on as conjoined with TJma,

in accordance with the injunctions in the Dahara» $5s4ilya 5 Upa-
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ko&ala, Vaiivanara and other Vidyas, and that the abode attained

through the path of light etc., by the devoteesvof the Sagtuja (form)

is but His resplendent world.

3'235 The advantage of demonstrating that (i.e., £agu#a Brahman)

is thus declared in the following verse of the Kalpataru : "The

demonstration (of Brahman) as with attributes is out of compas-

sion for those dull-witted ones who have not the capacity to mttute

the Supreme Brahman without attributes; having thereby directed

their minds to the pursuit of the Saguna Brahman, it (Nirguna

Brahman), devoid of all figments of duality, directly manifests

itself" (Kalpataru, p. 192)1 . Now, if, for gaining this advantage,

another commentary (like that of $rlkantha) has necessarily to be

undertaken, the demonstration of Saguna Brahman in ^amkara's

commentary is in vain If this be said, bsten to (our account of)

the purposefuiness even of that. The commentary is begun by

damkara Bhagavatpada only with the object of demonstrating

Nirguna Brahman. That demonstration has to be effected in

each section by refuting the doubts and prima facte views arising

out of the possible reference of the relevant texts in each section

to what is other (than Brahman), such as the finite self and so on.

That refutation has to be effected by means of such characteristics

as the properties of creating all, protecting all, controlling all,

destroying all, and so on. There is room for this doubt : of

Brahman that is demonstrated here, of which all attributes

are denied, (and) which is of the nature of Intelligence alone,

whence these attributes by the acceptance of which as charac-

teristic of Brahman, the prima facie references to the finite

self etc., are refuted ? This is the statement of the answer

:

though really devoid of attributes, yet from the empirical stand-

1. Anantakrarjia Gastrin's edition.
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point there are of Brahman many characteristics of the nature of

auspicious qualities. As endowed with these, that same Brahman

without attributes, is also figuratively called Brahman with

attributes.1 The attributes of that qualified (Brahman) meditated

on in the Dahara, 3aa$ilya, Vai6vanara and other modes of con-

templation are also taught in the topic concerning the non-quali-

fied (Brahman), as a means of comprehending it and for the

purpose of remembering it ; by these are refuted the prima facie re-

ferences to the finite self and so on ; in order that they may be

comprehended as useful for that purpose (of refutation), they

have to be demonstrated by citation of the texts relating thereto

The demonstration is also needed for the comprehension of 3-2351

the fruit. This is how it is needed : though from the view-point

of truth, the first fruit of the knowledge of the truth is the attain*

ment of Brahman's Being, yet the same non* qualified Brahman,

takes on and continues in the form of Isvara with attributes, until

the (final) liberation of all ; hence, from the empirical view-point*

the fruit (of knowledge) turns out to be of the form of the attain-

ment of the nature of Parauiesvara, characterised by the possession

of desires which come true and so on. Hence it is that in the

first chapter, m the section relating to the small SkaSa, it is (first)

made clear through the qualities like possession of desires which

come true, etc., mentioned in the residual sentences, that the

small aka6a is Parame&vara ; then is raised the 6 uubt that these

are not characteristic of Parame£vara 5
since the qualities are men-

tioned of the finite self too, in the words " That self free from sin

old age, death, sorrow, hunger, and thirst, possessing desires which

come true", occurring in the Prajapati Vidya (Oh. VIII, 7, 1); in

1. he reading upacaryate seems to be more significant than

vcyat*< and consequently preferable.
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the sutra " Uttaraccedavirbhuta svarupastu (if it be said that an

seen from a later context, the finite self is meant, there is that

reference to the finite self only in so far as its true nature has

become manifest) " (t, 8, 19 . £), wnich sets out to remove that

objection), it is said (in the following words) that the manifesta-

tion of qualities, like the possession of desires which come true, in

the released soul is only on the attainment of the nature of Para-

me^vara, not in the state of difference therefrom, and that there

is thus no inappropriateness in their being characteristic of

Brahman: " Hence, that non-ultimate form of the finite self

established in ignorance, sullied by the faults of agency and en-

joyment, attachment and aveision and the rest, united to manifold

evil, by the dissolution of that (form), what is opposed thereto,

viz,, the tra© nafc'ire of ParamesVara, possessed of the qualities of

freedom from sin etc, is attained through knowledge " ($ Bh. M.

Ed. p. 175).

3-2352
<? Even in the first chapter, in the jagadvacitva section (I, 4,

16, et seq: &) while leading up to the establishment of the reference

to the Supreme Brahman bv the introductory and the concluding

portions of the discussions between BalakI and Ajata&atru, it is

said " the reference even of the concluding portion to Brahman is

seen from the statement of unsurpassed fruit in the text 'keeping

of all sin, he who knows thus attains pre-emmence over all beings,

independence, and mastery ' "
; thereby, it is shown that the fruit

of release is of the form of attainment of the ntaure of IsVara with

attributes
',
for, mastery of all beings does not exist elsewhere

than in ParameSvara.

3-2353 In the second chapter too, in the arniadhikat ana (II, 3, 43

et seq : g), the attainment of the nature of Paramesvara by the

released one is made clear by the following statement of objection,
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" II the finite self be admitted to be an element of liSvara, then

from his experience of the soreows of bondage, there would be

experience of misery for Isvara also ; just as in ordinary experience,

by the pain occurring in the hand, foot or some other part, there

is experience of pain for Devadatta, of whom that is a part. And
hence, those who attain that will attain greater misery. Therefore,

the prior state of bondage would itself be superior ; hence, perfect

knowledge would be fraught with evil" (3. Bh., M. Ed. p. 480-481).

It is also (made clear) by the reply (which is) based on the non-

confusion effected by the well-known relationship of original and

reflected image. Nor may the word I6vara be interpreted in some

way so as to signify pure Intelligence ; for, in the prior section

" Parat tu tacchruteh (from the Supreme, that being declared)"

(II, 3, 41 and 42 : $) it 13 (first) made clear that the agency of

the finite self is dependent on the Lord ; then is introduced the

secondary sUtra of that section " (The Lord acts) having regard to

the effort made, for the sake of the non*futihfcy of injunctions. and

prohibitions (II, 8, 42 : 3) " m order to answer the objection, "if,

now, there be causal agency in the Lord, there should also be (in

Him) inequality and cruelty "
; that section thus relates to the

$agu$a Lord ; therefore, the am6a section, which follows it (also)

relates to the same topic. The identity of topic with the preced-

ing sectipn *s (also) made plain by the (following) introductory

passage of the present section setting out the prima facie view :

" The relationship of the helper and the helped has been declared

as between the Lord and the finite self. The relationship is

observed in experience, as between master and servant or as

between fire and sparks. Hence, the relationship of the helper and

the helped feeing admitted as between the Lord acid the finite self,

in the enquiry whether it is to be said to be like the relationship
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of master and servant or like that of fire and sparks, (the prima

facte view is) that it is either undetermined or that it is the rela-

tionship of master and servant, that variety being well-known to

be the relation of the ruler and the ruled". (8, Bh,, M. Ed.

p. 478).

S'2354 In the third chapter, in the section on dreams (III, 2, 1

et seq\ 6), the sutra " But by meditation on the Supreme that

which is hidden is made manifest ; from Him, indeed, proceed

bondage and its opposite (III, 2, 5 : $)" is introduced in order to

answer the objection that the creation of the imaginary chariot

etc., in dreams comes about through the lordly powers of the

finite self, who is non-different from the Lord In explaining that

sutra, (it is said) " Though the finite self and the Lord be related

as element and that of which it is an element, the difference in

characteristics between the finite self and the Lord is certainly

patent. Is there then no community of characteristics between

the f?mte self and the Lord ? Not that there is none ; but though

existent, it is hidden by the veil of ignorance and so on. That,

again, which is hidden, is manifested to some persons, who, having

their ignorance dispelled by strenous meditation on ParameAvara

that is Existence, attain perfection by the grace of the Lord—just

as the power of clear vision is recovered by the potency of medi-

cine on the removal of the obscuring film " (£. Bh., M. Ed*

p. 568) In this context is exhibited the attainment of the nature

of Saguna (Brahman) by the released one ; for, on the attainment

of the form of pure Intelligence, there cannot be the manifesta-

tion of the qualities, such as possession of purposes which come

true and so on.

3-2355 In the fourth chapter, (this is made still more clear in the

following way) : being desirous to know in what form is described
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the manifestation (of the soul) referred to in the texts " in its own

nature (the soul) manifests itself (Ch. VIII, 12, 3)", we are told

by the sutra " By the form of Brahman, (thinks) Jaimim, because

of the reference and the reat (lV, 4, 5 : $)", that manifestation is

in that form of Brahman (the description of which) begins with

freedom from sin, ends with the possession of parposes which

come true, and includes omniscience and lordship over all : (this is

seen) from the reference (in the text) " That Self free from sin

etc.," (Oh. VIII, 1, 5), and the passage *' He moves about there,

laughing, playing, rejoicing, with women or vehicles " (Oh. VIII,

12, 3), which makes known the possession of lordly powers ; so

thinks Jaimini . In the next sutra " By the nature of Intelligence

alone, that being the nature of the Self ; thus thinks Au<Julomi

(IV3 4j 6 : &)
f

\ a different opinion is introduced, that, the true

nature of the self being understood to be bare Intelligence, from

the text " Thus this Self has neither mside nor outside, but is on ly

a mass of Intelligence " (Brh. IV, 6, 13), the manifestation is by

that alone The next sutra " Though it be thus, because of the

reference to and the existence of the qualities mentioned earlier

there is absence of contradiction ; so Badaraya^a thinks (IV, 4,

7: $)", which states the conclusion, is thus explained :
" Even

though the ultimate nature (of the Self) as Pure Intelligence is

admitted, (yet) since there is no denial of the lordly power of

Brahman understood from earlier references and so on, from the

empirical view-point, Badarlyanacarya holds that there is no

contradiction" (& Bh., M. Ed p. 850): thereby it is made still

more clear that the released one attains the nature of Sagu9&

l^vara, possessed of unexcelled lordly power. Since it has to be

said in the doctrine of Nirguija Brahman, that the attainment

thereof is release, how can it be said that the attainment of the
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feature of Saguna livara is release ? This doubt too is answered,

thereby. Though from the viewpoint of truth, the released

one is but bare intelligence, iyet) from the empirical viewpoint of

the bound soul, till the (final) release of all, there will attach to

the soul that has attained the nature of Parame£varaj that is the

brigmai image (as contrasted with the individual who is the reflec-

ted image), as well as to ParameSvara Himself, unsurpassed lordly

power and the entire host of other attributes well-known to

belong to Paramesvara. Thus, the commentary of the Bhagavat-

pSda undertakes to exhibit all the auspicious qualities of Para-

meAvara mentioned at length in all meditations on the Sagu9a

form ; for, (these qualities) are useful m exhibiting the charac-

teristics of Brahman for the purpose of demonstrating the

characterless (Brahman), and are further helpful in elaborating the

glory of the Saguna Lord, who is of the form of the fruit attained

by true knowledge; what has to be expounded being thus extensive,

in (that commentary), though primarily setting out to demon-

strate Nirguna Brahman, talk of the Saguna form is seen to bulk

largely, while the inquiry into the Nirguna form, owing to non-

extensiveness of what is to be expounded, takes up little space.

Just as in the four "Vedas, all setting out only with the identical

object of teaching the supreme spiritual good,—(which is) of the

nature of the attainment of Brahman,—for the purpose of show-

ing grace to all creatures, the exposition of action alone, which

generates purity of the internal organ, as helpful thereto (i.e., the

attainment of Brahman) is elaborated at length; the Yedanta

portion, which has for its object the exposition of Brahman, is

small, because of non-extensiveness of what is to be expounded.

3-2356 Now, if thus, the inquiry mto the Saguna form is for the

purpose of inquiry into the Nirguna form, the former follows by
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arthapatti, even from the promissory statement as to the latter

inquiry, as something (necessarily) to be undertaken, like the

inquiry into the means and fruit ; (but) by the statement in the

commentary "Brahman does exist etc., " it is declared that the

term " Brahman " referring to what is to be inquired into is com-

mon to the Saguna form, in order to secure the conclusion that

the inquiry into the Saguna form too is promised. Why should

this be done? If (you) ask this, know then, that is declared as

helpful to the promise in respect of that (inquiry), in order to

indicate that for the Brahma Sutras, in their entirety, there is

another interpretion as referring to the Saguna (form). (The other

interpretation is arrived at) by recomse to differences in the com-

bination (of words) and so on. It is only to show (this), at least

to some extent, to those eager (to understand) how the other in-

terpretation (is arrived at), that, on the analogy of the single rice

from the pot, two varnakas are set out in tbe iastrayoni sutra

(I, 1, 8 : d). It is only to show that the commentator has followed

the maxim of the single rice from the pot, m setting out these two

interpretations of the 6astcayoni sutra, referring to both the

Saguna and Nirguna forms, that the author of the Jialpata? u him-

self makes clear the indication of a reference to both the Saguna

and Nirguna forms, in the comtiientary (bhafya) on the sutra

** But Agmhotra and the like tend to the same effect, that being

shown by Scriptme (IV, I, 16 . £ )". By him, indeed, an inter-

pretation is otfered of the sutra "agmhotra and the like etc.,"

(IV, 1,16: $), relating it to the attubuteless (form), (in the

following way) : agmhotra and the rest have an effect of the

nature of that direct knowledge of the attributeless Brahman,

which is praised by the words {< on the attainment of that " in the

sStra "on the attainment of that, later and earlier sins etc., (IV, 1,
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13: £);" this is shown by the text; "they desire to know, by

Sacrifice etc., (Brh. IV, 4, 22)". Though opposed to the genus

Karma, as burning down the whole host of Karma, yet the origi-

nation of that knowledge by specific acts such as permanently

obligatory sacrificial rites, is not inconsistent; for, though the

burning is of the entire forest, the burning of the forest is seen to

be the work of the bamboos etc., in the forest Then is shown

another interpretation relating to the Saguna form : agnihotra and

the rest have the effect of the attainment of Saguna Brahman,

the observance of sacrifices etc., being seen in Kekaya and others

who knew Saguna Brahman. There is not, as m the case of the

fruit of knowledge of the attributeless, any inconsistency in the

fruit of devotion to the Saguna being effected by Karma, since

that (fruit), which is of the form of enjoyment in Brahmaloka,

is seen to admit of degrees. Thus, another interpretation

fe* all the Brahma Sutras, referring them to the Saguna

(form), haa been but indicated by £amkarao»rya, by showing that

the term " Brahman " which ia the ob]ect of inquiry m the jijuSsa

sufcra (I, 1, 1) is common to the Sagurja form too, and by showing,

in sonte oases, two interpretations referring to both the Saguna

And Nirguna (forms) ; it is to make this manifest for the purpose

of showing grace to devotees that (the other interpretation) is

undertaken by Srlkanthacarya.

i Now, this mode of demonstrating Saguna Brahman, being

unopposed to the recognition of Nirguna Brahman, is acceptable

to 3amkaracarya; if this same be what is shown by Srlkanthacarya,

then in his system, only those Vedanta texts which are admitted

to refer to Saguna Brahman shorrtd be cited in the (respective)

sections, and their sense determined to reler to the Saguna Lord

acceptable to him, after refuting their reference etc. , to other
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deities. (But) those very Vedanta texts, such as the Sad Vidyl

(Gh. VI, 2, et seq), Ananda Valli (Taitt. II), the story of Pratar-

dana (Kauf, III>1), Katha Valli, the Antaryami Brahinafa (Brh

III, 7), the Mun4aka, Bhuma Vidya (Oh. VII, 23A24), and bo

on, which are determined in the respactive sections to relate to

the attributeless (Brahman), are seen to be determined by him in

those very sections, to refer to the Segnna (Brahman) If they too

relate to the Saguna (Brahman), on what authority are we to hold

that the recognition of Nirguna Brahman is based ? Hence,

it is clear that the present commentary is set out only in opposi-

tion to the doctrine of Nirguna Brahman. If this be said, it is

answered (as follows).

tfrlkanthScarya admits as his own final position, these conclu- 3.242

sions of Non-duahsm, (which are) helpful in reaching to prare-non*

dualism, viz , that the entire world, intelligent and non-intelligent

is of the form of Brahman's Cit-dakti, that it is of the nature of

Brahman, non-different from Him, and of the form of all- His

auspicious qualities, that Brahman is really non-changing, thai

the perception "the pot exists " etc., relates to the existentiality

of Brahman, that the perception " the pot appears " relates to the

manifestation of Brahman, and that the perception "I am happy"

relates to a fragment of the Bliss of Brahman ; he expresses the

opinion " there is liberation even here for the devotees of the Uon-

reteted", wherever there is occasion for the contrary opinion, and

he establishes that (opimon), (speaking) in his own person ; hence

it is not possible to deny that in his ultimate conclusion Brahman

is attributeless, unconnected with the world, non-distinct from all

finite selves, and of the nature of pure-non-duality. For, if this

were denied, there would result conflict with many of his conclu-

sions. So, in acknowledging pure-Brahman, only the Sad Vidyl
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and other Vedanta texts determined by Sarakaraearya to relate

thereto are the basic authority. The demonstration of the har-

mony of their sense with the Saguna (form) is not in the view that

they have no reference to the Nitguna (form), but rather in the

view that there is significance in respect of the Saguna also. Of

texts which set out to introduce qualities? though occurring

in topics related to Nirguna, such as the Sad Vidya and so on,

there is, indeed, an intermediate significance in respect of the

Saguna, as qualified by the respective attributes, (a significance)

by holding to which Brahman's characteristics are explained even

in the Ssmkara BhaBya. Thus* verily, in the Iksatyadhikarana (I.

1, 5, et seq.&), the initial seaing(i.e., desirng) is the characteristic;

in the Snandamaya section, creatorship of all which is mentioned

in the sutra "And because of its being declared to be the cause

(I, 1, 14 : £ )" and declared in the text " He created all this etc.,

whatever is here (Taitfe. II, 6)" is the characteristic ; in the section

w PrSna is Brahman, that being understood from a connected

consideration of the passages ( I, 1, 28, et seq $ )", controllership,

mentioned in such texts as " He is the Lord of the world, He is

the protector of the world " (Kaus III, 8), which embrace the

grounds for the understanding (referred torn the sutra), constitutes

the characteristic ; in the section " The eater (is Brahman) since

whatever is movable and immoveable is mentioned '*
(I, 2, 9, et

seq &), the characteristic is the property of destroying the world

indicated by the words Brahmin and Ksatriya, mentioned in the

text under reference "He of whom both Brahmin and Kfatriya

become the food (Kafha. II, 25)'*, which states the ground (men-

tioned) in the sutra ; in the section " The internal ruler of the

devas (is Brahman), His qualities being designated " (I, % 18

et seq: jj), the characteristic is internal rulership of all, as mentioned
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in the text " He who directs the earth fcooi within '* which esta-

blishes the ground (mentioned) in the sutra ; in the section " That

which possesses the attributes of invisibility etc , (is Bushman), be-

cause of the declaration of attributes " (I, 2, 21 et seq & ), the

characteristic mark is omniscience etc , mentioned in the text "He

who knows ail, he who understands all " establishing the ground

(mentioned) in the sutra ; in the bhflmadhikarana (I, 8 , 8 & 9: $3)

the characteristic mark is being the cause of all, as stated in texts,

like "from the self, the pranas (Oh. VII, 26, 1)" etc., which establish

the second autra (of the section) " And on account of agreement

of the attributes (I, 8, 9 *. # )
"

; in the section about the Imperish-

able (I, 3, 10. et seq: $), the property of "directing is the charac-

teristic mark, as mentioned in texts like " By the direction of that

Imperishable, O Gargi, Sun and Moon stand apart (Brh III, 8, 9)",

which establish the second sutra " This supporting can be the

work only of Brahman, because of the direction, declared of the

Imperishable (I, 3, ll". $)"; in the section about deep sleep' and

departure (I, 3, 42 & 43 ; 3), the characteristic mark is the mastery

of all and the rest, mentioned in texts like " Controller of all,

Lord of all, Master of all (Brh. IV, 4, 22)," which establish the

second sutra " And on account of such words as Lord etc., (I, 3,

43 : £ )"; in the jagadvacitva section, (I, 4, 16, et seq. £), the

characteristic mark is the creatorship cf the whole world, men-

tioned m the text " He, 1 Balaki, who is the creator of all these

persons, He of whom they are the creations, He, verily, is to be

known (Kaus. IV, 19)*', which is included in the ground (men-

tioned) in the sutra ; and in the section vikyanvayat (I, 4, 19; $),

the creatorship of the entire world of name, form, and work, as

mentioned in texts like " What we have as the 3Jg Veda, Yajur

Veda etc., has been breathed forth trom this mighty Being
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(Bj"h. II, 4, 10)", (is the characteristic mark as) that is embraced

by the wo*d " conneoted meaning " (m the sutra, " on account of

the connected meaning of the texts"). There is thus found men-

tion of the form and characteristics qualifying £aguna Brahman

in sections relating to the Nirguna. By that it is necessarily

understood that though these texts mentioning the respective attri-

butes occur in topics concerning the Nirguna, there is of them an

intermediate significance in respect of the Saguna form qualified

by the respective attributes. On this is based Srlkanthacarya's

declaration of the synthesis of the topical text in each section with

Saguna Parame6vara The non-declaration of the synthesis with

the Nirguna, the object of ultimate significance, is for the purpose

of increasing devotion to the SaguBa, by concealing the (other)

and is, hence, legitimate.

l Now, the non*declaration of synthesis with the Nirguna may,

in the manner indicated, not be opposed (to the recognition of

pure-non-dualism). (But) the texts relating directly to the Nirguna*

by identity of construction wherewith, those Saguna texts oecurr*

ing in Nirguna contexts have to be shown to refer, in the

end, to Nirguna (Brahman), as their ultimate significance,

even of these a Saguna interpretation is seen (to be offered)

with (much) effort j as, for instance, of the text "one only

without a second " in the Iksatyadhikarana (I, 1, 5, et seq)

or of the text " where nothing else is seen etc.," in the

bhOmidhikarana (I, 8, 7 k 8) or of the text " just as, dear one, by

one laiup of clay all that is made of clay is fenown, all modification

being a name based on words, the truth being clay alone", in the

Irambhana section (II, 1* 15, et seq). The Saguna interpretation

offered of the first of these texts is cited even in (our exposition of)

the puma Jaae view, (in this work). Of .the third, the following
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vacSrambhanam, i.e., become the cause ol speech, at the nature of

designation and utility. The mode pitcher etc., and the name

pitcher etc., which become the producers of experience, of the

nature of designation and utility, are only of the substance clay.

In reality, pitcher etc., are true, i. e., veritable, only as clay, the

existence of the pitcher not being seen apart from the clay. Or

else, change is vacarambha^am, i.e., the modification pitcher ik the

object only of the statement " This is a pitcher ". It (the pitcher)

is but another mode originated from the substance clay for

practical purposes, not a substance other than clay. The name is

true only in respect of the clay ;
" all names like clay, pitcher, etc.,

are true,—truth is what holds of Sat, i.e., a veritable object—when

pitchers etc., are considered to be but clay, not when considered

to be another substance ; (this is) because the pitcher is but clay".

These two interpretations are offered to show thafc the vScarani-

bhana text seeks to establish the essential non-difference of cause

and effect, and to refute the view that the text seeks to establish

non-reality of the effect, which is distinct from the cause. Thus,

verily, knowledge of all by the knowledge of one having been

promised earlier, in order to explain that, the text " Just as, dear

one, by one lump of clay everything made of clay is known *' is

introduced as an illustration. Here, (it may be said) this illustra-

tion does not apply. The lamp of clay being radically distinct

from its modifications, pitcher, basin, etc, because of difference of

utility and designation, from the knowledge of the lump of clay,

knowledge of its modifications does not tollow. "With reference

to this objection, it is the opinion of the acarya (£rlka#tha) that

the vacarambhana text has set out with the object of setting forth

an illustration sstabifshing the non- difference of the effect and
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cause, via., pitcher and lamp of clay.

3-24311 This is the sense of his first interpretation. Modification

means the property of being a pitcher, i.e., having a large rounded

belly and so on ; name means a word like pitcher etc., whose func-

tioning is conditioned by that ; both these are vac*rambhana.

"Vaca" is speech, discourse, such as " bring the pitcher "; thereby

is indicated also the utility arising therefrom. " Arainbhanam
"

means begun, originated thereby, i.e., cause. The cause of speech;

that is, modification and name are respectively the causes of utility

and designation The word arainbhanam applied to both vikirab

(in the masculine) and namadheyam (in the neuter) is in the

neuter gender and sigular number, because of the rule, " A neuter

noun, which has the same form, only differing in affix, is option-

ally retained, and the other dropped, and it is like a singular

number (Pamni, I, 2, 69)
*n This is what is said thereby. Of

the lump of clay and its modifications, though identical in sub-

stance, there is difference (m respect) of utility and designation,

due to difference of form such as lumpmeBS and the possession of

a large round belly, as also to the difference of name, whose

functioning is conditioned thereby.

Now, because of the doubt, " why is there not the same

difference (here) as between different substances like the cow and

the buffalo?", it is said that the claymess alone is true ; of the

pitcher, basin etc., clayiness alone is (veritable), it being proved

by the recognition '* that very lump of clay is now of the

form of the pitcher," and the test of the absence of difference,

between them m respect of heaviness. Havmg thus established

their proved identity, it is proper to postulate of the differences

involved m discourse and (practical) utility that they are of

1. The translation is that of The bacred Booh of the Hmdw*
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the nature of the limiting adjuncts of name and form; this is

what is meant.

As for the second interpretation, thia is its sense. Modi- 324212

fication originates in speech; the modification—pitcher, basm, etc,

is an object only of the judgment " This is a pitcher", and not

a substance other than clay.

Now, (there is) the doubt, if it is not a substance other than

clay, how do the names pitcher, basin, etc , not applicable in the

stage of the lump of clay, come to be applied later on ? (In reply

to this doubt) it is said, the name is true only m respect of the clay;

even the names pitcher, basin etc., apply to an existent veritable

substance, only considered as that substance clay, not considered

as another substance ; for, another substance is unproveable, being

opposed to recognition and so on. On this view, because of the

Smrti text " the word bat (is used of) tho true and the fitting", to

the word Sat which is a synoaymu of batya signifying a veritable

being, is added the suffix ya signifying what is applicable thereto.

The word 'arambhana' ha* to be construed as ultimately meaning

the condition of being what the word denotes, since it means here

not the originator (but) the condition of being the originator.

Though it is predicated of what is in the masculine gender, it is

mentioned m the neuter, which is used to describe what is of com-

mon gender, as m tho Sutra of PSmm, " Dvigureka vacanam, the

compound Dmgu is singular in number (where the subject Dmgu -

is m the masculine and the predicate ekavocanam is m the neuter)"

(Pacini, Sutra JI, 4, 1)
x This is the peculiarity (of the interpre-

tation),

In the same way, in the sections " na sthanata (III, 2, 11, 3 24218

et seq)*
1 and the rest, the texts referring to abserce of attributes

1. The translation is that of the bacred Books of the Hindus.

17
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ind form m Brahman, and to non-connection with the world afe

interpreted to signify the absence of objectionable qualities and

(the existence of) connection with the world. Further,- the* supreme

declarations " That thou art " etc., which are at the very head

&i the authorities for non-difference of the finite self from Brah-

man, are stated in support of the primafacie view a-s to the non-

difference of the finite self from Brahman in the sutras 11, 1, 21

and III, 4, 2, which are the sStras settiag out the prima facte view

occurring in the Sr^nibhana section (II, 1, 15, et seq) and the purtit-

slrtha section (Illy 4, 1, et seq) ; than there is the commentary on

the two siitras stating the conclusion (in each section), vm, " Btit

more, because of the designation of difference (II, 1, 22)" and

" But because of the teaching of the different one, BidarSyana's

view is valid, this being seen (III, 4, 8)" ; there is also the com-

mentary on the two secondary sQtras of the aksla section in the

third pEda (of chapter I)* viz,, "Because of difference in sleep and

at departure (I, 3, 43)" and "Beeause of expressions like Lord

and so on (I, 8, 44)", which are introduced as a reply to the ob-

jection that there is no ParamesVara other than the inner self,

beeause of the teaching in Bueh texts as " That thou art "
; in all

these, that (prima facie view) is refuted, since those (texts) do not

refer to non-difference, as shown by the citation of manifold texts

establishing difference.

8-24214 In the section beginning with " (The jiva is) a part (of Brah-

man) etc." (II, 8, 42, et seq)
i
m setting out to refute the prima fact*

view that Brahman Himself, because of limiting adjuncts, attains

the nature of the finite self, the supreme declarations (of ndn-

difference) are directly interpreted (as follows), as signifying some-

thing other (than non-difference): from the teaching of such texts

M"Taat thou art", " This Self is Brahman "
etc., there is absent
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of otherness between Brahman and tb« finite self, as between

parvader and what is pervaded ; just as between the bodies per-

vaded by the Yogin and the Yogin who pervades them, thew is

inseparability and ab3ence o! otherness, so $00 as between |he

finite selves and Brahman. All this is certainly opposed t
to the

acceptance of pure-non-dualism.

If (the above) be said, all that is (presently) explained in suelji 3*242ai

a manner as is not inconsistent (with the acceptance of pure-npn-

dualism). The sutra " Bat more, because of the designation pi

difference (II, 1, 2 >)" is one which establishes not that the finite

self is different from Brahman, but rather that, because of Ihe

mention of difference in respect of little knowingnass and omni-

science and so on» jBrahman is higher than the finite self in res-

pect of the qualities of omniscience etc., and that hence 4she bonds

of agency, enjoyment etc., in the finite self are illusory. There is

not for Him as for the finite self the erroneous notion that the

creation of the world which is the ground thereof (i.e., of agency

and enjoyment) is the doing of what is undesirable ; therefore,

that (creation) is only for His sport) according to the maxim, '''(just

as) a person plays with (his) reflection seeing the effect of etraight-

ness, crookedness etc , occurring therein, so does Brahman

(play) * with the modifications of the finite sell "; this is

what the sutra is directed to establish. Otherwise, the

defect of not effecting what is agreeable,—which is suspected (in

IJrahman) on the basis of the non-difference of the finite self and

Brahman,—being removed even by the exhibition of their diffe*

rence, the statement in the sutra about (Brahman) being "more"

will become useless. (Now) the next sutra is "And as in stones

etc., that is inappropriate (II, 1,28)", and the commentary there-

on (is to the effect) that since it is declared of the finite selves too,
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as of a stone, a stick, a clod or a wisp of straw that in virtue of

their ignorance etc., they belong to a class entirely different from

Ifivara, who is associated with omniscience etc., the identity of the

bwo is inappropriate ; it appears from tais that by refuting the

non-difference of the finite self and Brahman, their difference

is established. Though (this be so), yet its (real) significance is

in the refutation of the non-difference of the class of inert beings

from Brahman, by the a fortiori argument, on thu ground that

when non-difference does not hold even of the finite self which to

some extent at least belongs to the same class (as Brahman), what

then of the Non-intelligent, which is entirely of a different class?

Hence, the immediately following portion of the commentary :

" thus, even of the Intelligent, there is non-appropriateness of the

being of I6vara 5 because of their difference in respect of excess of

attributes ; what then ot the Non-inteHigeiit, which is essentially

of a different character ? This is the sense ". Nor may it be said

that, when because of the creation of the worlds the defect of

not effecting what is agreeable is suspected on the basis of the non-

difference of the finite self aad Brahman, the refutation of that

should proceed by the establishment either of their difference or

their being related as higher and lower, though non-different, and

that the refutation of the non-difference of the class of inert beings

from Brahman serves no purpose here. For, though not useful

here, it is usef al m establishing that the non-otherness mentioned

in the sutra II, 1, 15 (Tadananyatvam arambhana Sabdadibhyah)

is not of the form of non-difference of the class of mart beings

from Brahman. Hence it is that these three sutras II, 1, 2i to

23 beginning with '\Itaravyapade6at etc ," are not interpreted in

this commentary as constituting a separate section, as (they are)
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in other commentaries.1 Similarly, even the adhikopadeia sutra

(III, 4, 8) occurring m the section about the summnm bonum seeks

only to show that Parame^vara, (who is) higher than the finite

self, does exist, by refuting the prima facie view that there is no

being whatsoever of the name of ParameSvara, and that the Upa-

ai^adic knowledge of the self is enly knowledge relating to the

finite self' So too, the two sOfcras beginning with that about

deep sleep and departure (I, 3, 43 and 44) refer only to the exis-

tence of J?arames$vara who is higher than the finite self, not to the

establishment of difference (between the two). Hence it is that

in the commentaries on the sutras, there is no interpretation

offered favouring (the view of) difference, of the texts like " That

thou art ", which are mentioned in the statement of the prima

facie view, as supporting that (view).

Though in the commentary on the amSa section (II, 3, 42, 3-24222

*t seq) there is an interpretation of them as favouring difference,

yet, that (interpretation) being negatived by the commentary on

the sutra " But as the Self, 3ruU acknowledges and makes us

understand Brahman (IV, 1, 3)'\ is not capable of expressing

their inherent meaning. There, verily, the commentary expound-

ing the final position, which sets about to refute the pnmu facie

view—that meditation on Brahman by those desirous of release

should be performed only as on what is different from one-self as

on one's 6esin (i.e., the principal to which one is accessory) and not

as identical with one-self—(proceeds thus): " though the Supreme

Brahman known as &va is certainly higher than the finite self,

1. If they constituted a separate section, II, 1, 28 would not

relate back to II, 1, 15, as Appayya Dlksita wants bo make out.

It is worth noting that according to the Mysore Edition, all, 1,

-21—23 constitute a fresh, adhikarajpa.
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reason th&t d&votees of yore have understood that as but the Self

(paying) ' I am, verily, Thou- Lord, Divinity, Thou, verily,

art I ': though the Being meditated on is a being different from

the devotees, the Supreme Being (yet) bestows grace on them by

conferring his own form. They, in turn, teach that as the Self to

Other dispiples, through (texts hke) ' That thou art* ". It is but

clear that by the exhibition here of the uon-duahstic sense of

texts like " That thou art", the sense of inseparability declared

earlier, on the basis of the relationship of body and the embodied,

is negatived. It is only in order to show this that the Jabila text

" I am, verily. Thou'* is cited. This sense has been elaborated

earlier, in order to show that if the co ordination were limited

to the relationship of the body and the embodied, the words " I

am, verily, Thou " would be inappropriate. That the natural

sense of the text " £hat thou art " is but non-difference has also

been elaborated already.

3242221 It cannot be that what is said in the acoia section (II, 3, 42

et seq) is negatived by this ; for, it is not proper that what is

established in an earlier section, on the strength of sutras, should

be later negatived by one-seif. The commentator's opinion

should, rather, be taken to be this : Brahman is to be meditated

on either as embodied in one's self, in the Dahara and other

mediations, in the manner stated in the am£a section (II, 8, 42

et seq)^ qr as noo-differeat from one-self in the manner stated in

the ahamgraha section (IV, 1, 3). And thus, of the sentence

a,|?hey in taim teach that as the Self to other disejpies, through

texts like ' That thou art ' ", the aenae must be taken to be that

texts like " T£at %>u ja^tt " refer to the medim*pn qf non- difference*

and not to real non-difference; Jpjr
f
^jflEecence a#4 ftou-differenca
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ate opposed.

This objection loo is refuted (thus) : it is improper to postulate 3-a42222

the acceptance by the commentator of the sense of the text "Thai

thou art ", as declared m the am6a section, (II, 3, 42$ et seq), for,

that i& opposed (1) to the legitimate sfense of the Jabala text and

the expression " Thou art " (in " That thou art "), (2) to the com-

mentary on the" ahatngraha section (IV, 1, 3) winch is intended

to edUBhsa—in the (following) words, " The attainment of Siva's

mature which Is abundance of limitless supreme Bliss is release

;

the attainment of Siva's nature cannot come" about except by the

cessation of the state of the bound creature ; the cessation of that

state of bondage cannot be except by the meditation of that

(Sivatva). Hence, the devotee from whom the state of bondage is

gone* by the destruction oi the ootids in the torrent of ceaseless

contemplation 'I am Brahman', beeooies Siva Htmself-^-that there

is no release except by the meditation of non-difference from

Brahman, and (3) to the commentary on the* adhyana section

(III, 3, 14), which establishes the abandonment of all that is

understood to be different from Siva, in the meditation on Siva,

for the purpose of release ; further, it is not proper to hold that

that the sense of difference declared in the amia section (II, 3,

42 et seq) being accepted, another sense of the nature of non-

difference in meditation is also accepted by the commentator,

since the two senses of the one text " That thou art " are con-

tradictory, like difference and non- difference of the finite self from

Brahman.1

If now it be said " Iiet not its sense be that of the relation of 8.343223

1. In the latter case, the two alternatives have been

recognised to be contradictory by the commentator himself, in

H, 1, 92.
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the body and the embodied ; there is only one sense, that of the

nature of the meditation of imagined non-difference*', no, (we

reply); for, it cannot be held that the contemplation of non-diffe-

rence has but an imagined object, since the knowledge of non-

difference with Brahman is declared to persist even in released

ones, in the (following) words of the commentary on the vikSra-

vaiti sutra (IV, 4, 19), relating to what happens to the liberated

one, " he enjoys the splendour of perfect self-consciousness,

immersed in the world which is of one texture with the

nature of Brahman—the harmony of Siva with Sakti—which

abounds m Supreme Bliss, Light and Power", as also in the words

of the commentary on the ahanigraha section (IV, 1,3)" For, it is

the sense of all revealed texts that release is the attainment of

supreme self-hood, which is free from the state of the bound

creature, characterised by love of bodily conditions such as that of

Brahmin, etc , which is full of essential unsurpassable bliss, and

is of the form of $iva, the self-luminous witness "
; there is the

further reason that the non-difference of finite selves from Brah-

man, through Oit-^akti, cannot be avoided.

3-242224 Now, how can it be said that the interpretation, of the nature

of the relationship of the body and the embodied, (which is) ex-

hibited by him to support the sense declared in the amia section

(II, 3, 42 et ieq) is negatived by himself elsewhere ? It cannot be

said either that only the possibility of the relationship of body and

the embodied being pregnant with real difference is denied by the

exhibition of the sense of non-difference, not that sense (itself),

which is of the relationship of body and the embodied ; for, of one

sentence referring to non* difference, it is not proper to postulate

another significance also m respect of the relationship of body

and the embodied, which is unreal. Nor can it be said that to
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make persons of inferior capacity engage in meditation on the

Sagima Lord, and id order to create increased devotion thereto,

the interpretation relating to wh \t is not the (real) sense is set

out on the principle oi the sugar coated capsule, to induce that

(devotion) by concealing the trut'i about the attributeiess (Brah-

man) ; for, even th? meditation on the Saguaa (Lord), has to be

performed^ verily, through non-difference, m the form u l am

Brahman ". Hence, it muse be shown here, of sentences teaching

non-difference of the finite self and Buahman, that the sense is just

that (1 e. } non-difference literally) or of the form of non-difference

in meditation ; the Betting forth of a sense which is of disservice

to meditation does not stand to reason If this be said, it is

answered (thus).

There is not, even among those who, understanding releases 243225

to be the tummum bonum, are desirous of attaining to it, full deve-

lopment of competency, because o! deficiency m the agent , (this

is) of the capacity required in practice or laid dowD in the $astras

in respect of either the contemplation of the Non-qualified* fol-

lowing on the hearing of and reflection on that sense, which

imparting truth is helptul directly to release, or in the meditation

on the Qualified, in the form of the meditation of the small (ether,

dahara vidya)and so on, which is helpful in securing concentration

of mind etc., thereon. The path of service well-known in Puragas,

Jtihasas and Agamas is intended for such peisons, Though this

(path) is, on the tatkratunyaya, capable of bringing about the

attainment (only) of the status of &va on the Himalayas or

on Kailasa, m tbe capacity of Lord of the Hosts and so on, yet

on the attainment of that status, it brings about release, through

the stages of meditation etc., even from there. Hence it is that

it is said m the Kanaka. " Those spiritual teachers in the wccld

13
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who wear My marks, meditate on Me and seek refuge in Me alone

in them is the fitness (to partake of what has been offered to Me),

not in any other creatures. What is eatable, tasteable, drinkable

and whatever else is offered to Sambhu, that may be eaten by

those who consider tiiemselves as servants. Those who, established

m ftuva Padupata and seeking release, have reached to the path of

service, by them alone is (this) to be drunk or eaten or smelt ".

In (thus) distinguishing competency and the lack of it to partake

of the remnants of food offered to Siva, the qualification " one

who seeks release " is applied to those who have reached to the

path of service. Thus, in the view that grace should be shown to

those of gross understanding unfitted for meditation etc , by start-

ing them on the path of service, in order to create for them a

taste therein, (it is said) that the path of service alone is the pur-

po rt of all the treatises on release. Being of the opinion that

what is so declared in them should be indicated (he*e) in some

measure, another mode of interpretation of texts like " That thou

art", in the sense of tne relationship between oneself and one's

master, (which is) of the nature of that between the body and the

embodied, is made out by the icarya in the am£a section ; thug

there is no inconsistency.

J -24223 As for the posfculation of a different interpretation for the

Irambhana Aruti (in II, 1, 16). thst is helpful tor the purpose of

strengthening faith in the Saguna topic, and is, hence only a

figurative explanation. This too has been explained in what has

been cited before from the commentary on the sutra " aAxna-

divacca tadanupapattih (And as in stones etc., that is inappro-

priate; II, 1, 23)", By that commentary indeed, it is declared

that the non-otherness of the inert world from Brahman cannot

be of the nature of non-difference therewith. Thereby, the non-
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otherness declared of i m the tadananyatva sfltra (IL 1,

15) ends only in its being incapable of being spoken of apart from

Brahman ; for, non-difference from Brahman being absent, there

cannot be non-difference from Cit-Sakti either, which is non-

distinct from Brahman, and hence, the declaration of its (this

inert world's) being a transformation of Cit«$akti ends only in

(its being) an illusion. Therefore, it is the opinion of the com-

mentator, as it is the view of the Sutrakara, that the sense of the

vacarambhana 6ruti is only that modifications are fictitiously im-

posed on the ground (thereof).

This view of the Sutrakara is made clear in his own works

the Mahabharata, through the narrative of SuvatcalS and ^veta-

ketu, set out in the Mok«a Dharma (parva). This is how it is

related there. SuvarcalS, the daughter of Devala knew from

birth the truth about Brahman, having acquired it in previous

births, and was looking for a husband equal to herself (in know*

ledge). Having come to understand $vetaketu, son of Uddfifaka,

to be one such, the father bestowed her of the holy vows on him.

That couple who understood the truth about Brahman continued

in the house-holder's life, which is associated with the performance

of sacrifices and other such duties auxiliary to that (Brahma*know-

ledge). Therein is described the following dialogue between them

concerning Brahman.

On one occasion, Suvarcala aBked her husband JJvetaketu

" Who art Thou ? Tell me, O best of the twice-born". The

lordly one skilled m discourse replied to her " That is known by

thee, without a doubt ; I am the best of the twice-born, O lovely

one, one who practises the vow of truth". She said to him " I ask

about the self that rests in the heart". Hearing that, he replied

„ That (Self) does not speak, O beautiful lady : If thou thinkest
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what is united to mind to be the Self, that; is illusory . Where

there is a name, there is (also) the bondage of the body. The

thought " I am this " is present in you abo. "lam even thou.

1 am myself, I am all " ; this alone holds (true). That which thou

askest o! me, that Being higher thin thyself is not here ".

Here, m order to find oat how $vetaketu,—who has been

repeatedly taught by his father 4t That thou art *' m the Sad

Vidy5,— understood the Self, the first question '* Who art thou,

best of the twice-born 9" is put (to him) by Suv^rcala* Though

understanding the object ot the question, yet in the belief that

s&® should be taught the sense (of the Self) by stages, this reply is

given by ^vetaketu : "by thee who addressest me as best of the

twice-born, I am certainly known to be a Brahmin : why then is

this questioned ?" Then it is said by SuvarcalS " I do not ask

about the Brahmmhood that is perceptible and is imagined m the

Self, as limited by bodily conditions ; rather do I ask about that

Self 5
* which thou dost; designate by the word 'I'm the statement

'I am the best of the twice-born ', as different from the body and

as residing in the heart ". To her is this reply given: "The

word * I * applies to that aspect of the Self which is associated

with the mind; that however, is of an illusory character ; terms

lik» BrShmin etc., which are posited in cjnnection with the bodies

of Brahmins and so on, born of Bran inn families and so on, apply

duly to that (illusory form) Hence, since 'I-ness
1

also, like

Brlhminhood, refers to what is imagined, it is not fit to be ques-

tioned about by those who seek to know t^e nature of the Self,

Thwt * I-ness* is comon to thee and me and to all beings including

lower orders of creation ; hence, bv thee, who, seekest knowledge

01 the nature of the Self, this question which does not refer to the

tesMaaeeodejata! reaUy is not Sfc to bo put." Then (there is) the.
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question " If thou dost understand the ' I * which is associated

with the properties of being agent and enjoyer to be fictitious, then,

understanding thus, how dost thou engage in the observance of

action which is opposed thereto?" To that is the reply given:

" I engage in them for the benefit of the world, though they are

not helpful to one-self". Then, a question is asked about the

connection between sound and significance, with a view to (find

out) how this word " I '' applied by all to refer to the Self can fail

to signify that To that the reply is given that between them

there is not the relation of conjunction «nd the like, but the rela-

tionship of statement and what is stated. Then follows this

series of questio-is and answers between the couple :

Suvarcala : This word (I) signifying egoity is clearly always

applied to to the Self; (hence) the statement that speech does not

apply thereto becomes fictitious

$vetaketu i The word * I % O one of holy vows, applies to

egoity, not to the nature of the Self ; speech which is characteris-

tic of the qualified does not apply to the Supreme Imponderable

One.

Suvarcala • If this be so, O best of Sages, tell me then

what is egoity and also what is the nature of the Self.

^vetaketu* Like the appearance of a pitcher in what is verily,

(but) a mass of clay, even so is egoity recognised here in the

Supreme, Imponderable (One) ; the nature of the Self is Great

and Supreme, Hence, there is no inconsistency in the statement

that speech turns back therefrom.

Here, the question is asked how, if sound and sen&e be related

as what signifies and what is signified, the word " I " could fail to

signify the Self : to this is given the reply that the word " I " is

applied, primarily, not to the Self, but to egoity. Then the ques*
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tion being asked " What is that Self other than egoity?'
1

, the two

are distinguished, in that egoity is illusorily posited in the Self,

like the form of pitcher etc., m clay ; and it is concluded that the

word which sets out as applying to the illusorily posited form

cannot reach up to the pure substrate, as the word ** silver " does

not extend to the form of the pure mother-of-pearl. Therefore, it is

concluded that since the word which signifies the ego, qualified

by agency and other attubutes is said to turn back even from the

neighbourhood of the Pure Self, there is no contradiction what-

ever. Then on the assumption that, Brahman, the abode of the

whole world, is nothing but the Self, which is fully discriminated

from what is designated by " I", &vetaketu teaches that just as,

though the world is seen to be in ether, yet there is not for the

ether any clinging to the world, so too there is no clinging for

for Brahman. Then this fresh question and answer:

Suvarcala : The ether is constantly perceived to be un-

changeable, super-sensible, impartible and omnipresent ; (but) the

Self is not so perceived.

Svetakefcu: One feels by contact again and again the air

that is in the ether ; one smells the smell present therein ; one

similarly see3 with the eyes light, darkness, the host of solar rays,

the assemblage of clouds, ram and the constellations, but does

not see the ether. That which is the nature of Existence is

determined to be the Ether even of the ether. This (ether) is

imagined in the Existential Substance ; that is the true, and (that

is) but ViBmi. Names which signify the qualified apply to the

Supreme Self figuratively. The Supreme all-pervasive one is not

(known) by the eyes or by the mmd or by any other means ; it is

thought by the subtle intellect ; it cannot be described by speech.

All this wide world is established therein alone.
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The question ia " Why h Brahman, the abode of the Universe,

not perceptible like the ether ?" This is the reply given thereto:

there is experience only of air etc., as present ia the ether, not of

the ether as distinct (from them) ; if that be the case with ether,

though an object of experience, what more need be said of Brah-

man, of the term of Existence, who is far more subtle than ether?

Therefore, everything is imagined m the Existential Substance ;

that alone is true and pervasive, and all words applicable to what

is limited by qualities do not apply in their primary sense to that

which is distinguished from tbe qualities, and is understood by

means of knowledge which makes known the real. In this series

of questions and answers it is quite clear that by the citation of the

example of the appearance of pot, in what is, verily, clay, by the

declaration—in the words " That which is of the nature of Exis-

tence is determined " etc- that the finite self of the context is of

the form of Existence, and by the statement " This is imagined in

the Existential Substance; that is true, (that is) but Vibou"? the

sense of the vacarambhaga text (Gh. VI 1. 4) and of the texts

" That Thou ait" and " In that has all this its Self, that is the

true, that is the Self " (Gh. VI, 9, 4) are shown to favour the con-

clusion that Brahman is unrelated to the world, non-distinct from

the finite self, and free from qualifications.

Further, in another context in the Moksa Dharma itself, non- 4 I

difference is set forth in these words :
" I desire, Divinity, Thy

Supreme Abode ; let there be identity of me with Thee ;
let there

be for me no re-birtb ; when a man sees different things as non-

different, then he is free from taint, becomes none other than the

Supreme Self "
;
" The collocation of the assemblage of elements

is not the body of the Supreme Self ; that Viwju who is embodied

as it were, is the delusive Hari " ; in sucb words is (the) formless-
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toess (of Brahman) set forth. In the VianupurSpt and the like,

also, the nature of Brahman, as Pure Intelligence, free from all

difference, and devoid of qualifications, is declared thus :
'* That

Knowledge, wherein all differences have disxppeared, which is of

the bare nature of existence, which is unattainable by speech, and

is self-realised, that if? known as Brahman*' Thus, pure-non-

dualism alone is what is accepted by the Sutrakara ; since the

commentator (ffcfkanfcha) elaborates pure-noa-duahsm here and

there? after his (the Sutrakara's) own heart, the object of the set*

ting forth of quahfied-non- dualism m other places must be

explained only in conformity therewith, in the manner declared

by us.

As for the demonstration of quahfied-non-dualism in the

commentary of others and of pure-non-dualism in the commentary

of yet others, that is m the view of the falsity of that (pure non-

dualism). Of these, it is not possible to make out, as in the case

of Srlkanthilcarya's (commentary), an interpretation conformable

to pure non-dualism ; for, nowhere has there been shown by them

as by $rlkanthacarya, any indication of pure-non~dualism in the

sense above set forth. Further, those who succeeded either of the

commentators up to this day. have been ready only to condemn

pure-non- dualism. Therefore, the only commentary that may be

accepted by those who have regard for the means of correct know-

ledge is that of $rlkanthacarya, which alone is set out (1) for the

purpose of the true comprehension of tne Non-qualified Supreme

Brahman, (2) for the purpose of the meditation of non-diilerenoe,

to be performed by him of middling capacity, m respect of the

Being who has taken on the form of the Qualified, to sbow grace

to His devotees, and is characterised by the entire host of aaspi*

oious qualities, and a resplendent; auspicious form, and (3) for the
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purpose of the meditation of the relationship of one- self and one's

master, to be carried on by him of least capacity,— all these being

appropriately distinguished* thus everything is consistent

Here ends the work called " SlVADVAITA NIRNAYA "

composed through the grace of the Supreme &va,—the Highest

Real, the fore-head -eyed,- by the direct descendant (of the Iiord),

known to fame as Appayya, the son of Hanga Raja, best ot sacri-

fices, the performer of the Vi6va]it Sacrifice, and the great pre-

ceptor of the Advaita School of Thought, (who shone as) the gem

m the Ocean of the family of Bharadvaja.

Appa Dlksita, whose intellect is fixed on the lotus-feet of

Sada&iva, has here condensed the essence of the entire system of

^rlkantha 1

1. The couplet of which this is the translation, occurs only

in Manuscript " O ", and that too after the colophon; it is possibly

by other hands ttxan Appayya's.

X9





NOTES.

[The references in square brackets are to paragraphsj«

NOTE 1.

' Vyaktyakrtijatayds tu padarthafc ' (NySya Sutra, II, 2, 66 ;

II, 2, 63, according to the edition used by Dr. Jha). [P. 2*22]

The translation of the Sutra and Vatsyayana's bhasya thereon

are here set forth :
" In Reality the Individual, the Configuration

and the Generality—(All three) onstitute the Denotation^ of the

word—(Su. 68) The term * tu *, in reality, serves the purposes of

emphasis. * What is it that is emphasised ?' What is meant to

be emphasised m that all the three are denoted by words,—tjiere

being no hard and fast rule as to which one is the predominant

and which the subordinate factor, for instance, when there is

(on the part of the person pronouncing the word) a desire to lay

stress upon the difference (of a thing from others)—and when the

cognition brought about is also one pertaining to the distinctive

features of that thing—there the 'Individual* forms the predomi-

nant factor (in the denotation of that word) and the 'Generality

and the 'Configuration' are subordinate factors ; when, on the,

other hand, the difference is not meant to be emphasised,-—and

the resultant cognition also pertains to the commonalties,—then

the 'Generality' is the predominant' factor, and , the 'Individual*

and the 'Configuration' are subordinate factors. Many instances

(of such varying predominance and subservience) may be found In
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actual usages. An example of the predominance of *Configuration'

may also be found " (Dr. Jha's translation of the Nyaya SStras

Vol. II. pp. 448-449).

Dr Jha's use of the word "denotation" in place of the more

general teem " significance*' tends to introduce a slight confusion.

Jati and akfti would more niturally constitute part of the con-

notation rather than the denotation of ttie word j the latter is

more properly the vyakti. The NaiySyika's insistence on all

three constituting the significance is parallel to the western logi-

cian's doctrine that every term possesses both connotation and

denotation, though, with different classes of terms, either aspect

may dominate over the other. The important point is that they

all together constitute one sense, not different senses of the word.

Disjunction of the three is not meant, as seen by the use of the

singular number m padattha^. The Buddhist who holds terms to

have no positive significance, but only to perform the function of

excluding (Apoha) the significance of other words, makes the

mistake of separating these three aspects, and then failing to

understand how a word can function usefully as referring to any

one of them alone His position is set out and refuted elaborately

in the " Nyaya Vartika." See also Keith's Indian Logic and

Atomism, p. 159. It is unfortunate that this author too uses the

word " denotes ", where " signifies " is distinctly preferable. Pro-

fessor Eadhaknshnan*s exposition of the topic seems «lear and less

open to objection '* The word " he says "suggests the form, de-

notes the individual and connotes the genus " (Indian Philosophy,

II, p. 107).
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NOTE 2.

Tnfc prathamam anvaha triruttamaoa [p. 2*324].

The Dar&a Purnamasa sacrifice is the model for several other

sacrifices. The former is the prakrti rite and the latter vikrtis.

In the prakrti rite, eleven rks are prescribed to be chanted in the

matter of getting the fire to blaze in the first instance (agni

sammdhana). These rks are known as samidheni. The injunc-

tion is that fifteen samidhems are to be chanted (pancadaia

samidhenlranvaha), while, however, only eleven rks are mentioned.

The number fifteen is made up, therefore, by chanting the first

and the last rks thrice, instead of once Now, though the simi-

dhem rks are the same both for the prakrti and all the vikrti

rites, their order is not always the same. Thus in the DarSa

Purnamasa, the first rk is Pravo Vaja etc,, and the last Ajuhota

etc. But in other rites, any other rk of the eleven may be

first, as determined by the nature of the rite, the deity sacrificed

to, and so on. The question here is whether the injunctidn te

repeat thriee applies to what may happen to be the first and last

rk in each rite, or what is known to be the first and last rk in the

prakrti rite, in connection with which arises the injunction to

three-fold incantation The final view is that the first and last

rks of each particular rite have to be chanted thrice, not those of

the prakrti rite, the reason being that words " first " and " laBt"

signify position primarily, not what occupies the position in a

particular context. With marking the place they become functus

officio^ and may not be called u-pon to discharge any other

function.



NOTE 8.

Soda&graha^XgrahanaBySya. [P. 2*832].

The following is taken from Jacob's Laukika Nyiyafijali,

Part III. " The rule as to the use or omission of the SodaJlstotra

(at the Atiratra Factifice'). In very common use as an indication

of option being allowable in regard to something. Prom the

introduction to the third volume of Dr. Eggeiing's translation of

the fSatapatha Brahmafla, we le%ro that 'the distinctive feature of

the Atiratra -sacrifice, as the nai^e itself indicates, is an over-

night performance of chintg and recitation. ..At the end of each

round, libations are offered, followed by the inevitable potations of

Soma liquor and the performance partook largely of the character

of a regular nocturnal carousal*. Then as to the Sodaiin, he says

(page xviii)
—

' As regards the ceremonies preceding the night

performance, there is a difference of opinion among ritualists as to

whether the §odasi6totra is or is not a necessary element of the

AtirStra. Asvalayana (5, 11, 1) refers incidentally to the Soda&n, as

part of the Atiratra, though it is not quite clear from the text

of the sutra whether it is meant to be a necessary or only an

optional feature of that sacrifice.' There can be little doubt,

however, that the learned writers who use the ny&ya, regard the

use of the stotra aa optional *\ (pp. 187-1&8). It is, however,

rather doubtful whether the reference is primarily to the stotra.

What is more likely is that the use of the Sodaiin cup (the six-

teenth cmp) is intended. The question, then, would be whether

the cup and the accompanying stotra and ikstra are necessary

elements of the Atiratra sacrifice, the answer being that they are

optional, in view of contrary injunctions in respect thereof. See,

Keith, Religion and Philosophy of the Veda
t pp. 335-836.
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NOTE 4.

The Padahavanlya nyaya. [p. 2*48],

The general injunction is that all sacrifice should be perform-

ed in the Shavanfya fire, In the Aivamedha sacrifice, however,

it is enjoined that offerings are to be made in the hoof-marks of

the horse. This injunction would be entirely purportless, if the

general rule were considered to over-ride it ; if however, its vali-

dity for the particular sacrifice be admitted, the rule " yadahava-

nlye juhoii", would be only limited in its application, not nullified.

Both injunctions would thus be purportful. The injunction

" pade juhoti " would be an exception to the general rule "yadaha-

vanlye juhoti" j the general applicability of the latter should be

construed m the light of this exception.

NOTK 5.

Andho bhavatyapi roditlva etc., [P. 2 52}.

The quotation here would appear to be a jumble of words

from Ohlndogya, VIII. 10 and 11. Indra, acquiring knowledge

of the Self from Prajlpati is told that the dream- self is the

Supreme Self. On reflection, Indra finds that that will not do,

since, though not affected by bodily defects and impurities, the

dream self has its own trials and tribulations : ft is wounded, as it

were; it cries as it were. He, therefore, goes b-ck to the preceptor,

and is told that the self in deep sleep is the Supreme Self. That

knowledge too is not free from doubts, for that self reaches anni-

hilation, as it were- If eua hare (vina&ameva) were understood m
#lmi4y there would be no liberation, no manifestation of the Se4f in

its own form and so on, Hence, vina&ameva has to be understood

on the analogy of roditlva in Oh, VI1IS 10, 2 and 4.
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NOTE 6.

Paficagm Vidya. [P. 3*132].

This is the instruction imparted to Gautama by PravihaQa

Jaivali concerning that knowledge, the teaching of which belonged

only to the Ksatciyaa and was made available first to Gautama

among the Brahmins. It relates to the five fires which are the

Heavenly region, rain, the earth, man, and woman. In the fifth

libation, water comes to be called *' man '*. Man lives up to the

full span ot life, and then dies; at his death, he is carried to the

fire wherefrom he originated. Those w<\o know this and those

who in the forest meditate upon faith a od austerity, they depart

on the path of #he God*. Those who do not know this, but spend

their lives in works of charity and public utility, they depart on

the path of the Fathers, and ultimately return to this worldf

after their stock of merit is exhausted by enjoyment. The refe-

rence is to Ghandogya, Chapter V, Kha?$as, 3—10 (both inclusive).

NOTE 7.

MadhuVidyS [P 8'1«*7]

The Sun, it is said, is verily the honey of the devas. Its rays

spreading east, south, west, north and upwards constitute the

honey-cells in each of these directions. The honey-producers in

each case are the ^ks, the Yajus verses, the Samans, Atharvangi-

rasa, and the secret instruction (gahya adeSah). The waters in

each case (i.e., the Soma juice, butter, milk, etc., poured into the

fire) are the nectar. He who knows the first kind of nectar

becomes a Vasu, and retains his status so long as the Sun ri&es m
the east and sets out in the west. He who knows the second

nectar becomes a Eudra, for as long as the Sun rises to the south

and sets to the north. He who knows the third nectar becomes

an Aditya, for as long as the Sun rises in the west and sets to th<*
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east. He who knows the fourth nectar becomes a Marat lor as

long, as the Sun rises in the north and sets in the south. He who
knows the fifth nectar becomes a S'Sdhya for as l»ng as the Sun

rises, over-head and sets down below. Thus are described the

various forms of meditation on the Sun as honey, and the- fruit

thereof. The fruit is limited through admitting of different degrees

of duration Not so, however, is ths fruit of Brahma-knowledge,

the realisation of that Supreme Being which neither rises nor

sets. The Bliss attained thereby 13 illimitable, indestructible.

Hence, even those who by the practice of Madhu Vidya have

atiramed the comparatively happy status of Vasus etc., have to

seek.Brahma Vidya, their status being but transient. But, in the

case of these, departure along the path of the gods is obviously

unsuitable, that path having been prescribed for beiDgs on the

lower, human plane of e&istence. The reference is to Chandogya,

Chapter III, Khandas 1 to 11 (both inclusive). The question of

the fitness of devatas for Brahma knowledge is discussed in

Vedanta Sutras, I, 3, '25-82.

NOTE 8.

Samanam itarat 6yenena, [P. 3 18834].

The jyotistoma sacrifice serves as the modal (prakyti) for

several other rites (vikrtis). Two of these are the Isu and the

$yena. In prescribing the conduct of the Isu, certain distinctive

elements are first mentioned and it is then said that in the rest

there is agreement with the &yena It is contended by some that

the distinctive features having been already mentioned, the gene-

ral clause refers only to those elements which the Isu derives from

iyotiftoma, which serves as the model. The mention of the $yena

has no special significance, that rite being cited only as another
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instance of a rite modelled on the jyotiftoma. The final view is

that the similarity is in respect not of the general features common

to the prakfti and vikpfci rites, but of the distinctive rites of the

{Jyena. Thus, the IJtviks in the Syena rite should wear red tur-

bans; the Btviks in the Iiu should do like-wise. The reason for

this conclusion is that otherwise the statement 'samlnam itarat

6yenena* becomes merely repetitive, thus losing its force and

authority. No Scriptural passage may be interpreted in such a

way as to make it lose its authoritative ness, unless there is no

help for it In the present case, no such necessity arises. The

word ' itarat ' means what is other and goes beyond not merely

the distinctive Ibu rites already mentioned, but also those elements

known to be common to the jyotiifcoma and the Ifu on the ground

of their being related as prakrti and vikrfci. The similarity in-

tended and enjoined can be only in respect of the distinctive

elements of the £yena. Thus, the mention of the word &yena

also becomes purporttul. The part of the discussion which is

relevant to Appayya's purpose is this • where resemblance is

mentioned after the citation of certain distinctive elements, that

resemblance must be in respect of other elements which are also

distinctive, not those common to the prakrti and all other vikrtis

thereof. For a full discussion of the topic, see PQrva MImlmal,

VII, 18—16 and Sabarasvamin's commentary thereon. In legal

terminology, the principle is that of ejusdem generis.
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NOTE tt.

Sa<Mga and Da4a-avyaya, [P. 3.233].

The obeisance to Veda and Bhava is the third of the invoca-

tions occurring in BhamatI (see page 4 of AnantakTfna ffastrm's

edition). As applied to the Veda the six limbs are SfiksS, Chandas,

Nirukta, Vyakarana, Jyotisa and Kalpa ; the avyayas (indeclin-

ables) are innumerable, like the particle " ca " meaning " and M
.

The six limbs of Bhava are Omniscience, Contentment, Eternal

Wisdom, Independence, Eternal Illimitable Besources, and Un-

imagraationable Power ; the ten members are Knowledge, Non-

attachment, Lordly power, Austerity, Truth, Mercy, Firmness,

Creatorship, Self-knowledge, and Controliership. The enumeration

is that of the author of the Kalpataru who bases himself on PuraQic

authority (see p. 4 of Anantakrsjja Sastrin's edition).

NOTE 10

The Advaitin's conception of Mukti. [P. 3*285—32355].

Appayya Dlkfita shows with considerable skill and trouble

that even for him in whom nescience has ceased, liberation takes

the form of the attainment not of Brahman, but of Sivara,

endowed with innumerable auspicious qualities and so on.

Identity with Brahman is possible only when all finite selves are

liberated. So long a3 there is a residue of Karma even for one

finite self, the liberated one can attain only the nature of

IsVara* For, on the hypothesis that there are many finite

selves and that each finite self is fevara, as reflected in mayS,

with the cessation of may* for one finite self, all that

results is the merger of that reflection with the original that

was reflected, that is, in other words, the merger of that jlva with

**vara, But so long a3 there are other jlvas, ISvar* coafc'mues
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reflected ; and the being that has got merged with I6vara can

claim nothing higher. When all finite selves are liberated, may*

as a whole vanishes, Isvara is no longer a Inmba, a being capable

of being reflected ; both He and the finite selves realise their

identity in Brahman that is Pure Intelligence.

The doctrine is attractive in many ways. The prospect of

merger m Nirguna Brahman does not appeal eith«L to the intel*

lects or to the emotions of most. It seems difficult to realise how

one being can become the Absolute while others are left to wallow

in ignorance ; and the ideal even if possible, seems undesirable,

being clearly anti-social. The difficulty in accepting this doctrine

is due to the fact that the hypothesis of a plurality of finite selves

is not the only possible one for the advaitin. There are the

ekajlvavadms, for whom clearly enlightenment should lead

directly to identification with Brahman. There are also those

who consider that l&vara Himself is a reflection (a praUbimba

not a bimba), that fevara is Brahman as reflected m mlya, and

jl*a is Brahman as reflected in avidya. On this hypothesis too,

irrespective of the unit} or plurality of souls, release would

necessarily have to be identification with Brahman ; for the

merger of a reflection in the original is intelligible, not its merger

in another reflection, like Wvara ; if the latter were possible, then

one jlva might as well become another jlva, and the so-called

release would be no release at all.

Appayya, has, therefore, to show that his own hypothesis of

the plurality of souls and the bimbatva of the Lord is the only

tenable one. This he does in the « Siddhanta-leSa-aaipgraha,' by

showing, as in the present work, that his own view of mukti is

the orthodox adv-uta vi3W, bsmg that of the BhagavatpSda hin|-
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self. The argument is developed at some length with reference to

each chapter of the Sutras, and is substantially identical with that

of the present work. There is a slight elaboration in respect

of one or two points, which may tend to indicate that the

Samgraha is the later work. Thus, demonstrating through state-

ments from the bhafyakara's mouth that release consists in the

attainment of the being of taVara, Appayya argues back and says

that the ekajlvavada and the I£vara-pratibimbavada are un-

tenable, as they are inconsistent with the orthodox view of mukti.

The only advaita work which he explicitly condemns as hostile

to his view is the Samksapa £$&rlraka.

The doubt naturally arises as to how this mukti is different

from that attained by the devotees of 3agu?a Brahman. The

difference is m that the latter, seeking the Lord through devotion,

never attain to an intuition of the Impartible Absolute, and that,

therefore, they continue still to be enveloped in ignorance.

Theirs is not the full measure of the being or the bliss of Sagu^a

Brahman They are equal to Him, but only in respect of enjoy-

ment ; theirs is not the unsurpassable lordship of Ijvara Himself,

the power to create, sustain and destroy the universe. He who

becomes livara by realisation of non-duality becomes l^vara with

no reservations.

On the whole subject, see further ' Siddhanta-le&a-samgraha/

pp> 447 to end, and the daharadhikara^a of the Nyaya Rakfima^i;

Dharmarajadhvann's Vedanta Paribhaia may also be consulted;

Bee, particularly, Prof. S. Badhakrishnan's Introdaction to the

edition brought out by the University of Calcutta,
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NOTE 11.

Sthillpulika nyiya [P. 3"2356].

The tollowing is from Apte's Sanskrit-English Dictionary :

" In a cooking-pot all the grains being equally moistened by the

heated water, when one gram is found to be well-cooked, the

same way may be inferred with regard to the other grains. So

the maxim is used when the condition of the whole class is

inferred from that of a part",

NOTE 12.

Gudajihvika nyaya. [P. 3*242224].

Jacob (Laukika Nyayanjali, I, 24) explains this as " the

maxim of the tonqva (smeared) icitk treacle (in order to disguise an

unpalatable draught)". He also quotes a passage from the

Vicaspatya, which says that just as a pare at makes his child, who

is afraid of the bitterness of the essence of neem, drink the es-

sence after first coating his tongue with treacle, even so do the

eulogistic passages serve to engage human beings in the perfor-

mance of rites requiring the expenditure of great energy and

labour, by extolling the fruit of those rites as everlasting heavenly

bliss and so on. In the present translation, the phrase " maxim

of the sugar-coated capsule " has been used, as serving to convey

the same sense in a manner more familiar to most present-day

readers.



NOTE 18.

Tat-kratu-nyaya. [P. 8242226].

This is the maxim " What a man meditates on, that he

becomes". The Scriptural authority for this is a Ghandogya

passage, which, after prescribing calm meditation on Brahman as

that m which all this begins, ends and continues, goes on to say

to show the need for it saying, "Yatha kraturasmin lake

puruio bhavati tathetah pretya bhavati, according as his will is in

this world, so will the man be after he has departed hence

"

(Oh. Ill, 14, 1; the translation is Dr. Jha*s). The following is

from !$amkara's commentary on the same * " According as a

man's will or determination is, in this world, during his present

life,—so does he become when he has departed from this body;

—

that is to say, his condition is in keeping with the result in

accordance with his will. This fact we come to know from the

Scriptures : '..Thinking over whatever disposition, one renounces

the body in the end etc./ (Bhagavad Glta). And inasmuch as

such sequence is maintained by the Scriptures 5 one who knows

this, should hare this will,—i.e., the will or determination that

we are going to explain " (Dr. Jha'e translation, p. 181).

NOTE 14.

Pareilm bhiftye vi&sfSdvaita nisilpanam, anyefam bhSffye

suddhidvaita nirUpa^am, [P, 5j

The reference seems to be to Ramanuja and Madhva, these

two being explicitly mentioned in the corresponding portions of

the Ananda Laharl, This is a rough translation of verse 88 of

that work :
" The declaration of the enjoyment of the bhas of

Brahman, by the released one3, as in this (bhaiya), contradicts

the (doctrine of) difference between Brahman and the finite self;

there are other similar indications in other bhafyas • but these
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nature, not as prompted by the realisation of essential non- diffe-

rence ; fpr, they are confirmed haters ol pure Brahman, as also

of Saguna. &va> suffering as they do from the curse of Dadhlci

and others/

'

The other indications mentioned in the Terse are explained

in the introduction to the verse, with reference to the system of

Madhva, The bonds of the jlva are, in that, system, unreal; there

are no attributes differentiating the, jlva from Brahman, except

d)$armaj I^rahman whp is l$aown by him who seeks release is not

an object of, meditation J the jlva is a reflection of Brahman ;

syridya (nescience) is removable by knowledge, and so on. But

these are nofc genuine indications of the acceptance of non-diffe-

repee as- final. For, though at release the finite self is said to

enjoy the bliss of Brahman, yet other selves are recognised who,

failing to obtain true knowledge of Brahman, attain asan-mukti,

fall into the three hells, and suffer everlastingly, This is incom-

patible with non-diffej&ence* Further, neither Ramlnuja nor

M&dhva rises to the conception of release as the attainment of the

state of the Attributeless Brahman. As for the indications in

Madhva's system, he himself interprets his doctrines in such a

way as to lend no colour even to a suspicion of acceptance of non-

duahsm. Thus, though the bonds are fictitious in relation to the

jlva, they are real enough m relation to the internal organ (the

antafc'karaaa) ; though the jlva m a reflection of Brahman, they

are yet distinct, like the face and its reflection ; though avidyS is

removable by knowledge, the former has yet a true existence ;

and so on. Though their admissions cut at their own position*,

they make these, not m the recognition of advaita, but m the

failure to realise jthafc they are helniessiv falling mfco the pit of.
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self-contradiction. Tbey suffer to this day from the curses of

Gautama, Dadhlci, Upamanyu, Nandike&vara and others. Their

minds are tainted by the hatred of the superiority of &uddh&dvaita

and Parama &iva. Imagining themselves to be Vaisnavas, they

shower multifarious abuse both on the doctrine of the pure-non-

duality of the attributeless Brahman and on Parama &va.

The concluding words of the * Ananda Laharl * contain a fine

tribute to &rlka$tha, which is worth noting here. Though in the

commentary there cannot be seen any out-spoken criticism or

upholding of his position by the abuse of that of others, yet the

bhasya written by the great lord seated on the throne of the

empire of knowledge (vidya samrajya) leaves all this to be done by

the commentators thereon, merely giving an indication thereto,

just as a great lord, m order to protect his dominions from the

inroads of robbers, signals to his servants to look to that business,

merely by knitting his eye-brows.
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